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23,

Fighting

39.

PORTLAND,

Grath insulted a young woman who was
with a male companion In the park, but
the charge preferred against McGrath is
violation of the park ordinances.
McGrath was badly cut about the head ami
had a bullet in his
right lung when
The
brought to police headquarters.
and woman who were the
young man
only uninterested witnesses disappeared
during the excitement and could not be
found later.
McGrath was taken to the

TWO HUNDRED KILLED.

Some
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in Philli-

pines Yet.

SEWS EXPECTED.
Communication With Pekin

Opened.

Wounded.

New

Discovert

and Other News of Gold

News says the allies

have

keep

tlie Indian

A

Detach-

Signal Corp
me’ •»

So Chinese

passengers report new discoveries In Tanana.
Kureka creek claims are giving
from twenty-five to forty
cents to the
A stampede to the diggings is expan.

Ambushed.

a

On June 15 a cave-in of the bank
of the Yukon buried a boat crew which
is believed to number from three to five.
a?
Amnef v Resolutions Sent to Three have been recovered but none have
been idem tilled.
On .Tune 20 a boat containing five paso
sengers drifted out to sea from the mouth
of the Yukon and ai-e believed to
have
been lost.
Four bodies of miners drowned from
Manila, July 23.—It is officially an- the
capsizing of boats have been pic ked
hundred
nouncel -that last week two
from the Yukon flats.
up
surgents were killed aud 130 surrendered j A son of C. 1). Lane is
reported to have
One hundred rifles
or were captured.
been shot at Nome in a claim jumping
were taken.
quarrel.
were killed and
Americans
Twelve
j Passengers report over a hundred, if
eleven wounded.
not more, cases of small pox at
Nome.
This Includes the casualties of Colonel
The steamers Discovery.
Utopia and
Birkhimer’s
E.
William
engagement
Morning Star are quarantined at St.
with a force of the 28th volunteer infan- i
Michaels,
Captain McIntyre heard a retry, who attaoked 300 Insurgent rifles :
port at St. Michaels that the steamer
"entrenched two mile3 fast of Taal, killing Charles Nelson
had been driven ashore on
88.
the Siberian coast by ice and is believed
A detachment of the signal corps,while
to be a wreck.
reptrlng wires, was twice ambushed.
"
36th
of
the
D.
Charles
lioberts,
Captain

Legation

at

London Claims.

pected.

Aguinaldo.

Messages From Ministers Expected

Momentarily.
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Few

Days Should Solve
Great

London

Mystery.

Believes

patches

Are

Alleged

Dis-

Up

to a late hour [tonight nothing had
been heard from Major General Chaffee
who is to command the American forces

in2 China, and whose arrival at Nagasaki
is hourly expected.
A brief cablegram
was received
by Secretary Long today

issued a

President Receives Direct Appeal From
Chinese Government.
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CHAPMAN

23.— Local forecast for
Boston and vicinity: Fair weather Monday and Tuesday; light variable winds.
Washington, July 22.—Forecast for
New EnglandMonday and Tuesday;
General ly fair Monday and Tuesday; fresh

Boston,

T EC S31

NATIONAL

BANK

of Portland, Maine,

July

east to south winds.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
The local
1900.
weather bureau records the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer. 80.157; thermometer, 68 2; dewpoint, 57; rel. humidity, 67,
of
direction of the wind, NE; velocity
the wind, 7; state of weather, clear.
8 p. m.—Barometer. 80.108; thermometer, 65.0; dew point, 57; rel. humidity, 75;
direction of t he wind, S; velocity of the
wind, 8; state of weather, clear.

Portland, July 22,
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74; minimum
temperature, 68; mean temperature, 68;
maximum wind velocity, 18SE; precipitation—24 hours, 0,
Maximum temperature,

President.
Cashier.

weather:

--

SETH L, LARRABEE,
PEBLEY P. EURNHAM,
JAMES F. HAWKES
WILLIAM M. MARKS

ADAM P. LEIGHTON,

—

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
weather
The agricultural department
bureau for yesterday, July 22, taken at 8
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
his section being given in this order:
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declare against foreigners, According to
the Che Foo correspondent of the Daily
Mail the fall of Tien Tsin has so disheartened the Chinese that they are seeking
terms. He says that several attempts have
been made to send messages to Pekin, but
so far without any known
results and

over-

..

COF

1o

sent and that when these arrangements
are completed the remaining viceroys will

lar, fancy colored soft caps, lightweight felt hats, anything and every-

thing

f rt rrrVi

Temperature,

direction of

wind,

state of

Boston, 62, E, dear; New York, 74, SE,
clear; Philadelphia, 78, S,p loudy;Washi78
E,
cldy; Alngton,
degrees,
76, NE,
bany, 80. S, clear; Buffalo,
clear; Detroit, 76, E, clear; Chicago, 74
degrees, SE, p. cldy; St. Paul, 82, SW,
rain; Huron, Dak,, 76, NE, p. cldy; Bismarck, 80, NE, clear; Jacksonville, 80,
SE, p.cldy.

adds that rumors are again current that
the Russians are reaching Pekin from the
north. It is impossible to confirm or deny
these statements, but
either one might
explain China’s efforts to gain time.
Li Hung Chang's visil to Shanghai
seems to be a complete failure.
Except
the Chinese customs officials no one has
visited him.
Sheng, the Tao Tai (chief
all

declined.
The Shanghai
correspondent of the
Daily Mail pretends to have authority for
Britain
the assertion that
will
Great
repudiate any credentials ; LI Hung

Chang may bring from the Empress
Dowager, and he adds:
“Russia, however, is willing to make
terms with Li Hung Chang whose real

Viceroy

Coldly

llecelveil

Ileywood commandant of marines and
the lull marine bands.
Major Diokena
commands the detachment.
WILLIAM APPEALED TO.
Berlin
Paris, July 22—The
spondent of the Temps says:

“It is asserted in Berlin that the empeof China has sont a telegram to Em-

Final Answer Has Thus Far Not
Been Given.

peror William, deploring the assassination of Baron Von Ketteler by the rebels
and declaring that the murderers are be-

ing actively sought and will be punished.
He also expressed a hope that the relations of China with Germany would not
suffer from this state of things.”

Waitt and Bond’s
U. S.

Proceeding

on

Different Lines

Than

BLACKSTONE

European Dowers*

CIGAR

22.—Ei Hung
Chang,
here today on the steamer

who arrived
Anplng from Hong Kong, was coldly received. The native ollicials sent an escort
of three hundred armed troops;
hut as
the French consul objected to their passing through the French settlement they
were withdrawn ami Earl El landed under an escort of twelve French
police.
Once out of French jurisdiction he was
handed over to the cosmopolitan
ssttle
ment pdlice who
escorted him
to his

regulh®

board, violated the harbor
tions by entering and was compelled to
leave the limits.
The consuls have decided
not to call
upon Li Hung Chang officially.

They hope,

j

'22.—President

Mc-

List

of

the

Americana

Killed

1m

Battle.

(Copyright, 1900,

been male known here it is believed
that the address to the President is simiIn
lar in terms to that communication.
our case the communication was made
through Minister Wu to the state department. Thus far a final answer has not

The French government
been returned.
answered at once but the answer will not
i serve us. The United Htates government

CASUALTIES AT TIEN TSIN.

!

the Associated

Press.)

were
ate! and the bodies
enclosed in
grandees coffins taken at Tien Tsin, The
following is a list of the killed in the

ninth regiment:
Company A—John A. Potter and Geo.
H, Buckley.
Company B—Corporal Richard B.Slater
and Privates John McPortland and Gotfried Svenson,
Robert
Company C—Barney Gonyea,
B. Gordon
Company 1)—John H. Porter.
John J.
Company F—Oscar Olesen,
Dreher, Alexander Syoghberg, Caspar
Xhwertfger and James B. Taylor.
Company G—Clyde B. Jamison, Wm
F. RIeffennacht,
E. Partlow, Frederick
John P. Smith and Dewey Rogers,
The following is a list of the marines
Charles J. Kollock,
killed: Sergeant
Corporal Thomas Kelly and Privates J.
E. McConkey and Isaac W. Partridge

TROOPS FOR CHINA.
New York, July 22.—Companias H and
I of the eighth United
States infantry
MeLellan
this
moved off the transport
morning and started for Fort Snelling.
Minn., on the New York Central railThe men will wait for the memroad.
who are
bers of the regiment
coming
north on another transport and after the
recruiting of the organization to its full
number a start will be made for China.
The two companies number about 240
The men have been; In
and officers.
looked
Cuba eighteen months, but they
About 2500 persons
in line condition.
were at the dock to meet them, many of
men

the men having friends in this city and
the Y. M. C. A. provided ooffee and othIt took until
er refreshments for them.
half past one o’clock in the afternoon Ito
get thirty tons of equipments and sup-

west.
It was said that thd” other eight companies of the regiments who are coming
north on the other transport were delayed
These
by a storm off Cape Hatteras,
tomorrow morning.
men are expected
once
follow
at
their
will
They
companions to Fort Snelling,
WILL REMAIN AT HONG

KONG.

Hong Kong, July 22.—The second Indian
brigade has been ordered to remain

commissioner simis dead.
New York, July
22.—Adolph Simis,
Jr., commissioner of charities of Greater
New York, for the borough of Brooklyn
and Queens, died today, at his summer
home at Yails Gate Junction, N. Y.

on

account of his death

Leading

Wo

and asserts that

strong instructions would be issued to
seize the murderer, who must be caught
and severely punished after the termination of the present hostilities, together

Londre

in the worla.
Known

with those who have murdered foreigners
and missionaries or taken their property
without cause.
The language of the edict, as given by
Mr. Fowler on this subject, is very much

Everywhere.

QUALITY
COUNTS.

involved,

but it appears to exempt from
punishment those who have killed foreigners “connected with war.”
The governor of Pekin and the viceroy
of Chi Li are charged to issue instructions to investigate and then to deal intelligently with each case of wrong-doing.
The edict states that recently evil-doers
created riots,
deliberately rebelled and
murdered good subjects, certainly it says,
a deplorable state of affairs. All viceroys,
governors and high military authorities,
are
ordered to obtain accurate details,
presumably of the outrages committed by

Dutch
||
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/
<
! entirely
different line of policy in the
/ some wholly different from usual £
! treatment of the case. Unfortunately, the
y beer mug designs, selling at $1.25 /
state department finds itself alone in this, the Chinese and to make such seizures
\ to $5.00. with handsomely enr \
but nevertheless, It is convinced that its and to take such action as the cases war\ bossed metal covers.
\
:
plan is the best and it has behind it the rant in order to stop the disturbances.
Flemish Blue Steins with covers, €
Beside the reference to the seizure of
consoling assurance that at present all of
f 30c to $1.50.
/
i the
European governments have tactily the Taku forts as one of the causes of the
Steins and Tankards for room
! admitted that an error was made in the uprising, the significant feature of the >
J
! beginning in not following the common edict is the under-lying expression of the \ decoration or for use.
United States naval com- desire of
sense of the
the
imperial government of
The point of differ- China, not only to protect the foreigners,
mander at Taku.
ence between the state department and but to make preparation for the injustices
the European governments is that the lat- sustained.
That would seem to be the
ter are proceeding upon the belief that ail meaning of the instructions to the Chiof the foreign ministers and missionaries nese viceroys and
magistrates to take
and guards at Pekin have been killed and steps to ascertain the extent of these inwith the Chinese juries. Otherwise the edict is mainly
i nsist
upon dealing
government upon that basis, thereby as- argumentative and appears.to be an effort
suming a hostile attitude that tends to to extenuate the course of the imperial
Our shoes are manufactured by the best
destroy the last chance of availing of government. As such it may be properly
concerns in Hie country, useing finest mawhatever friendly sentiment may yet ex- laid aside for the present to be taken up
terials and best workmanship.
Our prices
lit tiie quality of goods selected.
ist among the powerful Chinese viceroys for consideration in the final reckoning
We
are offering excellent bargains in
and the imperial government itself. Thus and such will be the course of the state
Russet goods, a little out of style, but good,
Just
the French
plain, serviceable, wearing shoes.
reply indicated in the four department.
a
vacation,
right for general wear oh
renditions laid
down bv M. Del Casse

Tien Tsin, July 16—(Midnight via Cha
Foo, July 20, via Shanghai, July 22.— |
Eighteen members of the ninth United
States infantry were buried near the barThe regi- |
racks this (Sunday) evening.
ment paraded.
Chaplain Marvine offici-

—

he continues, “although
all are aware of the horrible Pekin massacres, every official down to the humblest retainer has been sworn to secrecy
upon the penalty of wholesale executions

Washington, July

Kinley has received what purports to be a
direct appeal from the Chinese Imperial
government to use his good offices to extricate that government from the difficult
and dangerous position in which it has
been placed as a result of the Boxer uprising and the ensuing hostile attitude
of the great powers. Although the exact
text of the appeal made by the Emperor
of China to France, as outlined in the
on
of
Well
residence,
place
Bubbling
!
despatches of yesterday, has not
road. Tha Anplng, having munitions o*T cable

dissension among the here. The British first class battleship
British, German and Am- Goliath and two Indian transports with
have arrived off Hong Kong.
were resolute troops
representatives
MISSIONARIES SAFE.
GERMAN
him.'*
against receiving
The Shanghai
correspondent of the
Berlin, July 23 —The German consul at
the
that
Chinese Swatau telegraphs under date of July 21
Daily Mail declares
officials are thoroughly frightened by the that all the German
mission aries from
fall of Ties Tsin and desire to open nego- the Interior of the province of
Kwaffg
safely.
Tung have arrived there
tiations.
--^.

“Therefore,”

The

Shanghai.

war on

corre-

ror

Shanghai, July

The

should the details leak out.

Out

at

mission is to sow
powers.
erican

Helping Them

of Their Difficulties.

been advised to leave the forts on
the
Yang Tss Kiang.
Slight skirmishes are reported from
Manchuria between the Russians
and
Chinese.
X The St. Petersburg correspondent of
the Times says:
“The United States government
has
communicated
to the
Russian government for its information
that Emperor
Kwang Su was living and in full possession of his imperial functions on July 9.
“As soon as the Russian general, Hinevitch (reported from Vladivostock to be
matching to the scene of hostilities with
an army and a complete artillery brigade)
arrive^ at Tien Tsin, the advance on
Pekin will begin.

Oltl

cross

conspicuous by the presence of General

Ask His Aid in

where the roads

plies and an unruly horse off the transport, and on the special train in waiting
cordial in- and the start was then
begun for the

gave the consuls a
vitation to meet him at luncheon hut

magistrate)

the Pacific on an army
This is tho largest body of
marines that has yet been despatched to
the
east and
the departure was made

FROST FOR LI HUNG.

j

and

she is his flagship.
Five hundred United States marines
started from this city today, direct fo*
China. They were placed on a
special,
train bound for San
Francisco
where

as

they will
transport,

guarded by Japanese marines.
All foreign women and
children
have

Subterfuges.

from Hear Admiral IKemplf at Taku. He
that the Newark
was going
over
to
Nagasaki to be docked and,
cleaned.
Although he did not say so,
it is assumed that
he is going with hex’,

announced

are now

UP.

volunteer infantry who was captured by
the Filipinos last May has arrived here
The SI. Gouts Cur Strikers Using Dynaon parole.
He will not return to captivmite Again.
Senor Buencamino last Thursday
ity.
sent to Aguinaldo by means of AguinalSt. Louis, July
22.—Two
explosions
the amnesty resolutions!
do’s
mother,
London, July 23.—4 a. ra.—Sir Chib
which damaged Transit
company cars Chen Loh Feng, the Chinese minister In
adopted by the meeting of representative
and one disturbance in which a woman
London, took the unusual step yesterday
Filipinos, here,on June 21, together with
was wounded by a stray bullet,
occurred of
answer to them
General MacArthur’s
paying a Sunday call at the foreign
this morning,
office. As Lord Salisbury was absent the
and other documents bearing upon the ! early
It is understood j A car ol the South Western division was visit was without special result; but its
restoration of peace.
on South Seventh street.
that Aguinaldo will summon his advisers blown up
importance may be gathered from an inOne foot of the rail was destroyed by terview with the
and that a reply may be expected within
Secretary of the Chinese
the explosion. Another car of the Broad- I
a month.
legation Sir llalliday McArtney,In which
line was blown up in South Broad- j the
legation officials seem to have asFilipinos here will give a banq let next way
and the
front
trucks
were I sumed at least
way
of
in
celebration
President
Mcsomething like personal
Saturday
demolished.
of amnesty.
responsibility.
Mrs. Kollmeter was struck by a bullet
Sir llalliday admitted that communicain a bombardment of a Chouteau avenue tion had been
WARREN BAPTISTS.
practically re-opened with
a
flesh wound.
Pekin and that messages from Sir Claude
Warren, July 21.—The one hundredth car, sustaining slight
MacDonald the British minister and the
anniversary of the Baptist church in WarLETTER FROM MISSIONARIES.
other foreign envoys might be expected
The
ren will be observed August 2-5.
Seattle, Wash., July 22.—A. J. Bailey almost
He said he hoped
immediately.
following programme has been arranged: ot
Seattle, is in receipt oi two ooutimmi- j the trouble would soon be
over, since the
Thursday, August2.—Historical sketch; cations from the Key. Horace H.
1
Houlding Chinese government was doing its utmost
reception to former pastors and wives;
of
the
service,
W.
D.
D.
address by F.
Independent Missionary
Bakeman,
j to overcome tftPdifficulties and to control
Friday, August 3.—Addresses by former The first is dated January 6, from the
In his opinion the
the lawless element.
pastors and other; addresses on religious temporary home of the South Chl-Li
Americans had taken the most commonprogress during the century.
It
in.Saturday, August 4.—Roll-call of pres- mission in San Tung province.
and he insense view of the situation
closes a letter written by Dr. Arthur M.
ent and former members yet living.
sisted that China should
not
be misSunday, August 5 —Sermon, Rev. N. Smith to Minister Conger at Pekin, askAgainst the suspicion that Li
T. Dutton; sermon, Rev. H. E. Thayer.g
judged,
ing aid during the early stage of the BoxHung Chang had any but a sincere paer outbreaks
REGISTER UNDER LINCOLN.
cific object in view he protested warmly,
The
second letter was written June 11,
Burlington, Vt., July 22.—Hon. L. E.
declaring that all stories about the perfidy
from Pei Tan Ho on the north
coast of
and treachery of Earl Li were "absolutely
Chittenden, register of the treasury under
the Lincoln administration, died here to- China, where the missionaries take a va- baseless.”
cation during eaeh summer.
Dr. Smith
With regard to the
day aged 77 years.
prospects in the
writes that the trouble with the United
southern provinces, the
secretary adPOLICEMAN SHOT A MAN.
Fists or the Boxers, still continues.
On
small outmitted that there might be
Mass., July 22.—Park the morning of December 28 the Boxers breaks, but he said there would be nothSpringfield,
Officer Arthur J, Cleary shot and prob- appeared at the village of Pang Cnang in
ing serious and that Europeans would be
ably fatally wounded Thomas McGrath in a force represented as between one and quite safe in treaty ports.
The long siForest Park tonight.
Cleary claims Me- two hundred, of whom perhaps thirty lence he explained as "due probably to
One party made for the
were cavalry.
the rebels* who have cut the wires and
chapel and school house, which they blocked the roads.”
out
the
window
frames
looted, pulling
Thus, according to the secretary of the
and burning them with the
doors
for
Chinese legation, a few days more should
fuel. He says that the Presbyterian misbring a solution of the great mystery.
sion had sixty-five families looted up to
Nevertheless no one in England believes
December IS, and the London mission to
that the alleged despatches and edicts are
the west about
ninety and that fresh
anytnlng but subterfuges to hide the real
casualties were daily repotted. He added
situation as long as possible and to avert
that not a single Roman Catholic family
retribution by sowing discord among the
of any importance had escaped, and that
powers.
their chapels destroyed were countless.
From Shanghai comes a report that the
For beach and island people,—
Dowager and the court are movEmpress
THE WEATHEil.
camping and yachting; for country
ing to Hsian Fu in the province of Shan
and mountain

Chwang,

capital.

nese

Hong Kong is supposed to he due
to the disquieting
proceedings of the
“Black Flags” at Canton. It Is reported
that the Bogue forts are being rearmed
by the Chinese with quick firing Krupps
and large stores of ammunition and that
the Chinese are mounting guns and laying torpedoes at various advantageous
points between Woo Sung and Wu Cpang.
The foreigners and Japanese traders have
evacuated Niu

GENTS.

definite news and to push forward
the relief column on its way to the Chi-

ion at

Victoria, B. C., July 22 —The steamer
Bristol has arrived from tjt. Michaels after
a passage of nine and a half days
The

PRICE THREE

{cSmaiIVa1^*

Prince Suan has been abducted and that
the Empress Dowager is again supreme.
Another is that the notorious Kang Yi,
president of the board of war has been
aupointed viceroy of Canton.
The Tien Tsin correspondent of
the

The decision to

——-

1900.

23,

more

proclamation announcing that they are
not lighting China, but
only the rebels
who have been guilty of attack upon the
foreigners.

es

Fields.

JULY

MORNING,

PRESS.

if the powers once begin negotiations to
stop the military operations and that
matters might cool down. *
There is the usual crop of Shanghai rumors at hand this morning.
One is that

Daily
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Springfield hospital.

Jmerlcms Have 12 Killed and 15
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yesterday, sets an impossible task for the
Imperial government in its present straits
at once to make
terms with the Boxers and Prince Tuan’s
and

tends

to

drive

it

party.
Further proof of an official character of
the mistake made by foreign commanders
in the attack upon the Tabu forts is contained in a communication just received
by the state department from United
Consul Fowler at Che Foo. He
States
has transmitted an imperial edict which
was supplied to him by telegraph by the
Chinese governor of Shan Tung, Yuan
Shih Kai, at Tsi Nan, tho capital of that
It was Issued on July 17 and
province.
relates to the present hostilities between
China and the foreign powers. The despatch containing the edict came to the
state department in such confused phraseology that it is impossible to do more that
approximately state its sense. The edict

NOTHING
State

F1IO.U

CHINA.

Department and Legation Had No
News

Yesterday.

took nt thrsc tia li-s:
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Russia
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CulfBnls, $1.98; Buys’ Russia
Russia
Bats, $1.98; Youths’
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set goat 89 cents.

Washington, July 23.—With the excep
tion of the brief despatch from Admiral
KempfF announcing that the Newark
been
was going to Nagasaki, there has

98c;
Rus-

_M,_

CENTER &

MCDOWELL,

nothing received in Washington today
Footwear Fitters,
by the state or navy departments regardtrue
This
also
of
the
was
China.
ing
539 CONGRESS ST.
Minister Wu saying
Chinese legation,
jlyTdtflsp
after dinner tonight that he had not a
word from his country today. The latter
continues
extremely optimistic of the
safety of the legations In Pekin and
advertising of any kind into the pulhopes that the despatch from Minister bringing
pit, but it they should get up early enough to
Conger received h9re Friday is but the see the comfort Benton’s Charcoal gives in

MINISTERS SHOULD

precursor
of a still

of

more

brighter

detailed information
from the

character

“AVOID

kitchen, no one would blame them fcrteil.
all the sisters how much better it is than
wood tor kindling.

the
lnir

capital.
BIG BAGS 10c, AT ALL GROCERS.
Many of his callers today inquired of
that China had
the report
(TALK No, 252.)
appears to state in the beginning that him about
owing to the trouble existing between the asked the United States government to
and the populace and to tho exercise its good olllces for his country SPECIALTIES.
Christians
seizure of the Tabu forts, in the persent crisis but he declined posisubsequent
This is the age of specialties. No
which aroused the military i.to arms, the tively to make any statement on the subbusione man with a dozen lines of
imperial court was laying great weight ject.
ness, can hope to compete in either
At the Japanese leagtion which has
upon its international relations.
lino, with the man who does but ono
Manchu generals therefore, vice- been a source of much of the news which
The
I simply fit
thing and sticks to it.
come
from
the
offihas
to
ascerare
ordered
China,
recently
roys and governors,
and make glasses—nothing else. A11
also
without
advices
were
today.
tain whether the merchants and mission- cials
my time and energy is devoted to
nations residing in Nothing has been heard at the legation
aries of the various
that one thing. I do not treat the ear,
the open ports are being protected and the of the report published in the American
the nose, or the throat. I make a
assertion is made that prefects and mag- newspapers that the Japanese government
study of the eye alone. If your eyes
of
istrates have been sent repeated imperial is about to despatch a second division
trouble you in any way I want to
the legations. Orders troops from Yokohama for China
edicts to protect
talk with you about them. If you
When Secretary Hay received tne Conalso have boon sent to the provincial auought to wear glasses, I will tell you
he
teleon
promptly
Friday
thorises to protect missionaries. While ger despatch
If you do nob
so and tell you why.
hostilities have not fyet ceased [the Chi- graphed the fact to our ambassadors and
need to wear glasses I will tsR you
ministers
abroad, coupling with it innese officials are directed to give protecthat. I will not charge you for contion to the merchants and others of the structions to lay it before the respective
sultation.
are
accredited
various nations in accordance with the governments to which they
treaties and must not fail to obey. The and to urge on them the necessity of coA. M. WENTWORTH,
edict refers to the billing [last month of operation for the relief Qf the foreigners
been
reSeveral replies have
the Japanese Chancellor Sugyama, whioh in Pekin.
Practical
the state
department in reit characterizes as startling. It says that ceived at
but
the
to
minthe
secretary’s
German
despatch
a short time/thereafter
sponse
BIO 1-3 Congress St,
ister was murdered while residing in the they are withheld from publication for
The officials here will abate
affairs.
the
international
present.
conducting
capital,
Office
none of the efforts now making to obtain
The edict expresses the deepest smypathy
Chinese

Optician,

Hours,-HSiSSiZS

KILLED BY BLOW.
Drunken

Man

Looking

Found

For

Trouble

It.

27; France obtained third, fourth, fifth,
eighth and ninth places, totalling 22.
Thus England won. Her two long distance runners, Bennett and Kimmer, led
seconds.

a

blow from Edward P. Morrison, a brakeman on the Boston and Albany railro ad,
Henry T, Layden, 22 died at Worcester
today of fracture of the
City hospital
skull Morrison was arrested at his home
in Brighton by station fourteen officers
Worcester
of Boston, on request of the
police and was brought to Worcester,
charged with manslaughter and held
without bail for hearing tomorrow morn-

ing
Layden

member of a Foresters’
excursion from Worcester Saturday and
Morrison says he was drunk and troublesome on the return trip, finally provoking
by attack tne blow which caused his
was

a

death,
Morrison’s father is trainmaster at the
south terminal station in Boston and accompanied his son under arrest to Worcester,

^

Time

in

PaxHenger and Freight

Stations Burned.

RACES.

Nearly All

Events

on

Newark Track.

York, July

22.—There was a great
crowd at the Vailsburg
Cycle track at
weather
Newark, N. J., today and the
was excellent for good work on the part
New

of the riders. Slow times, however, were
there
and
made in nearly every event
were spills in abundance.
In th8 five mile professional handicap,
a serious mishap occurred to J. P. JacobNew Haven, Vt. His wheel slipped
track and he went down. G. H.
close beCollett of New Haven, was so
and
out
hind that he could not
turn
passed directly over Jacobson's neck, injuring him so badly that he had to be
carried off the field. F. G. MacFarland of
son

on

of

the

down on the proJose, Cal.,
gramme paired with Orlando Stevens of
Ottumwa, la., for a match race against
Frank
Vailsburg and
Jay Eaton of
He was too
Kramer of East
Orange.
San

FIRE AT REDSTONE.
Maine Central

BICYCLE
Slow

was

played out by his race with Jimmy
Michael to come to the scratch and Tom
Cooper
Cooper of Detroit rode his part.
and Stevens won the raoe from the Jersey
out of
men in two heats, scoring seven
the eleven points in each heat.
New York,
of
W. F. Wahrenberger
G. W.
won the half mile amateur open.
the two
Brooks of Brooklyn, captured
Frank
mile
amateur handicap ^ and
Kramer of West Orange, ^ J., took the
five mile professional from W. A. Rutz of
much

North Conway, N. H., July 22.—The
Maine Central passenger and freight stations at Red Stone, and the general store
owned by the Maine and New Hampshire
Granite company and occupied by George
B. Wyman, were burned this afternoon
The fire which
causing a loss of $3,000.
is supposed to be of
incendiary origin,
started at noon in the depot and before
assistance arrived the building was ablaze
The
and the general store was doomed.
amount of insurance is unknown.
A man, who is s apposed to have set the
fire, was seen running from a barn a
short distance away which he had just
set afire an d when
pursued, he made
good his escape b taking to the wools.

AMATEUR ATHLETICS.
World’s

Championship
Paris

Contests

at

Concluded.

Local

Steamer*

New Haven, and Tom Cooper of Detroit
who finished in that order.
Summary:
amateur open, final heat,
Half mile
won by W. F. wahrenberger, New York.

Time, 1.09.
Team match race, three one mile heats,
between Tom Cooper of Detroit and Orof Ottumwa, and
lando Stevens
Jay
Eaton of Vailsburg and Frank Kramer

in

Collision

Off

Belfast.

Time, 15 minutes 29 1-5

from the onset.

Worcester, July 22.—As the result of

PASSENGERS KILLED.

FIVE

Belfast, July 22.— In a collision last
evening outside Belfast Lough between
the local passenger steamers Dromedary
and Alligator live passengers were killed
and upwards of 50 more or less seriously
injured,in many cases the amputation of
There were 600
legs being necessary.
passengers on board the two vessels and
terrible scenes followed the collision. It
is feared that some
others
have been
drowned.
CUNARDER

IN COLLISION
BARK.

WITH

London, July 22.—A dense fog hung over
the Irish channel yesterday morning and
the Cunard
line steamship Campania,
en
route for Liverpool from New York
struck
the Liverpool bark Embleton,
bound for,New Zealand, amidships, cutting her in twain. The Embletown sank
Seven of the crew were
immediately.
rescued
but it is believed that the other
eleven members of the ship’s company,
including the captain, were drowned.
The
Campania had her bow stove in
but arrived safely at Liverpool live and a
half hours late..
The Campania was little injured but
had a narrow escape from a serious disaster.
The fog had delayed her passage
since Friday noon and a tender went out
from Qu3enstown four miles, as Captain
Walker would not take the liner near
shore.
At Tuskar light the fog was becoaiing
denser every moment.
When the Campania was about thirty miles northeast
of the light a phantom ship rose suddenly without warning, directly across her
bows.
Thirty seconds later the phantom
had become a
solid sailing vessel into
which the liner crashed, her steel forefoot
going through the Embleton like the
clean cut of a sword and
dividing her
The forward
just abaft the mainmast

post at the rail head, thirteen miles east
of Heidelberg, which they attacked with

forcements summoned
had arrived.

from

the scratch man. As the other Americans
who entered were also pulled back, all declined to run. Kau, a Gentian, with a 23
metres allowance. Avon
Pritchard, with
8 metres being second, and Kingelhoefer,
Frenchman, with 14 metres, third. Time
18 1-5 seconds. Three competitors stripped
for the shot putting, the six Americans
Avho entered including Kichard Sheldon,
N. Y. A. C
Avho was the scratch man,
Crettier, a Hungarian
standing out.
with two metres
allowance, Avas first
with 14 metres, 20>^ centimetres; Basset,
a Frenchman
Avith three metres
allowance being second Avith 13 metres, 97 centimetres, and Saint Uyr, a Frenchman,
with three metres, alloAvanee third with
12 metres, 67 centimetres.
Thirty entries were received for the 200
metres flat race,wliicn followed, but only
eight went to the starting post, two of
thirteen Americans alone running. Two
trial heats resulted in Avhich William J.
B.
Holland of GeorgetoAvn and Walter
Tewkesbury, University of Pennsylvania,
with Pritchard of the English team and
Bowley of New South Wales qualified.
The final heat gave America her only victory of the day and was the occasion of a
magnificent tussle between Tewkesbury,
Pritchard and BoAvley, All three left the
mark together and dashed up the track
Avith Holland close behind. At first Pritchard led, but Tewkesbury quickly got
abreast of him and the two then ran neck
and necK to the finish, Tewkesbury beating Pritchard on the tape *by six inches.
Time 22 1-5
Bowley was a good third.
seconds.
The 1500 metres flat handicap brought
out a good field, seventeen starting. Most
of these were Frenchmen, George W. Orton, University of Pennsylvania, being
the
sole representative
of the United
He had no
States, and the scratch man.
chance against his competitors with their
big allowances.
Duhwoyr, a German,
with 150 metres handicap, won; Christensen, Dane with 90 metres handicap being
second and Delivre,
French, with 70

metres, handicap

being third.
Time,
3.56 4-5 seconds.
Orton finished in 4 minutes, 9 4-5 seconds.
flat handicap, there
a In the 100 metres
were four trial heats,
Maxwell E. Long,
N. Y. A. C., was the scratch man and
did not run.
But Holland,
with five
metres, allowance and David C. Hall,
Brown university, with seven, participated. The first trial heat was won by
Lemonnier, French,with 26 metres allowance.
liegnier, French, with 30 metres
allowance was second.
Koppan, Hunwon
garian with 35 metres allowance,
the second heat, Mazaud, French, with 25
metres allowance being second. Holland
was not

placed.

with 40 metres
heat Moulinet,

Werkmuller, German,
allowance, won the third

French, with 35 metres
allowance being second.
Hall won the
fourth heat, Sevestre, with 30 metres allowance being second.
In the final Hall finished fifth. Koppan
first, Wermkuller second and Lemonnier, third.

was

The last event and the final contest of
the incernational sports, was a team flat
race of 5000 metres, which wasuisputed by
England and France, each team consisting of five picked runners, and the contest was decided by points calculated according to the places obtained at the
finish.
England secured first, second,
sixth, seventh and tenth places

totalling

PEkuNA
SUMMER CATARRH
ATONIC FOR BLOOD AND NERVES.

|

A SURE FEMALE REMEDY

Cramps

Leaves

Variag

-Yard.

Ship

Fighters.

The Policemen and Firemen
played a
a series of
game of baseball, the first in
three games, Saturday afternoon, on the
club
grounds of the Portland Athletic
at Deering.
Though the weather was
threatening there was a fair sized crowd'

present to see the fun as it was believed
that a rapid and closely contested game
would result. As it turned out the patrolmen were much
better ball players
than were the firemen.
The policemen
had a battery which could not be duplicated and the number of men Dawsey
because
struck out was lost count of
there were so many of
them. Phillips
a fine game
for the policemen
and his work at the bat was beyond combusiparison. He is a veteran at this
of
ness and turns up this season in „all
his old time form. The firemen, that is
take
the permanent men who did not
part in the game, say that
Captain Silva's team was not made up entirely of

Will Be Tried Off New
Coast

Hampshire

sians

Board.

on

No

Ship Expects

Out Until

Bo

of N ine to

Nothing.

Boston,
July 21.—Both teams batted
hard today,
but great fielding by the
scattered.
Bostons kept Chicago’s hits
Running catches by Hamilton and Stahl
and Long's catch of McCarthy’s liner in
Attenthe sixth inning were features.
The score:
dance, 2,700.
21030012 x—9
00000000 0—0

Boston,
Chicago,
Batteries,

Nichols
Grlffitns and Donahue.

and

Sullivan;

Senate in 1856-6J.

REBELS TAKE

COLON.

the lost.
The Cunard officials announce that the
damage suffered by the liner will not
prevent her sailing for the United States
naxt Saturday.
STONE

CUTTERS

GO TO

WORK.

game had

remarkable finish. With the
out and
Demont at
third, Hahn tried to give McGuire a base
on balls.
The batter struck at a bad ball
which Wood muffed, Demont scampered
home with the winning run. It was a
score

tied,

^FredTdfDBtfe'filed
Brackett

Kitson was
struggle in which
batted hard but kept the hits
well scatsee-saw

Chicago, July 32.—After months of tered. Hahn was effective exeenf, in
thirty cut-stone contractors, fifth when
idleness,
Daly’s double, singles by Mcmany of them members of the Building Guire and
Kitson followed by Keeler’s
Contractors’ council, have entered into an
home runs drive
to centre
won the
agreement with the officers of the stone
game. Sensational plays were made by
work and to
cutters’ union to resume
The
Jones, Checkard and Crawford.
all
which

differences
submit
may arise score:
to a permanent arbitration committee of
Government,
00021010 1—5
The arrangement takes away from Cincinnati,
ten.
01004000 1—0
Brooklyn,
the business agents of the stone-cutters
Kingston, Ja., July 33.—Captain Mol- union a
Base hits—Cincinnati, 18; Brooklyn, 8.
of their power as aclarge
part
steamer
ler of the German
Elandria,
0; Brooklyn, 3. Batcording to its provisions, they are unable Errors—Cincinnati,
teries—Hahn and Wood; Kitson and Mcwhich arrived here today from Colombia,
a
strike until the members of Guire. Attendance—3000.
to order
reports that the government troops enthe arbitration committee has been untered Colon from Panama on July 15, the
FORT PREBLE VS. FORT WARREN.
able to.agree and their union has voted to
latter city having fallen into the hands of
An interesting game of baseball was
order a strike. Heretofore strikes have
the rebels. He also asserts that Colon albeen called whenever the business agents played Saturday on the grounds at Fort
so is now in possession of the rebels, havWarren, Mass., ljetween the Fort Prebles
saw fit and arbitration has been resorted
ing been easily taken on July 16 without to
and a picked nine
from
after strikes have been called.
Battery G,
only
a light.
Seventh Artillery and Battery M, Fourth
in
the
of
Bolivar
AT
STRIKE
ST. JOHN.
Sabanilla,
department
Artillery. The score was as follows:
is surrounded by the insurgents.
St. John, N. B., July 22.—A rush of Fort
Preble, 14103483 0—19
The rebels have offered a reward of $1,tonnage chartered to carry lumber to Fort Warren, 01413041 2—16
006 for the capture dead or alive, of Capt. Great Britain and a strike
by one of the
Attendance 800.
Christensen of the Colombian warship two
longshore organizations put this port
Cordova. On July 14 the Cordova took to in a bad
VOLUNTEERS AND ATHLETICS.
predicament Saturday. Because
Sabanilla guns and ammunition for the William
their
iSPECl AL TO THE TRESS.;
Thompson & Co
gave
garrison.
work on one of their stea mers to the ship
Lewiston, July 21.—The Volunteers and
The government proposed to the cap- laborers
association, the union went out Athletics played the second
game in a
tain of the Elandria that he should take and five hundred watched the
crews, fire- series for a purse of (50 a
togame here
1000 soldiers to Colon, but he declined on
mates
and
in
some
cases
masters of day.
men,
A wild throw in the third
inning
the ground that Colon was in the hands vessels
handling lumber Saturday.
gave the game to the Volunteers and they
of the rebels and that the
troops could
More arrivals early in the week
will won, three to
nothing. The errors were:
not land.
complicate the situation.
Volunteers 1, Athletics 5.
Each
club
made five hits. The batteries were I-IarKOREANS SEND OUT TROOPS.
MICHAEL WILL RACE NELSON.
rigan and Egban for the Volunteers and
Yokohama, July 33.—The Korean govPhiladelphia, July 22.—Jimmy Michael Minnehan and
Mara for the Athletics.
ernment continues to send troops to the the
cycle champion In answer to the chal- Joyce the crack third baseman
of the
frontier, a collision with intruding Chi- lenge issued in
Boston
yesterday
by Holy Cros3 nine played with the Volunnese having already occurred.
The JapaJohnny Nelson, the Chicago cyclist, says teers «®d Harkins of Bowdoin was on
nese papers express sympathy with the that if Nelson or his
manager will meet the third bag for the Athletics.
unfortunate emperor of China, but are James C,
Michael’s manager
Kennedy,
unanimous and emphatic in
declaring and post a forfeit, he (Michael) will race
A CHILD ENJOYS
that an alliance between China and Jap- with him next
Manhattan
Saturday at
The pleasant flavor, gentle
an is impossible.
action, and
Beach for any sum from $500 to $2500 a
soothing effect of Syrup of Figs, when in
side.
need of a laxative, and if the father or
KING BETHROTHED.
mother be costive or bilious, the most
BOERS BEATEN OFF.
Belgrade, July 33.—King Alexander of
gratifying results follow its use: so that
Servia has proclaimed
his betrothal to
London, July 38 —The war office has it is the best
family remely known and
Mme. Draga Masohln, a widow, who was received the
following from Lord Roberts: avery
family should have a bottle. Manto Queen
formerly a lady-in-waiting
22.—The
Boars
made
a
Pretoria, July
ufactured by the California Fig
Syrim
Natalie, the King's mother.
determined attack yesterday to destroy a Co.
Revolution lu Columbia

Going Against

Old

Orchard, July 21,—“T, p
wife and daughter,
Lincoln

rLjZ

ui

t'Jiu

nuxp

a

open-hearted,

frank

and

Nebraskan

ready tok|

politics with any body who cares to
up that topic. He is rated
among
braska:s prominent politicians,
but
be
of
to
a
different faith
happens
thanhi
distinguished, neighbor, Col. fr
Mr. Kennard has served in tne
States

T
1

J*

closet and in less
ire started in a clothes
to
-han ten minutes it was impossible
house.
the
of
stories
upper
mter the
the progress of the
Every effort to oheck
and only a
was without success
Lames
and the library
furniture
the
of
part
A summer school was in

ate and was four years
secretary of
which ollioe, under the old state
oonstl
tul ion, carried with it the title of

1®^

Four years ago
ant governor.
he w
sent to the tit. Bouls convention
as a
egate at large.
A reporter ot the TIMES oalied
onthNebraska guest, this evening, ani
ut i
he
what
him
considered were the
of Bryan’s carrying Nebraska thIs
W|
“I predict that Bryan won’t
b3
this year to carry his own
precinct, u
own ward, his own
city, or count*
Congressional district,” said
Mr
‘‘
Whether he can carry the
nard.
stateo.'
Nebraska depends on what the
Mt^|c
of the-Hoad Populists do. If
they pm
the field an electoral ticket of their
w®
and push it, as I believe

/

saved.

were

cha/

#y'H

All escaped uninjured,
of the house.
unable to save any of their
but were
1844
The school was founded in
clothes.
Samuel Abbott. It was the
by Kev.
the
former home of Jacob S. C. Abbott,
most of his
famous author, who wrote
Many old trees and
“Hollo” books here.
the
ruined by
were

/

shrubbery
The buildings
flames.

costly

they will, jjr
Bryan won’t carry his own state.
1 left home, several weeks ago,the
among the Populists seemed to be aW.
onlstic to Bryan.
Clem Eeayer

will be replaced
in time for the fall session of the school.

feel/

IN THE MURDER BELT.

nf

fka

pi

contract

the

towns®/'

LenioorJ'

but a near neighbor of
the
candidate for President.
Mr Ken nard is a
typical

Minn hit

uiuuo

IUc* In

nard,
\
braska.’ This entry ou the hotel
at the A)dine, attmoted the
attention 01
the other guests at that hotel. Mr
k
nard proved to be not only a

ot
Farmington,July Sl.-The buildings
at Dlttle
boarding school for boys
1 ihe
this afternoon,
Blue wore totally burned
to $20,000. The
causing a loss of $15,000

trial
This
the New Hampshire coast.
course is measured ten miles and will be
used to determine the number of revoludrive her

u..,,..

Stttte.^

[SI’KCIAL TO THE PRESS.!

two lots

at Farming
School Building*
ton Burned.

! Famous

Tells «f

l liui

on Island ave,f land of J. W.
this
a cottage on one
erect
will
and
iuue

speed

in

deep

Theory of Foul Play

water.
Having determined this, which
screws,
is known as standardizing the
to
she will then run directly out
sea,
where she will perform two required runs

ing of

conmmlttes, i>

with t lie Democrats and we were
on the popular vote, but the

KepuWhw

authorities were
The
notified and Coroner F. C. Ham, who was
at York Beach, was summoned to view
The -Ilian apparently had
the remains.
The authobeen dead about three days.
not know what caused death
rities do
an
Investigation is in progress.
but the
There is a theory of foul play,
this belief are not known
reasons for

dm*

secured a majority in the
hgUfe.
Four years ago Bryan,
with a fail ;
ticket, carried the state by about u
Conditions have changed

playing there.

O. Hehr, captain of the Variag; Captain
W. Baron Fersen, naval attache of emE.
H.
bassy; Engineer Constructor
Tschernigovski; Col. *M. I. Barkatkin,
inspector of armor; Lieut.Commander P.
P. Makadonski, electrical officer; Lieut.

national

very bitter against Bryan.
“JLaet. year the Populists joined

Body 111 the Wood*.

a

Populist

lioad

Follow* the Find-

South Berwick, July 21.—The body of
Fred Lord, aged 24 years, was found in
the woods, three miles from Old Field,
this morning,
by children, who were

of six hours each.
If the weather is favorable throughout
the Variag
should return to Cramps’
shipyard about the last of July.
Among the prominen; Russians on board
N. Stchensnovitcli,
E.
are:
Captain
president inspection board; Captain V.

greatly

then.
“If t he Populists join with the
Des,;.
crats, tlioir chances will, In my ojaab
bo better than ours, for the

Popefc..

hold the balance of poire
in case of a
fusion, Mr, ftij.

practically
even

and

j

here.

could not expect to carry the
anything like his majority

offourywi

ago.

Commander K. Kraft,
executive officer
Variag; Chief Engineers A. I. Fronskevitch and M. C. Leykotf;
Dr. A. A.
Zohrt.
In
addition
to
offithe
ship’s

“There is not the least doubt

that &
CAtiTELLANE WINS DUEL.
KepublicatW will carry Kansas, btc
de
Castel-1
Boni
Paris, July 21.—Count
the Dakotas, Wyoming, Washlugtoa&
lane (who married Miss Anna Gould of of course,
The bmomtiru
Oregon.
New York) fought a duel with swords tocarry Montana, Idaho, Utah and Cokrv
cers there are thirty-eight Russian sailors
day with Count Orlowski in the outskirts do. They can get nothing IntbiXtrh
aboard.
The following named guests are of Paris.
In the first assault Count west
except the silver-producing ante
also on board:
Hon. Joseph G. Cannon, Orlowski was wounded in the thorax,
Mr. Kcnnard was asked whedtwbr
member of Congress from Illinois; Com- and the duel was stopped by the doctors. has been a
change of sentiment<n &
mander J. D. J. Kelly, U. S. N.; Lieut.
The
conditions of the duel were that silver
question In Nebraska tineattek
Commander A. V. Zane, U. S. N.; E. the contest should continue until one of 1 ’residential
election.
M. Mcllavin and Courtland D. Cramp.
the combatants was absolutely unable to
“The silver question has lod tag s
Edwin S.Cramp, will as usual, conduct continuo.
The cause of the duel was a our
state,’ was hie reply. ‘Juiu&rk
the trial on behalf of the builders.
nawspaper article reciting a quarrel be- close or the
Cleveland admlaiwix
tween the two, occurring in Count Boni there was
lln.iuotal Mrs
great
RACES AT WASHINGTON PARK.
de

Castellano s house.
Count Orlowski
with responsibility
for the article.
The seconds failed to reach a satisfac-

charged Castel lane

and decided that
tory
arrangement
meeting was necessary.

Pocatello,

PRESIDENT GOES TO CHURCH.
Canton, Ohio, July 22 —President Mcservices at Ht. Paul’s
Kinley attended
Episcopal church today instead of at his
usual place.
Bishop 1 eonud of the diocese of Ohio,
a
personal friend of the
Presidetnt,conducted the services and the
boys1 vested choir of Wheeling furnished
the

music.
“Walk Circumspectly,’*
the theme of the Bishop’s sermon.
The usual prayer for the President was
offered and special prayers for those enwas

gaged in war, for the diplomats in China
and

for all in distress on account of the
Chinese
situation.
The President and
Mrs. McKinley took u drive in the afternoon and the remainder
of the day was
spent in a restful mannner.

Idaho,

July 22.—The Populists have nominated a lull ticket, headed
by T. L. Glenn of Bear lake for Congressman

and J.

L.

Ballentine

of

Blaine

county for Governor. Captain Frank W.
Hunt of Lemp county who served in the
Philippines with the volunteers was nomluauou

auj

^uvoruui

uu

uutJ
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GLASS PLANTS TO UK MOVED.

Pittsburg, Pa., July

Dv

the Democrats.
Judge C. O. Stocklager
has been named for supreme oourt justice.
The Silver Republicans nominated Hon.
Fred T. Dubois, for United States Senator and C. J. Bassett for secretary ol
state.

reaches here
county of the

Tenn., July 82.—News
from Hamburg,
Hardin
drowning near there of

23

—Henry

C.

Fry,

president of the National Glass oonipanv,
that one of the results following the convention of the officials and
salesmen at Chautaqua will be the
removal of five of the
oomirfftiy's plants
from Indiana to the
Pittsburg district,
lhe plants to be removed are now
at

announces

|

THREE WOMEN DROWNED.

Nashville,

a

throughout the country, and pattnk.;
in

tlie West.

To thouenda of Hot
i<K»ked as If they would kata
abandon their farms. Twormndcr
of tbs adh
crops, and the reign
kirns it

Democracy had brought aboot tbit

SummitviUe,
Marlon
will
1

Greentowns,

and

bring

to

this

workmen.

three yoang women, Miss Cora and
Ruby
Townsend and Pearl Flack.
They were

Dunkirk,
They

Alban, in Indiani.

section over 30,INK)

«

In the midst of thisdy&w a
question of free coinage of dimes*.;
and many grabbed a* it intiwbop&f
money would be mow plentifuluia
llnancial skies would clear. lnwi«

dlt

a

two men

Jluu

A

has bought

whistle of a large steamer could be heard
A PRESENT FROM DOHENY
Bui’lington, Vt., July 22 —Hon. L. E. every minute, the bark never shifted her
VerNew
known
a
well
lawyer,
York, July 21.—St. Louis won the
Chittenden,
course, the helmsman receiving no order
mont's historical writer and register of
When at 8.25 a. m., the second officer rubber game of the present series at the
Doheny,
the United States tresaury, under Presi- to use his own phrase, “heard the rush Polo grounds this afternoon.
home of his of a steamer’s bows” he shouted down to who had been
dent Lincoln, died at the
pitching good hall, went
daughter in this city today, after a short the captain, who rushed on deck, but he up in the air in the ninth inning and
He was 76 was too late to
illness of cholera morbus.
give an order. The Cam- presented St. Louis with three runs and
the game. The score:
general health was pania was under one third steam.
years of age and his
weakened by an injury recently received j
The
20000102 3—8
captain, first officer and pilot St. Louis,
1
-01101000 0—3
The engines were New York,
by being struck by a team while crossing were on the bridge.
Chicago, July 22.—The directors of the
He came to
a street in New York
city.
Batteries, Weyhing, Powell and Rob- Washington Park club have decided to
instantly reversed, the helm put hard
and
Bowerman.
and
beweeks
this city about three
ago
omitted. inson; Doheny
in
claim dates for a summer
meeting
| down. No precautionhadwere
too ! Some of her
even grumgan to impi’ove in health, but was
passsngers
lyOl, and to double the amount of added
A GILT EDGED CONTEST.
which bled at what
attack
weak to withstand the
they called superfluous cau|
money to the stakes that were given at
Philadelphia, July 21.—A heavy rain the
caused his death.
After the crash and the sudden
tion.
The
meeting that has just closed.
a stop
to today’s game bestorm
he
was
put
of
the
While register
treasury
cries the boats were
quckly got out.
dates claimed are from June 24 to July 22
in
and
the
tween
Philadelphia,
Pittsburg
called upon to sign a large number of There were no signs of panic; the crew
inclusive.
bonds before the departure of a steamer were everywhere at their stations; the second half of the seventh Inning. Up
The Ameii$n Derby will be worth $20,For several days, he almost bast discipline was maintained; the bulk- to that time the game was fast and alfor Europe.
000, an increase of $10,000; Sheridan
Both
and Piatt
most perfect.
Phlllipl
his
name
undergoing heads were closed and everything possible
continually signed
stakes $4000, increase $2000;
Hyde Park
were In
excellent form and the molding
He accomplished was done to save life.
a great physical strain.
Some of
the
increase $3000;
Turf Con$5000,
stakes,
The
score:
his task, but the exertion was so great Campania’s plates were bentjby the colli- was gilt-edged.
$4000, increase
$:.0J0;
gress handicap
its sion her fore
from
0
0
0—0
been deformed
0
0
0
0
that he has
peak filled with water, her Pittsburg,
;
Wheeler handicap $7500, increase $350;).
0
0
0
3
0
0
0—3
Philadelphia,
the
He was
effects.
great grandson foretopmast was broken short off, and
Four new stakes with a total in added
first her steel
the
of Thomas
Chittenden,
Patteries, Phillipi and Zimmer; Piatt money of $8000 will be added.
rigging torn and twisted
and
at
Douglass.
and
Vermont
of
The passengers held a meeting, adopted
governor
The total amount of added money to be
had
he
the time of death,
nearly resolutions of thanks to the captain and
SENSATIONAL AT BROOKYLN
given by the club is $88,000.
life
on
the
work
valuable
completed a
crew and subscribed £700 ($3500) for the
N, Y., July 21.—Today’s
Brooklyn,
He was the relief of the survivors and the families of
POPULIST NOMINATIONS.
Chittenden.
of Thomas
“Personal liecollections of
of
author
President Lincoln,” and “Speeches, Addreses, and Letters of Abraham Lincoln
Although he had never written a conhe has delivered many
se xutive histox-y,
historical addresses and published several
He is
pamphlets on Vermont history.
He represurvived by three children.
State
sented Chittenden county in the

\ AlebiuttUu

wife
B. Evans and
been at the CoroN. II.. Who have
two weeks returned
the past

pure

attended bv 166 boys. The prinsession
Mr.
Abbott, and his brother, were
cipal,
nearby and the other memwoods
the
In
the family were in the rear part
bers of

of Month.

Last

NEIGHBOR,

on/

Philadelphia, July 22.—The Imperial
Russian cruisar Variag left Cramps shipthis morning, en
firemen and that he will
pick out some y;ird at nine o'clock
where
of the real material for the next game route for the New England coast,
after- her official speed trial will be made.
which is to occur next Saturday
The final score was policemen, 3G
The Variag is expected to reach Boston
noon.
as tomorrow morning.
Thence she will go
and the firemen 3,
The teams were
follows:
to the trial course near Boone Island, off

CHlcagos to the Tune

ut the

Mr
Mi.

Today.

Many Prominent Rus-

caught

Wlkitewuslied tike

stopping

'all.___
little blue.

Players oftUe Finest Too Aliicli

For the Flame

ore

j iam
lado for

POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN.
Tlie Bali

JH

n

Heidelberg

er

Paris, July 22.—The world’s amateur
championship contests in the connection
with the Paris Exposition came to a conclusion today.
Six events were decided.
three and
The Americans competed in
won one, their only success for the day.
110
The programme opened
with the
metres hurdle race,
A, C. Kraenzlein,
University of Pennsylvania, being made

RUSSIAN CRUISER AT SEA.

three guns and a “pompom,”
and surrounded. They were, however, beaten off
after a sharp engagement,
before rein-

Silva,
catcher;
Firemen—Webster,
States, secpitcher; Tucker, first base;
ond base; Madigan, third base;
Spear,
shortstop; Greely, right field; Gay, center field; Harmon, left field.
Policemen—Phillips, catcher; Dawsey,
pitcher; Cousins, first base; Chase, second base; Dawson, third
base; Brown,
shortstop; Allen, right field; Fell, center
The stern swung field; Moulton, left field.
half sank instantly.
viciously round and the mast and yards
BOSTON’S SLOOP.
A
for a moment tore at the Campania.

of East Orange for points. Won by Coopv,ainc
uu rr 11
uu
uui
illaaa Ui vr ia
and. Stevens in two heats.
decks. Then the stern of the bark also
Tom Cooper
First heat won by
(5
and the surface of the sea
Orlando disappeared
points); second heat won by
littered
with splintered timbers,
was
Stevens (5 points.)
boxes, barrels, the whole upper works
Two mile amateur handicap, final heat
and
and lighter cargo, \he deck house
won by G. W. Crooks, Brooklyn.
Time,
Then there was nothing.
such things,
4.56 2-5.
the
From the instant when
phantom
Five mile professional handicap won by
from the bridge of the
came into view
Frank Kramer, East Orange (scratch).
Campania until the last vestige of the
Time 11.45 4-5.
vessel vanished, some sixty or eighty secREGISTER UNDER LINCOLN. onds had elapsed.
Accordings to the Embleton’s survivors
for nearly half an hour before the colliDeath of Hou. L.. E. Chittenden of Ver- sion the
captain and the first officer were
mont.
below at breakfast and although the fog

:

BRYAN’S

Coron.ulo for
of the
Daley
* is one
; ,lie summer.
Berlin.
of
ending lawyers
of «or

7

'>1

ion.

,

‘any port in a storm.’
“But now industrial oondlUoataB

proved,

the crop
prospect l*|w4,r
the free silver
fad tan t taTxgkdi:
our state ns tt was in ltfilL iaokkftii [
from all tides, I think

pects are exceptionally bright in Mrs
ka, ami tlte Northwest.”

Speaking ol Bryan as a Ujwmbik
neighlxir, Mr. Kennnrd said: ‘fr*
a! 1 v and socially. 1 like him
H* k*
good neighbor and a good china, U
don’t admire his political judga** I
Is

not

to

him.

who personally daw®1
lie is at his beat Id aypd*
where his unexcelled •kwHf*01'

lng

a

man

win lie
exercised. B»W*
say of him is that he Ur*®*^
In politics he is arbitrary* rap®*1*

j>owers
can

some extent, narwwHsiM*'
anti, to
wedded to one idea. He hold* kfc *
*
to l>e absolutely carted, *«i
other fellows op inion JilwsyiwW
1
"Bryan has grown rich oat of M»:

opinion

ination for the Presidency, Wh»te*
nominated, four yeam ago, k* t®3
Hi*
worth more than $1,000.
making and writing since then h»«?

well that today he toratedUas worth $100,000. Hisk*’r
city
wading in Owl creek when one of tnem
Lincoln, Neb
July 33.—William J. tours
brought him large n’tun**!lli‘
stepped from a shelving rock
into deep Bryan today followed his usual
Sunday every county fair and cattle
water. The others responded to her cries programme of
*
attending church with his he has been the
drawing card hi*
and as none could swim, the three met family,
occupying a pew In the First
tttfg*1
of
half
even
has
been
an
pend
their fate together.
Congregational church in the sbsence of
col pts.
his pastor, from the First
Presbyterian,
LATE MARINE NEWS.
Whether he wins the Preiddaocj
lhe remainder of the

Bangor,
July 22.—Arrived schooner
Grace
Webster,
Rockland.
Sailed
schooners John Douglass
and
Melissa
Trask, New York.
Came up from below, schooner Malcolm
Baxter, Jr., from Newport News.

BRYAN ATTENDS WORSHIP.

him

so

own

driving

day was spent in
entertaining friends and

and

neighbors at his city home.
OFFICER RILEY

111.

Officer Joseph
Riley of the police force
suffered a paralytic shock

not, his fortune Is made. IdoalW*'
he cares as much gbout the 10 to1 fk*‘
def*®11*
as ne pretends, but he wa*
to have It inserted In the
platform
ft* *
year, In t ha hope of holding U»
wei5’'
the
of
verltes and Populists

Sunday mornPhiladelphia, July 22.—Arrived, steam- ing and is seriously ill. This Is the second country."
shock
that
he
has
Corean, Glasgow via
sustained.
Liverpool, St.
BANG OB'S ORATOR.
John’s, N F., and Halifax, N. S.; GreMARTIAL "LAW" DECLARED.
cian, Boston; Williamsport, Boston, towBangor, July M.-floa, Hard*^
St. Petersburg,
July W.-An Imperial of Yankton, S, I)., former United
ing barge Normandy from Bath.
ukase issued
today, orders that a state of in in later of Aurtxia and htfin®
Tug Gettysburg,
Portland,
towing
barges Merriam from Portland; Tunnel siege be proclaimed in the military dis- justice of South Dakota, l*
tricts of Siberia,
Turkestan and Smiret and a reception was tendered to 1
Ridge from Bangor and Shawmut.
ers

lB^i

chinsk ana that all
reservists
districts be called to the

PEAKS ISLAND.

in

those

colors.

main

THE

E. E. Rounds has put a
pump over the
well h.
svns on the
hill back of the Reform club building. The
people In the
vicinity appreciate this act of kindness of
his part. The well is 212 feet
deep drilled
through a solid ledge and the water is
cold
and
unusually
pare.
The Casco Ray
company and the steamer Alloe Howard
brought largo crowds to
the island yesterday.
The Garden was
filled with people who
enjoyed the band
concert by the Amerioan
Cadet band.
D. J. Daley and wife of

Berlin

Falls

CAMPMEETING SEASON.
Orchard, July 21.-The Old
campmeeting season began
today, w t
the opening of the
Christian Worker.'
1s
Old

Orchard

convention.

The

leader

of

„«

Boston,

will arwill be held
wh° officiate 1
at the services today were:
Key
I
Mark
,
lx5VV
of
London, Key. Frtnl
-Adams
of
New
Haven, Rev F i» u ,,
°f
Rev. W. P.
Itev. A. Leith of
a,ul
Hoot
Bortiai><i. The
association Is
rive
rive

vi1

Monday.

Blx

l ho8e

^rd ofMt',°,T1
intsSiw
of

City
August D,

the day on which
hold Its principal wlebratW1
This alternoon, Mr. Tm?
event.
^
Gwfo Islesbora as the guests of
of

will

Pullen,

over

Sunday.

services

L

many clergymen
P»ot»a u. Ui»

Custom house today.
Old
here
through
Week, and will make the
tlw
on
in
hall
(he

an<1
NW>ll' n?tlo,lal
"" "x-

£tZ£Z„£,**,ana

A Poor

Millionaire

^
1 lately starved In Loudon
ol
could not digest his food. Lin?
Dr. King s New Life Pill*
^
’
saved him.
They strengthen»*■ .1,11)1,
aid
ach,
digestion, promote
improve appetite. I*rloe
pt fr,
*
back If not satisfied, ^old *>7 v,
drugg>«'
Uoold, 577 Congress street,

^

YK!tJ;

*

'the

8CENERY SOLD.
It

Served

a*

the

Setting for Many

War

a

Ind Some

«

When Portland had no theatre *this scenery of the G. A. It. was used and many
a distinguished actor and many a notable production has been witnessed in this
building. In fact for some years, it was
in the city where a drama
the only

place

large stage could be given,

a

ami before the Jefferson was built this
in use several times each
scenery was
house
But with the new opera
week,
the demand lor the scenery fell off con-

siderably

in

and

the last two years it
In
once or twice.
used

has only been
1894 the post purchased an entirely new
set of scenery and built a new stage tor
City hall. There was given “Injured
Innocence” by Portland amateurs, “Haother* noted producwaii,” and many
tions of local origin. There also the post
such war dramas as the “Drumgave
mer Boy,” the “Union Sergeant,” and
others in which the talent was all

many

and the productions
Portland
which are now seen on

from

equalled those
the professional

stage.
Ail of this is now at an end. A day
or two ago Bosworth post sold all of its
scenery in City hall to people in Liverwho have just completed a
more Falls,
The stage settings
house.
new opera
cost Bosworth Post 1900, and the Liverthem.
more Falls people paid $o09 for

City hall will not witness many more
theatrical
productions in the future,
and with the exception of the May Day
carnival, which is given every year by
the Bosworth Belief Corps, and such atcome along with fairs and
tractions as
things of that sort, City hall will be used
almost
exclusively for lectures, dances

public meetings

and

UOBWOrxn

'**

ivem'i

and exhibitions.

worps

Hits ukiub

Lauua-

ands of dollars since its organization to
aid the G. A. B. post with which it Is
connected In helping the poor and in caring for the sick. Bosworth Belief corps
Since that
was organized May 6, 1869.
time Mrs. Arthur M. Sawyer,' the treasof
the Belief Corps show by her
urer
books that
$26,886.86 has been raised by
Of this amount $11,this organization
378,89 was contribute! toward the building of the Soldiers’ Monument, which
In other words the
cost in all $35,300.
women raised a third of the sum required
for the construction of the monument,
and it it had not been for their efforts,
the monument might not yet be completed. Besides this the Belief Corps has

given Bosworth Post $1,366 56, $85 for a
ilag for the Sons of Veterans, $971 04 for
Post parlors. $246 for a
the Bosworth
piano, $4,143.56 for incidentals, $6,100.84
for charity, and has on hand today the
it is finding a
sum of $2,595.92 which
use for every day in charitable work.
Z
This Is a record of which any organization might be proud and of which the
citizens of Portland may justly boast as
it shows the material of which its women are made Of this large sum of money
$19,434 89 was raided by entertainments
In which the old scenery which has been
sold, played Its part, and the rest of the
26,886 86 has been raised by other means.

CALLED Hitt

T BOXER.
Kiot

An tl-Ch lne»e

Incipient

An

At

Quoug t hong’* Laundry.

Quong

Chor^g

keeps

a

laundry

on

Free

street. He is a good Chinaman and does
to be a pugilist or even a
not profess
Boxer.
Saturday night, a woman considerably the worse for wear, dropped in
laundry.
upon him and asked for her
Quong Chong, who is called John for
out to her over the counand taking the pink slip from the end
of the package told her In pigeon Engit.
lish that 25 cents must be paid on
The woman said tl*e Chinaman was a
thief and a robber. John protested and

snort, handed It

ter

The woman began to
tried to explain.
shout and called the Chinaman everything she could think of. She said she
hoped his nation of cut-threats would
work on an eternal contract
all be at
within a few days. [ The
with Satan
crowd outside

believing this

was a

good

opportunity to get into me game, ueguu
a Boxer and threatened to
to call John
John became
pull down his laundry.
excited and lost his command of English.
He held tenaciously to the package, however, and demanded the 25 cents. Finally
demonstration without the laundry
the
so great that the woman feared
became
she had precipitated an anti Chinese riot
and handed over the quarter and disappeared. The crowd was not satisfied,and
some of the drunken loafers in the gather-

ing
high

were

Jpjfial»l>wlig »»c

Be-

The

Mililkeu-ToioUutoti

working themselves

up into

a

of excitement over nothing
when Patrolman Arthur Sawyer happened along. He put an end to the row
in short order and sent the mob away
state

The Democratic county convention Is
to be held on July 31st at City hall but
not yet sure of just
are
the Democrats
The
there.
what Is to be
movement in the Democratic party to endorse Rev. Samuel 1?. Pearson for sheriff

accomplished

Tho Kotzschmar club proposes to celebrate Old Home Week by a reception to
the old time male musicians of Portland.
sent to musibe
InVitations will also
cians from away who are visiting in the
vicinity for the summer months.
Mr. 0. R. Cressey, of the music house
of Cressey, Jones & Allen, has offered
summer home
the club the use of his

Loveitt's held and the club will give
of works by Portshort
programme
land composers. It will be a rare chance
for the musicians of torty and fifty years
in an informal way
ago to meet again
reminiscences
of their
and exchange
at
a

former days.
Mr. Kotzschmar, the honored president
of the club, is very enthusiastic over the
plan and in fact the idea iirst had birth

Chandler s band interspersed melodious
strains during the afternoon.
Before the
party departed from the
lake, Alderman A. F. Moulton arose and
thanked the Milliken-Tomlinson
comDftnv in behalf of the guests for the generosity and splendid entertainment. He
was very happy in his remarks and made
several telling hits.
Mr. A. R. Robertson of New York responded to several calls for a speech. He
stated that in his travels he covered a
great deal of the country, and he knew
of no lirm or company that stood higher
in est.em than the Milliken-Tomlinson
company. “This company is known as far
south as Georgia and as far west as
Ohio,” said Mr. Robertson, “and Milliis held in the
ken-Tomlinson company
highest favor for honorable dealings, en-

terprise and progressiveness,”
Mr. T. J. Welch also spoke in his usual
happy manner.
other game.
Patrolman
to find some
Mr. A. T.
Laughlin, president of tho
Sawyer says that Quong Chong is a good
and stated
and else- company, responded brieliy
ton, New York, Washington
Chinaman and one who does business on
company
wnere—John K. Paine, Georgo Manton, that the Milliken-Tomlinson
the square.
Harvey Murray, Harry Duncan—and oth- was the only grocery concern east of St.
to make Louis that gave Its employes and guests
Portland
ers have gone from
TROOPS FOR ASHANTI.
enviable reputations in our great cities -an annual outing,
21.—The
Royal
Kingston, Ja., July
Messrs. F. 13. Milliken, C O. Haskell,
the club will welcome
and with these
mail steamer Derwent which has just arin
our city F, B. Priest and Howard H. Woodbury
who have remained
those
rived has been ordered to proceed immeand served in choir and chorus, band and spoke brieliy and appropriately.
diately to Bermuda and tft. Helena to
Mr. Julian Merrill recited “Casey at
orchestra, so faithfully and well.
from
Indian
the
West
regiment
oonvey
affair the Bat,”
Tho committee in charge of tho
and Mr. Peter McDonough
of
to
the
West
Coast
Africa
those places
“Irishman s Last Will.”
consists of Charles R. Cressey, G. Latham delivered an
to reinforce the Ashanti expedition.
True,Mrs. Doe and Dr. 11, M. Nickerson. They showed that this company has also
in his fertile brain.
We have many well

known Portland
conductcomposers, pianists, organists,
ors and singers doing active work in Bos-

PETITIONS IN BANKKUPTY.
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Disappears at once when rubbed with
JOHNSONS ANODYNE LINIMENT. B
It s the foe to inflammation in any part of ■
the body. For 90 years it has been a fl
household remedy famous for the cure of
coughs, colds, sprains, bruises—nearly
I5o ailments and diseases.
0

||f
jjf

M Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
Two sires
g should be kept hand for emergencies.
Hf 25c. and 50c. Write for f(vc book
Treataiwt of
ou

El

on

Diseases."

I. 8.

JOHNSON

*

CO., Heston, Hass.
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Petitions in bankruptcy have been filed
it the ollico of the clerk of the District
Portjourt by Edwara C. Hamilton of
land, Frank H Smith of Auburn, Fred
RoderS. Pooler of Augusta; Napoleon
F. Elick of Watervilie and Richard
iridge of Gardiner.
MAINE

PENSIONS.

Washington, July 21.—The following
Maine pension changes resulting from
;he issue of July 2 are announced:
INCREASE.

Cyrus Humphrey, Jr., Hampden, $8;
Benjamin Ames, Thorndike, $17.
~

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS. EXO.

Special act, July 7, minor of Elias T.
Iordan, Litchfield Plains, $12.

theatrical talent of no
The party arrived at
6 o’clock and
about
to Monument
taken

J _MISCELLANEOUS.

■

outing of the Milliken-Tonilinson company Saturday was a
happy occasion, and it proved to be* the
most successful in the long list of these
Events.
Although the weather was not fitted to
The ninth annual

to be on the increase and although
the day, nevertheless the ardor or the
the
better
politicians in the party are members of the
company, its guests and
very anxious to prevent Mr. Pearson from
was not ta be dampened by a
employes
receiving the endorsement of the con- little
thing like rain.
vention it
looks
to
some of them as
About 10.BO o'clock, a special train conbe
done.
this
is
what
would
just
though
sisting of live passenger cars was backed
A delegation of prominent Democrats
down Commercial street to the Millikenone
went to George L. Swett
day last Tomlinson
stores.
To the
company's
week and asked1 him to allow the use of
stirring strains of Chandler's band, unhis name for the Democratic nomination
der the leadership of Charles M. Brooks,
for sheriff. Mr. Swett positively declined,
the party of lTd, boarded the train, and
It was thought that being somewhat unwere shortly on the way to Lake Sebago.
der obligations to his party he might bo
Before that poi&t was reached the rain
forced into the fight but up to this time
ceased, and the party on alighting from
all the pressure which ha6 been^ brought
the train was formed in line by Marshal
to bear upon him has been without effect,
F. B. Miiiiken, assisted by Mr. Freeman
A. C. Chute of Naples has
been
menEmery, and after a shoi’t march, the pationed but it is not felt by the Portland
A
vilion was reached.
group picture
Democrats that he can control all of hie
then the call for dinner
was taken and
party's vote. They argue that if the was sounded Caterer J. J. Pooler arwho can
Democrats put up a candidate
ranged choice viands in an attractive
puli out the entire Democratic vote, Mr.
way, the tables being set in the centre of
Pearson will get enough from the Repubthe pavilion. Judging from ail appearlican and
to give the
Prohibitionists
ances, the chowder, salads, cold meats
Democratic candidate the election. There
and other delectable dishes were greatis little doubt but that a lively time will
ly relished. Caterer Pooler was ably asbe experienced at the convention for the
sisted by
an efficient
corps of waiters,
Democrats as usual
are spoiling for a
thus giving good service and excellent
their
and
it
will
in
o%vn
ranks
surelight
Tho elaborate repast was
satisfaction,
ly develop at this gathering.
Paul Kauvar cigars;
digested
by
fragrat
The feeling in the Democratic party rein fact the party did considerable puffing
garding the old Swett-Somers fignt has
during the day, no one wanting for a
renot yet been forgotten.
It will be
smoke.
ani
memebred that Robert F. Somer3
While the smoko of the cigars was asfor
the
George R, Swett were candidates
cending heaven wards, word was received
sheriff in
Democratic nomination for
had been left bethat three gentlemen
be a good
1893, Then there seemed co
hind in Portland, and would arrive at
chance of electing a Democratic official.
the lake on the arternoon train. It seems
For the first time i*n many years Sheriff
that a Commercial street broker and two
the
Cram had been
rigidly enforcing
prohibitory law and the Demo crats New York friends left Miiliken-Tomliuthought that with the dissatisfaction suu uuuipuu^ b w>uicd Miumj' uciuie une
their
among the liquor dealers and
time for the special train to depart. They
friends they oould swing the city. Both
wanted a tarried too long, so on returning to the
Mr. Somers and Mr. Swett
chanoa to trv for this nosltion.
Thev de- place of embarkation found that the train
veloped a very pretty tight in which Mr. ha 1 gone.
It was \decided to go out to
Swett won out. He came within a very
the lake on the afternoon train. So to
few votes of defeating Sheriff Cram and
it is claimed to this day that it was the give this particular broker a fitting refriends which ception, Messrs, Morong and Flcken envotes of Mr. Somers's
spoiled the chances of Democratic suc- listed several travelling salesmen to join
Now when the Demo
cess at that time.
In brief time the
some- a ‘‘Ked Cross” corps.
crats seem to feel that they have
like
lair
a
thing
lighting chance this old men were drilled, insignia of office placed
light is cropping out once more and it has on their coat sleeves and an improvised
the reason
been suggested that that is
A life and drum
stretcher was found.
why Mr, Swett does not like to enter the
on a
detachment
contests again. George Tolman, the ex- corps headed the
who is a very march to the depot.
shipping commissioner,
strong man politically, has been suggestIn question alighted
The gentlemen
is
d but even his friends say that if he
from the train in proper time and the
lie
consent
to
have
should
nominated,
tonic of
his name presented to the convention, he Portland broker was seized, a
would be knifed by the friends of Mr. ginger ale
administered and he was
Swett wh o claim that Mr. Tolman did
placed in the stretcher and march startennot give him all the support ho was
The New
titled to in the light of 1892. This is in- ed in return to the pavilion.
dignantly denied by Mr. Telman’s friends York men were allowed to watch the
commisw ho say that the ex-shipping
procession. On the arrival at the pavilion
sioner labored night and day to elect Mr.
and although the
i Swett when he was nominated.
Hut the the sports commenced
hatchet has not been buried so deep that game of base
ball, owing to the condiit may nod be dug up again in season for tion of the grounds, was abandoned, the
use at the approaching Democratic convarious events were thoroughly enjoyed.
vention here in Portland.
Mr. Joe Stringer acted in a sportsman
The district convention of the Demothe like manner as referee in the manly art
cratic party occurs the same day as
at bouts.
county convention but is to te held
the
He
introduced
‘‘Sebago
Hon. M. P. Frank has been
Alfred.
“Great Unknown.” The
umFWie
Sailor”
i
urged to allow the use of his name once
He boxing was cleverly done. Several emmore for representative to Congress.
is felt by the Democrats to be the strong ployes of the Milliken-Tomlinson compaest man they could put up to corftest the
ny demonstrated that there are many
place against Mr. Allen, the Republican
incumbent.
Hut Mr. Frank says that he adepts of the manly art in this establishhas been set up twice to be knocked down ment. Mr. Jones gave an unique turn
in contests in this State and he feels as in a horseless carriage. Two of the stock
though he has done his share of the work clerks
performed daring feats on horseanfor the party and that it is time for
this
was greatly enjoyed.
and
Mr. back
other man to take an
innings.
Frank has run both for Congress and for Messrs. Stringer and Sawyer did a cleva
a
of
wasn’t
ghost
governor when there
“Deehan’s escort”
Thera
er turn as
chance of his being elected but he fought
four contestants in the potato race,
man to were
as well as it was possible for a
he namely, Elwin Soule, Davis Bates, Ben
circumstances and
light under the
thinks that he has got enough for awhile. Andrews and A1 Whittier. Mr. Andrews
General John J. Lynch of Portland is
at once took the lead, but Mr. Whittier
the Democratic nominee
mentioned as
be undoubtedly put on a burst of speed and won the
for this place and will
the candidate who will be selected.
prize.
j Messrs. Birnte and Barry, Stringer and
OLI) 1‘OJiTLAND MUSICIANS. Freeman Emery, gave a genuine cake
walk. In the tub race there were three
Messrs.
Bussell Sterling,
contestants,
Will
Kntertatn
Club
Th( Kotzsrhmar
Herbert Hutchinson and Richard WhitTIk iii During Olil Home Week.
alt. Mr. Sterling was the winner.
seems

mscKtiANJwm*.

MISOELLAH1EOU8.

Co.'i Outins’

-■■S5P’

lit Sebago.
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For many years Bosworth Post, G, A.
R., ono of the leading Grand Army posts
In this country, has owned a set of scenhall.
ery which has been used in City

requiring

Ancient

ing Unearthed.

Time Drama.

mSCELLAMEOUS.

A DAY’S SPORT.

pot boils

mean

ability.

the Union Station
electric cars were
square where the

crowd dispersed.
It was the most successful anting that
have ever given,
Milliken-Tomlinson
and credit should be given to Mr. F. B.
Milliken, vice-president of the company,
for indefatigable efforts in making it so
enjoyable. He was ably assisted by Mr.

Ig

I

1

Green Mountain

frfnd°VspldfioiSfor I

Rheum at ism.
tried without relief.

ve

I
p

^ood, pure, Vegetable

cotch Physician
Dr.
It goes deep and
ghgate, Vermont, who

ra

—
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A CHAIR
entirely

or
nice

cured him.
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by sending vour name

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.
Cabinet Photos “Carbon Finish,”
$2.00

1PHZFL

3302ZE33ST.

R.EO-ULAH

And a $5.00 Photo. Etching, “the new style of large Photograph,” MADE FREE with every sitting. Our Studio is the largest and
best lilted in Maine. Our line of Portrait Frames is tlie Largest in Portland.
We successfully Copy and Enlarge Old and Faded
Pictures in any Style, at Prices Never Before Approximated in this city.

SMITH PHOTO

CO.,

27 Monument

Five Fast Yacht* In the

Insure your prop-

Portland

erty with

Club

A. W. Andrews, C. E, Baker, H.
Hegatta,
Geo Bailey, It. A.
W. Barnard, Jr.,
I). li. Bates, M. C. Brandon,
I Bragg,
William Birnle, Laurence Brown, J.
The second in the series of
Saturday
Barry, Wm. Benjamin, It, C; Burgess, 1. afternoon regattas of the Portland Yacht
A. Be arse, D. L. Barton, J. 8 Butler, club was a close and
exciting contest bej O. E. Bangs, J. A. Clark, H. C. Collin, tween live of the dyers of the fleet. All
G. A. Crookett, F. W. Cobb, J. C. Cobb, the
regatta committee were on hand and
Jr., E, A. Carter, John Cushing, C. F. the necessary preliminaries were conCook, Jack Crayon, Walter Castner, Ed cluded in good season so that the start
Chamberlain, Eben Cobb, Geo. Day, J. was made at half past two. At that mo.II. Davis, C. A. Drake, Zeke Dennis, rnent the
Arthur
Gismonda, owned by
William Deahan, W, H.
Harry Day,
Wood, the Pelican, A. 11. Twombly, the
Davenport, W. Donaldson, li. E. Dewey, Clique, lienban K Dyer,
the Mildred
M. A. Diehl, V. W. Emery, Jas. Evans,
the Banshee,
i Verne, It. C. Foster anl
H. B. Eddy, B. W. Emerson, II. E. Em| Edward Woodman, were off. The yachts
W. li. Epping, Charles Fletcher,
ery,
were all sailed by their owners over
the
Charles Foss, E. A. Farrar, E. C. Folspecial inside course which extends from
som, G. E. Frioken, H. Q. Gray, F.Gow- the
starting line off the club house to
en, H. P. Gould, E- R. Uardiner, L. D. Brimstone
point, thence Having Fort
W.
L.
C
C.
GoldGodfrey,
Goulding,
on the port hand, proceeds around
Gorges
smith, C. O. Haskell, W. It. Huston, L Fort Scammell and back to the house.
P. Huston, John Horrigan, F.S Hawkes,
Mr. Woodman s
new Banshee took the
It Hammond, L. W.
T. D. Rougher,
the Gismonda
i honors, winning with
J.
M,
H.
Hutchinson,
Hobbs,
Hastings,
second, although as the Gismonda had
H. M. Harding, J. 11. Jones, F. It. Jornot been measured the corrected time in
dan, Edgar Jordan, G. B, Jacobson, H.
if
11. Kilby, Charles C. Libby, A T.Laugh- her case was estimated. However it
Gso. Loveitt, W. believed that the estimate is so nearly
Fred Laughlin,
lin.
Charles LeGrow, Will Loveitt, correct that the result
Laliin,
will not be changed
C. B Libby, C. A. Landers, J. H. Morrill, F. B. Milliken, W. E. Mailer, Wm. when the yacht has been measured. The
Mann, W. J. Morse. Win. Meserve, W'. wind was from the southwest and was a
W. F. Mansfield, Fred good sailing breeze. The result
W. Morong,
was as
Marsh, A. F. Moulton, A1 Meserve, A. follows!
H. McGee, It. H. McDonA. Morrison,
Corrected
Elapsed
Finish.
Time,
ald, P. S. McDonough, Geo. McDowell,
Time,
h. m. s.
h. m. s. h. in. s,
Sunday Times; J. A. McDonald, J. S.
J.
B.
Thomas
Orr,
Potter,
Overlook,
4 23.50
1 53.50
1.17,17
Gismonda,
Prank P. Priest,
George A. Price, It. Pelican,
4.26.34
1.66.34
1.20 11
Provost, C. li. Reynolds, A. It. Robert- Clique,
4 20 30
1.50.30
1 22 31
W. N. Rich, Wm. Reeves, Walter
son,
Mildred
Savage, J. C. Stroat, It A. Soule, E.
4.27.47
1
57.47
1.27.00
Verne,
A. Soule, E. D. Selden, It. Sterling,
4.20.50
1.50,50
1.15.20
Seth Soule, Joe Stringer, Byron Squires, Banshee,
Wm. Squires, W. F.
Eugene Smith,
ON RORTLAND LINKS.
Strout, Wm. A. Sterling, E. W. Smith,
W. H. Smith, Husky Sullivan, F. A.
Stevenson, F. E. Smith, W. II. Sawyer,
H, L. Berry mill F. H. Iloyt the WinF. Tomlinson, E. G
G. W. Tennant,
Thompson, D. W. Volk, H. L. Whitten,
ners Saturday,
G. L. Webb, F. W. Willey, H. H. Wood-

| drews,

j

_

INSURANCE COMPANY
Of London and Edinburgh,
The
in the

Total

MJ,

XX.
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The

men’s

monthly

handicap

the Portland
Golf
club
played on
The lowest ^neb
grounds,
Saturday.
score was won by H. L.
wnose
Berry,
gross score was
113; handicap, 34; net,

F.

Lovfll

U.

Bicycle Factory at South
Portland.

F. H, Hoyt made the
lowest gross
score, S3. There were 15 entries.
Hon. William Engel of Bangor,
Col.
Horace H. Burbank of Saco and Col. W.
A. If Boothby of Waterville are at the
Falmouth hotel.

Bailey & Co.,

the Portland,

auctioneers, make this announcement:
By order oi' assignees we shall sell on
Tuesday, August 14th, at 10 a. m., on
the
valuable
the premises,
property
known as the John P. hovel! factories,
situated at South Portland, Me.
The property consists of a lot of land
of about live acres, is situated on Portland Harbor, by electric cars within 10
minutes of Portland. On the property is
mill 2:36ft. long by 83ft.
a large brick

MUSTER AT BANGOR.
The Bangor firemen are to have a muster on Friday, August 10, during Old
Chief Mason returned to
Home week.
Bangor Friday morning from Portland,
where he went Wednesday night on busiHe
with the muster.
ness connected
Maine
visited the management of the
Central while in Portland and they assured him that they would grant a half
fare rate to all firemen and others attend-

pi HI

a

sonal property and material to be sold
will be furnished upon application to
Nathan Clifford, 67 Exchange
street,
Portland, Me., or the auctioneers.
Terms at sale.

and the name

of the

of

and

cases
as

the test of years,
have cured thousands of
of Nervous Diseases, such

Debility,

Dizziness. Sleepless-

ness and Varicocele,Atrophy,&c,
They clear the brain, strengthen

^^^^^^^Iraoney,

COAL.

•--——-«

Hawkeye

Superior Quality.

Cameras.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Everybody knows the Hawkeye
Cameras; that they have the finest

good stock of Lehigh
Coals, such as Hazleton, Honey Brook,
Special Hard Reading, etc. A full lino
of free burning coals, also Franklin,
English and American Camiels, Pocahontas and Geoi’ges Creek Cumberland.
We now have a

Enter up your orders and take

tage of

summer

lenses

style

and

are

not excelled tor

and finish.

the latest
3 1-2x3

The “Weno” is

style, 1900,

1-2,

S3.75
6.00

4x5,

Every

advan-

have

up to date.
ea

tourist and visitor should

one.

price.

Telephone 100.

N.

70 EXCHANGE ST.

RANDALL &

M. PERSONS & GO,,

M’ALLISTER.
WM. M. MARKS,

8

FREE

.

...fep

jlylldtf

.

ST.

Heirs and others desiring t«
borrow money on REAL ES<
TATE, NOTES, household fiirni*

ture, pianos, etc.
ly confidential.

Business strict*

Book, Card Shawmut Loan Co„
PORTLAND,
AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

68 MARKET ST.,

ME-

maySdtf

■■■BMWwnMwmMwwiwwu’m ihwhim

The Knack
Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of all arts.”
With us printing is not
mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

THE THURSTON PRINT

company

will be on exhibition in
one
win dows up town in a few days.

They have stood

I
1

.1

receiving it and the occasion and date
will also be
suitably inscribed on the
sides when the award is made. The pitcher

mai'12M,W&Ftf

I

here in person, and that he thought some
of the Portland companies wo aid take
part in one contest at least—the steamThe parade of firemen and
er contest.
apparat us is expected to be the best ever
seen in Bangor.

engraved

ADJUSTER.

Exchange St

17

DOUBT, TRY

PRINTERS’
wide, with cemented floor; also adjoinEXCHANGE,
two
ing mills 150x47 .and one 90x40,
muster
and
would
trans07
1*2
the
Bangor
Exchange St., Portland
ing
stories, built of wood. Briok mill was
all apparatus free of charge.
port
in
1898.
built in 1893; wooden mills
Chief Eldridge of the Portland depart
FINE JQB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
Factory is equipped with automatic
he would
ment told Chief Mason that
All ordersby mad or telephone
promptly
sprinkler system, large and convenient make
attended to.
»ept22oedtf
every effort to attend the muster

boilor house with 86-horse power boiler
and 86-horse power Buck-Eye engine,
both of which are in first-class condition.
Mill is also equipped throughout with
shafting and piped for heating. This
valuable property is finely located, and

STATE AGENT
AND

0

2 fcj

NORTON,

the circulation, make digestion
perfect, and impart a healthy
vigor to the whole being. All drains and losses are checked permanently, Unless patients
are properly cured, their condition often worries them into
Insanity, Consumption or Death,
Mailed sealed. Price $t per box; 6 boxes, with iron-clad legal guarantee to cure or refund th®
$5.00. Send for free book.
Address, PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland, 0.
Solti only by C. II GUPPY & CO., 4G3 Congress St.

was

T9.
The

B

AhAIn*

agents.

RALPH S.

$70,325,675

OTDH&IP

our

Great Eritain.

■

Offices—76 COMMERCIAL ST.

ITlUtHClj

J. W. Wood, F. T/, Whitten, It. WhiteW. E, Willard, Thomas J Welch,
hall,
Cliff Woodbury, C
E.
Will|\Voodbury,
Williams, J. A. White, (ieo IB. Wyman.

local

largest Insurance Company
world doing a fire business.

J

UU1J)

Square-

THE BANSHEE WON.

of
Worcester, Mass., were
special guests of the company.
Among thysc present were: B. F. An-

Hammond

desirable property for most any manufacturing business.
A LONG DISTANCE PITCHER
Immediately following the sale of real
A handsome silver ice water pitcher Is
be
offered
the entire fittings,
estate will
to be given by F. Delavina of Portland
machinery and personal property of the
to the Are company coming the longest
factories, in lots to suit. The machines
distance in Now England
during Old
treasurer and Directors and tools are up to date and very desirHome Week. The pitcher is handsomely
Fenton Tomlinson and able, A descriptive catalogue of the per-

C. O. Haskell,
H. H. Woodbury,
F. Cobb.
Messrs. Ed.
Chamberlain, W.H. Eppingt, A. R. Robertson, D. W. Yolk of
New York,
W. F. Sawyer, J. B. OFr,
Dana Richardson of Boston, Richard

WORK,

^O.So

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
•PHONE 30

the
anldeodtt
1

PORTLAND, MAINE

THE

PRESS.

trial some semblance of fairness, by re|
fusing to accept a jury fnade up entirely
Democrats. Two-thirds of the jury are,
however, from that party, while only one-

FINANCJAI*
—

FINANCIAL.
u

of

JH0!*1>AY.

JULY

23,

1900.

A Fair Risk

sixth is made up of Republicans, the reTERMS:
maining two being an Independent and a
Prohibitionist. It may be the judge who
DAILY PRESS—
presides is doing his best to have the trial
of
end
the
or
at
advance
In
the
$7
$6
year,
By
We maintain that Leather Common is
fair and the defendant given the benefit
the year.
a good purchase at present
prices, to
of
reasonable
but
the
atmosthe
50
cents.
every
doubt,
month,
By
buy for cash or on margin. This messurrounds
court
which
the
not
phere
ist
sage is not intended for those traders
Much of the who deal
The DAILY PRjSSS is delivered at these rates conducive to these things.
only iu standard stocks of well
known value, so much as it is for the
every morning to subscribers in all parts of evidence which has bean sent out relates
Portland, and in Westbrook and South Port- to statements made
by the defendant average trader who takes an average
risk.
land.
during the exciting scenes attending the
The basis of our theory is this:- In
MAINE STATE PRESS (Weeklyfcount-out that Goebel was in danger of
any speculation it is well to first considBy the year, $l ;u advance, or $1.25 at the
said that er the
and one witness
being
killed,
end of the year.
question of how much one can
the defendant had once
said
that
he ■afford to lose.
He should limit liis
For six months, 50 cents; for three months,
These expres- looses.
IBceius
might kill him himself.
The extreme low point of Leather
sions, however, considering the circumCommon in
Subscribers whose papers are not delivered stances under which
uttered have
theyjwere
1894
was
8
promptly are requested to notify the oflice of very little tendency to bring the murder
1895
the DAILY PRESS, No. 07 Exchange street.
7
home to the defendant. Probably
hun”
1896
5 1-2
Portland Me.
dreds of men could be found in Kentucky
”
6 1-4
1897
who during the excitement declared that
1898
5 1-4
Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town
5 5-8
temporarily may have the addresses of their Goebel was likely to be killed and that
bOO to date, 7 8-4
papers changed as often as they may desire by
he ought to be killed. The trials are likethe
ofiiee
notifying
ly to last well into the fall, and if convicThe extreme high was in Nov. 1899
the Stock sold at 40 7-8.
It reThe New York Sun ligures out that in tions are obtained the cases will no doubt when
before the Supreme Court of the State acted to 10 8-4 in that month, and during
twenty years if the Greater City of New get
the
panic of the following month (last
for review. In that court the Democrats
York goes on increasing at its present
It
December) did not fall below 10 1-2.
one
tratio it will be the largest city in the constitute^ majority, but the term'of
was the only active stock on the board
of them expires this fall and will be filled that held its own
of
that
world.
period
during
at the coming election.
If a Republican tremendous liquidation.
The stock has
The preparations that are now making is chosen then the Republicans will be in been very inactive for months. Last Friconvention in the majority. This fact is adding a great day morning it jumped into prominence,
to hold a constitutional
and advanced on good buying from 9 on
Cuba in September furnish ineontestible deal to the interest of the coming
camthat
to 115-8 Saturday, closing at
proof that the administration is doing it3 paign and increasing the bitterness of the 11 1-8. day
best to carry out in good faith the pledge
contest.
We are not dealing with its intrinsic
which Congress made to the islanders on
value but its speculative value.
VVe say
that
Leather Common is a good stock
the eve of the Spanish war. Of course the
IN 81I1P YARDS.
to
because
it
is
form
and
because
Cubans
the
constitution whioh
buy
cheap
if the stock was wiped out of existauce,
must be of a sort that will give a fair
which
Boom
A
Which
Recalls (iooil Old Times
nobody imagines will occur, the
guarantee that the government founded
loss would be limited to $12.00 a share.
in
Maine.
to
and
be
able
it
be
stable
will
proupon
There are many who will agree that the
tect the rights of all classes in Cuba bestock “isn’t worth anything.”
We don't
know much about that, and don’t know
fore we shall be justilled in withdrawing
Bangor, July 81.—A complete list of as
all our troops and turning the island over all the vessels launched in Maine
they do, but we do know that it is of
during oonaiHfirnhlfi va1 nb tr» n. ffiitain nlinnn
There is little doubt, the six
to its own people.
months ending June 30 shows
operators who make profits for themhowever, that such a constitution will be that the net register tonnage aggregated selves aud for others
by buying it when
forthcoming, and that by 1901 Cuba will 20,771 tons. There are at present on the it is low and selling it anywhere from
be conducting its own affairs.
stocks vessels aggregating 43,750 tons. The 20 to 40 and we do know that we are
down to first principles when
total tonnage launched in 1899 was 53,095 getting
was
Since Minister Conger’s telegram
we
buy cheap.
Nobody would buv
tons.
have been several desthere
received
Eastern R.R.stock at *2.00 or Calumet &
The
Bath
are
now crowded
and Hecla at $20.00 for probably the same
yards
patches tending to confirm its genuinebusy at Waldoboro, reasons that they would not buy Leather
Both the French and Belgium gov- the builders are
ness.
Thomaston, Camden, Bucksport and Mil- Common.
information of
ernments have received
In the six years of its existence this
similar import to that transmitted in Mr. bridge.
stock has never sold 7 points below its
At Rockland, Cobb, Butler & Co. are
Conger’s despatch. The State Department
We think, then, that
present price.
has no doubt whatever of the genuineness building a five masted schooner of about speculators may fairly assume theiisk of
of the despatch and the distrust in the 2000 tons net register and 3830 tons dead a purchase now.
The world is looking for its eighth
minds of people who were first inclined to weight capacity, to be called the Rebecca
wondor—the man who always buys on
view it with suspicion has been to a great Palmer.
bottom.
At Waldoboro,
George L. Welt is at
degree removed. Still, it would be stating
We execute cash orders in bonds and
the case too strongly to say that all doubt work on the Fannie Palmer,a live masted stocks
through the bond house of Messrs
schooner
of
about
1900
tons.
F. J. Lisrnan & Co., 30 Broad St., N. Y.,
attaching to the despatch, especailly in
At
Dunn
&
Elliott
are who are
members of the New York
Thomaston,
regard to its date, has been dissipated. It
building a i200-ton four master on their Stock Exchange, aud who do no margin
can fairly be said, however, that, all tbe
business.
Information that has come since its re- own account.
Our margin orders are sent over our
At Bucksport, in the Castine district,
confirm
has
tended to
its
ception
private wire direct to ths floor of the
&
Dix
of
New
York
are
McKay
building New York Cons. Stock Exchange to our
genuineness.
a fleet of three
four masted schooners,
correspondents, Messrs, Sullivan & SulTien Tsin after its fall seems to have two of 1400 tons
each, the other of about livan, who are members of that exbeen given over completely to looting and 750 tons.
change.
A mob consisting of Chinese
plunder.
H. M. Bean at
Camden has on
the
and soldiers of the allied army, except stocks two
big schooners, one of which is
Americans and Japanese who are said to a six master that will be a wonder of the
have made some effort to
the maritime world.
restrain
She is 309 feet long on
Bond ami Stock Brokers,
plunderers, took possession of the city, the keel, 48 feet beam and 37 feet

4899

H. T. WATERHOUSE & GO.,

deep,

safes
and and will measure about
broke into stores, smashed
2750 tons net
carried off jewelry, silks, furs, silver bars register and
Portland, Me
She First Nat. Bank Bl'd'g,
carry 500 tons of coal.
<m
jly2i
and money by the wagon load. Apparent- will be launched in
August, when there
ly none of the officers except the Ameri- will be a great celebration in Camden.
can and Japanese, made any effort to stop The other schooner in Bean’s
is a
yard
morning packed it in Ice. There was
this wholesale robbery, and they were not five master of about 1800 tons.
considerable controversy as to what kind
the
acUnless
able to accomplish much.
There are now on the stocks in
Bath of a fish it was. Some
said a porpoise,
the allied wooden merchant
counts are greatly
vessels aggregating other a
whale. It was finally decided
forces behaved almost as
badly as the 15,500 tons; two steel sailing ships of 3400 that it
a
was
white hunchback whale
Boxers so far as robbery was concerned, tons each, and vessels for
the
United and a
baby, judged to be about six
and the Russians were not much behind
States navy with a combined displaceweeks old, ten feet long and weighing
the Boxers in savage cruelty.
ment of 6700 tons.
This makes a total of
about 1000 pounds.
while other
contracts
have
29,000
tons,
There seems to be no likelihood of that
been
closed
*
upon which
nothing can be
‘quick relief” which Minister Conger
BRE4KS THE RECORD.
done at present because there is no room
said was necssary to save the foreigners
in the yards.
in Pekin from general massacre.
The
The vessels already launched
Mr. Lamsou’s New Kite Tried at Blue
in the
middle of August is th8 earliest date set
Bath district this year, with
those now
for a forward movement, and Lord SalisHill.
on the stocks or under oontract,
reprebury thinks it will not be possible to adsent a valuation of about $-1,600,000.
The
vance until September.
The only powers
merchant vessels of this fleet will have a
Referring to the new three surface
that are in a position to furnish a large
dead-weight carrying capacity of 80,039 scientific kite, a cut of which was pubin
a
time
short
are
and
army
Japan
and if placed end to
end would lished iu this paper two weeks ago, a letRussia.
Either of them could probably tons,
ter from the observatory was received by
make a line nearly two miles long.
mass troops enough for an early advance,
The Bath Iron Works are now building Mr. Lam son, Saturday:
but neither of them will consent to the
Blue Hill Observatory, July 20, 1900.
for the United States navy
the cruiser
other becoming
the
of
the
agent
Dear Sir:—Yesterday with
your kite
Cleveland, of 3200 tons displacement, 292
The
is
effect
to
be
that
own kites (bepowers.
likely
leading and five of our
feet long, which will have twin screws neath it on the same
the
meteorountil an army is collected made up prowire)
and triple expansion engines of 4500 horse graph was raised 15,300^ feet above Blue
portionately from all the powers no forAt the same works are being Hill or over three miles above sea level.
ward movement will be begun.
If the power.
This is higher than
observations have
been made in a balloon
the United
In
ambassadors are saved they will be saved
boats Barney,Biddle and Bagley. States and higher than Mt. Blanc.
torpedo
by help from within and not by a military
Yours truly.
Percy & Small are building a six mastIf Minister
expedition from without.
A. Li. Kotch, Director.
ed schooner which they claim
will be
Wu’s despatch to the effect that the govWe would suggest to Air. Damson
and
than the vessel
of the
ernment has promulgated an edict order- slightly larger
the committee in charge that an exhibisame rig being built at Camden.
is
She
ing the suppression of the Boxers is true,
tion of these peculiar big
kites flown
800 feet and six inches on the keel.
and the edict is issued in good faith there
from Fort Allen park or the Eastern or
William lingers is building the four
is gi’ound for hope that the anxbassadors
Western promenades would make an inmasted schooner Maude Palmer of about
■will yet escape alive. But of course these
feature for Old Home Week.
1300 tons, an exceptionally
fine vessel, teresting
ifs are pretty large ones.
So
little is
We understand that Air.
Damson has
built extra strong for the phosphate and
the conditions
at
really known as to
on hand several of these new three plane
ore trades,
E.
A. Sewall
are laying
Pekin, of the attitude of the government,
kites ten to twelve feet in diameter
and
the keels for two
steel sailing ships of
of its power and of the strength of the
twenty
340D tons each, designed for the oil trade one espeeialy big one which is
no
accurate judgment can
revolution,that
feet across and capable of carrying a man.
to the East,
It is said that these ships
be formed either as to the disposition or
These kites are complicated structures,
will be fitted with tanks for
carrying veritable
the ability of the
govei’nment to deal
flying machines in fact, and
crude
a
new departure in
with affaire there.
It is pretty certain
a Portland
having been originated by
vessels.
sailing
that
all
the
influence of Chinese
however,
man could not but be of interest to
many
representatives outside the Empire will
of our visitors.
HE CAUGHT A WHALE.
be brought to bear to save the ambassadors because they realize what the effect
KILLED DRIVER AND HORSES.
will be of their murder, and this influ- A Until Fisherman's Net Made a WonTiffin, Ohio, July 22.—The west bound
ence may be very potent, if there is
derful Catch,
any
the
Baltimore and
passenger train on
sanity left in the authorities at the capiOhio railroad early this morning struck
tal.
Bath, July 21.—A. K, Edgeoomb, the a wajjon at a crossing four miles west of
North End fisherman, made a good haul
this city, killing the teamster, Andrew
TIIE KENTUCKY TRIALS.
last night in Merrymeeting Bay, while Kahn and horses. Three
young men ridThe reports that we get of the trial of fishing for
sturgeons. At about 6 o’clock ing on the locomotive pilot were struck
Powers on the charge of being one of the he saw what afterwards
William
proved to be a by flying fragments.
Wilson
conspirators who compassed the killing whale in the middle of the bay, and for was instantly killed; Charles Aiatz had a
of Goebel are too meagre to enable one to three hours had an
exciting time, but leg and an arm broken and will die; Roy
form a very intelligent opinion of the finally
succeeded In capturing the big Foncannon was injured.
All the parties
sti’ength or weakness of the government fish in his net. He had out a net of belong in Tiffin.
case.
there
has
been
a
Naturally
general 200 fathoms and if it had not been of
feeling that a trial which is essentially strong twine, the captain would not have
political in a state where politics always succeeded, for the whale maae a desperrun high and are now especially hot was ate battle to
escape after being entangled.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
not likely to be fair or its result deter- He went against the
net head
first. learn that there is at east one dreaded disease
mined altogether by the evidence.
It is There was a miniature
“water spout’’ that scieuce lias been able to cure in all its
Hali’s o.itatrh
stages, and that, ia Caturh.
remembered too that the State of Ken- in the vicinity for several minutes,
Mr. Cure is the only positive cure now Known o the
tucky by offering a huge reward for the Edgeoomb said the water was sent into medical iraterni y: < alarm being a constitutional
efj ir.s a const,i u ioual rear.,
discovery and conviction of Goebel’s the air 60 feet, The harder the fish strug- meat. dis'am,
Hall’s Ca >rrh Cure is tt.ken ini, in llymurderers set before
the
detectives
a
gled the tighter the net seemed to bind aeiiug directiy upon the blood an I mucous
surfaces of ti e
thereby de-nr.y in the
strong temptation to invent evidence that hiin^Emd Edgeoomb kept at close range touiulaiion of thsy-tem.
>
disease, and giving the patient
could tend to convict somebody,and hence as he dared to
strength
and helped to
hy
building
up tho constitution and
ke^p the assisting na tire m doing
Its w, rk.
rite p oit is suspected that much of the evifience net from loosing.
prletors nave so much talih in its cur itiv powthat will be forthcoming at the trial will
After a 16 minutes’ round, in which ers, mat they offer <ne Hundred I) liars for
any case that it fat's to cure. Sent for list of
be the produot of soxue of these men's in- there was hardly
breathing spell, death testimonials.
ventive faculties. There has been an at- to the fish by drowning resulted.
Address. F.
CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
EdgeSold hy drug. ists, 7-r.o.
tempt on the part of the court to give the comb towed it to his fish house and this
Hall’s Family Piils are the best.

MERCANTILE^fRUST^O^ nuNDERWOOETSPRINCT'
Shore
Breezy Casco Bay.
A Beautiful Paik
PORTLAND, MB.

Statement of Condition At Close Of Business,

*

$100 Reward, $100,

30,

June

1900.

COMMENCED BUSINESS MAY 6, 1898.
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock..$100,000.00
Undivided Profits (nett.
548,858.47
Dividend No. 4, Payable July
3 000.00
54,1900.
Deposits. 098,4054.38

IIESOURCES.
United Sfatei Bonds.$105,000.00
Municipal anil other Bonds.. 307,000.00
Ueuiaud and Time Loans on

Collaterals. 20G,137.543

Ollier Loans
and Notes Discounted
Cask on Hand and iu Banks.

59,4G9.93
954,353.70

D«H«g
g^ZT*"
FouuUhjwU.
Admission free to patrous of the
cSy^fS? mlnut^
eie,ct[£r ™Ve S^'Klm^tr.l?
Charming
through

Mur&e^ate.
^o^uTe^iSr
the Bay.
oi

Shore

Individuals, as well
Capacity, received on
INTEREST

211
as those
any Oliicial
tlie most favorahSe terms.

acting^

ALLOWED ON

DEPOSITS

HENRY P. COX. President*
EDWARD B WINSLOW, I ,r.
V lcc I residents.
JAMES E. HAWKES,

|

Trust

or

SUBJECT TO

TRUSTEE
Setli t Lairabee,
A. S. Illnds,
Hutton B.
iiudci’i,
Hr. S. C. Gordon.
Henry E. lb e rill,
Geo. W. York,

ISLAND.

at 8 00.

Matinees at 2.45,

WEEK

Jl,|A ‘-‘H, 1900.

Except M°nda|«.

Matinees Every Day

STOCK COMPANY.

GEM THEATRE

"

_

_____

=

THE

Casco National Bank
••••••••

••••OF •••••

PORTLAND,

FOR

INVESTMENTS

Curtain Rises Evenings

A M
CAPITAL. AND SVKI'I.US

Interest Paid

Municipal Bonds,

TIME

Water Works Bonds,
#

Railroad Bonds,
Bank Stock.

on

32

EXCHANGE

\

of opinion is^in our favor.
As
suppliers of all sorts and sizes
of hard or soft coal for house-

J

f

Portland Trust Co..
....AND....

) Sale Deposit Vaults,
\

/ 87 and 89

V

Exchange

St.

J

business purposes, we
stand unrivaled in Maine.
We
have sustained areputalion for

Cnpital Stock,
S2QO,000
Surp'us anti Profits,
175,000
|
\ Total Deposits,
1,800,000

fair

y

I

or

ihold

dealing,

mean to

and

wo

never

J.C. WHITE COAL

CO.,

|

240-244 Commercial St.

f

Telephone 500-!.

\VJ»1. G. DAVIS. Promt.
JAS. P. BAXTER, %'lce Prrat.
HARRY BUTJL.KR, Trias.
JOSH DA C. GlttMT, Aa«t. Treaa.

TKUStf KE».

W

1

EVERY WOMAN
Sometimes

monthly

needs

o

regulating

jlvi3dtf

reliabU
medicine.

DR. PEAL'S

PENNYROYAL piLLS,
H. GUPPY & CO.. Portland, Me. Aats.

Supplied

BIG ICE SHIPMENT.
Seven

Tlion.snnet
the

Toil*

a

LETTERS

Day Leaving

MATUS’S

ROYAL

or

FOREIGN

Gardiner, July 81.—The hot weather in
the large cities gives assurance of busy
times on the Kennebec river next winter
and it Is probable that no ica will be left
in the big houses along its banks when
the cold weather comes.
The American
Ice company is shipping ice
from its

CHECKS,

O.

BAILEY &

Cars.

delivery.

SWAN & BARRETT,
1S6 Middle
mylldtf

St.,

To those
vestment

PORTLAND,

ME.

BAILKf,

t.

*V.

TUIC

ALLK«

-HtSi

Cars leave bem

wishing
In

those

n

conservative
issues

of

in-

our pavings hunks ure
buying, l
have to offer many attractive seen: I ties
yielding from 4 to 4 1-‘J per cent.
Special descriptions sent on application.

Th9 67th year opens Sept. 11th.
Fnll courses
and unproved methods of Instruction. fie table
preparation for Bowdoin ami other leading colleges. Including Wellesley, S.nith and Ml. Holyoke. Best facilities for Scientific and B us!ness Education.
Expenses notablv moderate.
For any desired in tor in at', oj, address the PrinREV. H. P. SNOW, A. \l.,
cipal.
Yarmouth. Me,
Jlyl7d&w4\V

Gentrys’

i

j

Famous

1804—HEBRON AC4DEMY-1900
CoedVica lanal.

quiet,

spec al filing school lor
certification at Brown,

academy

hea'thful

location;

btrlding

Fall Term

gymnasium,

K annual meeting
Til tils
Atlantic &■ St.

pany, for the choice of

300—ANIMALS

Heeling.
of

the

stockholders

within a few
loading, to sail
Thus far only about one-fourth of
the ice on the river has
been shipped,
but it is expected that the houses will be

CHARLES F. FLAGG,

cleaned out before the close of navigation.

m irii.'i'edu

Kxcfiniige SI*, Portland.

ADMISSION-fSai'^SSU.

of

Lawrence Railroad ComDirectors and for the

j:yu«*

SAIL.

Return

Primary. Secondary and Ternary Blood PoMN
Vo»i can be treated ti
Permanently Cuteu.
home under same guarantee. If you has* Ulwa
mercury, iodide potash, and stitl liar* »ehr|
and pains. Mucus Patches In Mouth, Sow

Hunter. Bridge. New Meadows, at 2.39 p. m., Orr’s Island 3.30 p. m., arrive Portland about 5.15 p. in.
A first class
shore dinner can be obtained.
Round Trip,
50 cents.
50
cents.
Dinner,

Percy

Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored SpottVPVjdri
on any part
of the body, Hair or Eyehrm

Inlbng

V

Ketum to Portland about 5.15 p. m.

relieved in 3 days without, fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated
through correspondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in evervinstance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I neversee. Write for
further
All letters truthfully
answered.
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Rear
in mind this
is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave noafter ill effects
upon the health. Ry
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. K. M. TOL
MAN CO., 1T0 Tremout St.,
Boston, Mass.

“AMMONIA

RUINS VARNISH-

On carriages.
To overcome this board
your
teams at my stable as my
carriage room is
separated irorn horse room by air space,

A. W.

l'KAMS

ALSO.

MeFADDEN, 101 Clark

apr30dl3w*

UOTiifttt

St.

NOTICE.

i

public generally.
MARCUS F- bkooes. D. D. S.
,,
WC®.
ilyl8eoJ3i*

STEPHEN BERRY,

Bool, Joti ani Card Printer,
NO. 31

PLt'JI

STRBBT,

NUTMEG ZINC.
j

IUglit in the heart of the richest part of tt#
Arkansas llo!d, surroim i«d by mines broom
for ihc wealth tliey have
already yielded. The

Nutmeg Zinc

Mines

most. \ aluab e Zinc
property
Stock is now being sold at

60

Co.

lfiO acres of
in this region.

absolutely (not leased)

owns

the

CENTS PER SHARE.

.

Far value $1.
The price of the Stock will #«tainly be a Ivanced in lb* near future.
Note our low
capitalization, fJOO,9M.
l>o not delay but write at once,
b ulle.st
courted.

Investigation

THE NUTMEG ZINC MINES CO.
<*EO. C. IKVIN, Sec’y mid Oen’l

sri

*

\n«*»n

Street,

\. V.

Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters Tablets are

easy to take.

DEAD

1 wish to announce tint I have sold
my om^e
and plRCt ee to Or. Cat It on U.
l.elghton
who will succeed m \ ia
dentistry at 4:*t> « o n
cress st.
Dr. Leighton U a graduate of Harvard Dental College, and it is with
pleasure
iliat l can commend linn to
my patients rind

REMEDY CO.

32* Masonic Temple. Chinan III., for
yredh
of cures,
t apltal gr.00,000.
We solicit the mod
obstinata cases.
We ?have cured the tvorst
cases in 15 to 35 days,
loo-page book tree.

Diuner at Mere Point.
Round Trip, 25 cents.
Dinner, 50 cents
J. H. MCDONALD, Manager.
jyCdtt

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so
quickly and
safely do the work. Have nevernad asingle
failure. The longestand most obstinate eases

out, write

COOX

leaves at 10.05 a. m. every Sundav for Mere
Point, touching at the several landings along

this route.

| |

|

Leave

~

88—Sergeant

300

transaction of such other business as may
legally be presented, wl'l be held at the ottlce
of tne Company in Portland, ou tUe first Tu*sday, tlie 7th day of August, 1000, at ten o’clock
tu the forenoon
W. W DUFFETT.
Cleiko the Company.
jly21to7a'ig

are now

17

Pony

Show.

Opens Tuitday, September
Jl>14d2m

Annual

f

Dog

right of
Colby College;
and -mith;
Wellesley
anti

every floor, el-etric fights, etc.; board. io>ms,
fiev aim 1 gilts in this dorn Itory $3.50 per
week, catalogue free. Address
W. K. SAllGKXT, PrD».
It t-bron, ill r.

LI VERY

days.

2.30
8.15

YARMOUTH ACADEMY.

NORTH

remedy

bonds

AFTERNOON AT

I nlO EVENING AT

ft

♦

particulars.

which

ice left this port
for Baltimore, Washington and
Philadelphia, and vessels carrying 10,0)1) tons

Alexander Smith, a veteran of the British
Ha was at the side of
army, died to lay.
General Stewart when he was killed in
to
relieve Gordon
utempting
lie was in
She Highlanders with Gol McDonald at
’he last A*hanti war. He also saw
lighting in South Africa,
India
and China
*nd possessed many medals.

ORCHESTRA,
Daily.

CONGRESS ST.

CO.

are

SECURITY.

thousand tons of

July

Artists.

Reserved Seats 10 Cents.

For Women.

Bangor, July 21.—The hot weather in
the large cities has 'iiused a sudden darn and for Maine ioe and
shipments from
Bangor this week have been the largest
since the opening of the season.
Today

S.,

WEEK,

Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.
r. O.
man

Steamer

With thirty-three years experience and exceptional facilities, we can afford our clients
every possible convenience for obtaining funds
in all parts of the world.
Descriptive booklet supplied uponlapplication.
Correspondence and Interviews solicited.

SIMILAR NEWS FROM BANGOR.

N.

THIS

T’opu.lar

Tllrer Grand Coucvrlii

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

MONEY

rate

VETERAN SOLDIER

of

CREDIT, Orr's Island and New Meadows River

for immediate

of 7,000 tons
hard
at work
transferring the ice from the piles in the
big buildings to the holds of the waiting vessels. Most of the ica goes to WashBaltimore and Philadelphia.
ington,
Only a small part of it is for the
New
York market.
Ice is also being shipped
^
in large quantities from Wiscasset and it
is going out of the Penobscot at
about
he same rate that it is leaving the Kennebec.

Halifax,

EVENING

HUNGARIAN

Rrudrrlng

Steamer Pejepscot will leave Portland everv
Sunday at 10.00 a. m. lor

and

fSPECIAL TQ THE PRESS.?

seven

willi

TRAVELER’S

Kennebec.

Kennebec houses at the
a day and
700 men are

Company

Travelers Abroad SUNDAY

Are prompt, safe* and certain In result. The genu*
fne (I)r. Peal's) never d isappoint. Bent anywhere,
’<1.00. Peal Medicine Co., Cleveland, O.
C.

AND

Perfnines,

Forest

Permanent Attraction

11,1900.

VV ns• G. Davi •,
Franklin It. Barrett,
.»as. P. Baxter,
Sidney \V. Tliaxter,
Will. W. Bi inru,
A lius. V. Llbbf.
Walter G. Pa la,
A. 11. Walker,
Chai, O. Bancroft, Geo. F. Etam,
Frederick noble, Clinton I.. Baxter,
David W. Sninv,
Harry Butler.

J

Je8eodlyF,M,

AFTERNOON

batli, steam heated and up lo date in every reSpecialties:— Hiirli Grade Bonds for spect;
Sturievant Home the finest girls* eioitniInvestment. Iuti»rest Paid on Deposits. tory In New England, steam heat, baths on

\

Successors to D. 8. Warren St Co.,

Special

splendid

I

lose it.

PARK7

RIVERTON

F.

STEPHEN ft. SMALL. President
MARSHALL a GODING. Cashier.
febrdtl

WEIGHT

Howard, Esq,

Bronson

by

AUCTION SAL.8-4.

this BauN

CRUSHING

in 4 Acts

illtary Comedv

All Attractions Free to Patrons of the
of Preble street every 15 minutes.

ST.

lorreipondence solicited from IndiBanks
and
viduals,
Corporations,
others,desiring to open accounts as well
os from those
to
transact
Bankwishing
ing business of any description through

)

Kqutpprd
EveningTUU

THE INTERNATIONAL VAUDEVILLE CO'

H. M. Payson & Go.
leb&dtt

p^'

'ills Cosiest, Best Ventilated And
Snuimer Theatre it* Ante idea.
m.
Matinees ut 2.30 p. na.
Every
Promptly at 8 p.
D tilv Matinees Bsgtnnini Tuesday.
Wees.

A. Tlofiiiod

—

(

THcA 1 Kb,

...

Bound Trip tickets on tin
Cars leave in front of ilie United States Hotel every 10 minutes.
cars admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
Reserved Scats to and 20 cents extra. Private boiei,
seating six persons, 50 cents eacn seat. Tickets on sale in advance at Sawyer’s store, Monument
Telephone No. 535-2.
square.
The demand is very large.
Sec re seats early in advance.
In Preparation—A Dlagiilflreut Productlou of H.UO VADI8

EVERY

DEPOSI IS.

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
FOR SALE.

n r\

*

Magnificent Scenic Production

The

WE OFFER

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

n A MP

Breeze*.

Atlantic

Kept fool by

1824.

Incorporated

MB

MANAGEMENT MR. BIBTLEY McCULLUM.

•»«•

MAINE.

nnn

-mi

In CULLUM S

=====

—

/

SUOOBSSi
THBATriS!
UYOEUlVt
II ADDON 1 IIAMHEUS,
A Society Druinw in Four Acts, l»y
Scale of prices as U3i\h Adulti
Sale of Reserved seats at tlie Casco Hay Steamship Co.
when buying seats for any matinee will upon request be given one tree adjoining seat to: h
■ he Casco
seat
with
each
twelve
and
purchased.
Bay stoatneri
of
four
the
child between
ages
will leave Custom House Wha-f at 7.30 for evening aud at 2.15 for matinee performances.

AV. II. MtlHiken,
James E. Hawke*,
Dr. E. E. Holt,
John E. Burnham,
Elisha W. Conley,
Jokn F. Ltscomb.

H«nry P. Cox,
Endirlck N. Mow,
Tiinmni P. Shaw,
Adam P. Leighton,
A mini Whitney,
Edward B. Winslow,

Evenings

CHECK

IIUTSON B. SAUNDERS. Treasurer.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Secntary.
SETIl u LARRABEE, Attorney.

AKD PUBLIC.
WEAL SUMJttKU XHEATRK-PR*.8S

PEAKS

and

Firms

Country^

a

___■■
<G&. ffTsuvr.

TKE

Municipalities, Corporations,

a"<l *" ,llc

!, V**

° >’•

•ll

**»•

— Electric

AN

Accounts of Banks,

AK,H.

Will Give Concei ts In Ihe j»
Ca.ino at C.l*> !»•

$830,5460.85

$830,5460.85

WOMAN’S
ORCHESTRA, D*
111.,..or.

xxi

,

Large and Elegant Pining Uoom furnish-

Cool Piazzas

nmnd nnd

FADETTES

THE
XXJ.U

“XI

,vi*h

r*

..

of

the

on

exaggerated

petroleum,

amuskmeivt8.

uivimnim_/

FINANCIAL.

Slim: IN EFFECT.
They act. gently on tlio Bowels, Liver and
Kidneys, effectually cleanse the system
from all impurities, beautify the com*
plexion, prevent Headaches and Fevers,
cure indigestion and div.xinesH, overcome
habitual rostipation, and restore the
bloom and vigor of youth. Hold by all
druggists, in tablets or liquid at 25 cents
Warranted to curl
per box or bottle.
constipation.
C- H. CUPPY & CO.,
AloMunieut

Square,

i’OKTLAND. ME.

J

OFFICER

SMITH

RESIGNS

Siutpeuded Policeman Will Leave

OWEN,

(lie

Force.

lie weather to-day
in likely to be fair.

Tlic Fire Altar

g
1

THE

awn iin -TiimmnrrrMurrGAMBLE CO. ClRClNRATI

■ nm unarm-IT

Min

PROCTER

A

—

mi

economize so closely on the
number of words in a telegram that the
receiver cannot understand it. This is not
sensible economy. Neither is it sensible
economy to ruin garments of value with cheap
soap or powerful chemicals tha4 eat into the fabric.
True economy uses Ivory Soap in the laundry.
It is the most of pure soap that can be sold for the
money. Chemically it is as innocent as water. Yet
it does everything you can ask of a soap. Try it!
OME

.r..,—

^

MUSIC AND

men

.

!.!

1

DRAMA.

■■

—

SHENANDOAH

AT

THEATRE.
THE GENTRY SHOW.

Gentry's dog and Pony show is probably the l>est known and most popular
organization of the entire western states,
and not a few of the larger cities in the
Middle Suites know well

the name

of

Gentry as being identified with the most
complete trained animal exhibition in
the universe.
This unique organization travels in its
own palatial train of specially constructed Pullman palace cars, and each tiny
animal

compartment
separate
equipped up-to-date. Thare is the baby
pony, bom at iioston, July 3rd, up to the
larger ones none being over 10 hands high.
nas

a

Then there are 100
of
the flnast bred
doggies which all lovers of dogs will not
fail to see, from the large mastiff “Chieftain,” down to the little French poodle
‘‘Einglets50 monkevs, whose funny
antics are always enjoyable both to old
and young—a real genuine live zebra,
paid to be the most handsome specimen
ever imported to America, and two cute
little baby elephants, who perform th<
most remarkable feats imaginable
A noticeable and commendable feature
of the Gentry show U the fact that they
give no so-called “side shows” or “after
concerts.”
The exhibition caters especially to thi >
ladies and children and everything possible will b? done for their coinfort. Two
exhibitions will lie given daily, starting
8
and
m,
2.30
today at
p.
on Congress street,
rear Maine General
Hospital. The street parade takes place
10 a. in
pal streets

at

passing through

the

princi-

THE GEM.

The Lyceum Theatre In New York city
has long besn known as one of the most
famous and aristocratic theatres in the
country and its many elaborate production under that sterling manager, Daniel
Frohman, assisted by his clever stock
company has not set the seal of success
on many a good play.
One of these most
famous of Lcyeum suocesses made in the
days when Georgia Cay van and Herbert
Keloey were most popular, will be pre-

George V. Leverett of Boston, and guides
for the
will go Into the Alalne woods
month.
The
disappontments of the campers

The presentation of “Shenandoah,” the
celebrated military drama from the pen
of
Brownson
Howard at McCollum's

to make each sale

try

attractive than any
that has preceded it.

more

Linens Counter.

Fifty full size fringed
Bed Quilts, (fringed all
round) at $1.19, marked

theatre
marks
a
new i
tonight,
have been few, one of the greatest being
era in summer theatrical
attractions—a
the necessitated departure of Mr. Robert
beginning of the presentation upon the i
Vaughan Brown of the class of 1902, M/
stage of our summer theatres of the most T T
hia Dnwhpctar hrmiA whonrn hA
elaborate
scenic and property
leaves
Saturday morning for Proctor,
tions of the meteropolitan thoatre. The
Vt., where he has accepted a position as
success of this production at Me Jullum’s 1
with
Mr.
civil engineer in
company
theatre will
be watched with interest
Vermont
of' the
George T. Seabury
not only by local theatre goers, who have
Marble company. Mr. Seabury is a classthe greatest confidence in Manager Mcmate of Mr. Brown and they anticipate
Cullnm’s ability and promise of a great
much pleasure in working together.
production, but of the agents and owners
Several
of our
merchants with their
of theatrical manuscripts
all over the
also Mr. George L. Day, Mr.
families,
who
are unable to realize how
country,
Elvin
tjpula and families, attended the
Mr. McCollum can afford to pay $-*0
annual
Milllken-Toinlison Co.
outing
royalty for a play and then emend twice
Saturday at Sebago Cake.
as much more on the scenery and properThursday evening, July lUth, a few of
ties and then pay his company and the
Miss Millett’s friends gave her a surprise
expenses of a theatre at the prioes charged
Peoat her home on State street.
for admission.
The result of this pro- party
o’clock
ple who were abroad at nine
unction win o© watcnea in jxew xorx
might have seen eleven ghostly form
with interest
and several
prominent
wending their way up South and State
managers have notified Mr, McCullum
where they announced their arthat they will arrive in Portland this streets,
rival at Miss Millett’s by a weird song.
week, and if his production is creditable
The lawn was quickly lighted, slips of
and adequate to the play, that they will
paper given out and an
attempt
lie pleased to
with
him
for
the
arrange
made to
the identity of the
discover
presentation of several big successes that'
ghcsts. A it# the unmasking refresh- I
have never before been seen at popular
ments were served.
New surprises then
prices. This is the first time in Ameriawaited the young men in the forms of
ca that “Shenandoah
has
ever been
each one being presented with
offered to theatre goers except at high “grinds,*’
a
souvenir of the evening. After the
prices, and before he would consent to
were responded to a serethe coming presentation at McCullum’s presentations
to the occupants of Camp
theatre, Mr. Jacob Litt, who now owns nade—given
Katahma—and college songs
sung the
the play,
stipulated in a contract that;
The success of th8
the production must be given with com- | ghosts’ departure.
occasion is largely due to Miss Cumpleje detail and special scenery and mings and Mr. George Bradbury.
effects or he
would not permit it to go
Mr. George Williams, High street, ap
on.
Either he or his representative will I
employe at Union station, Portland, wm
witness |the production
this
evening
leave this week on an extended trip in
and it is
safe to say that they will be \
the eastern part of Maine.
to
the
j
see,not
surprised
production agreed
Mr. H. G. Basse of Deering has acbut
one
better
in
upon,
infinitely
every
a
with Mr. S L. Stickparticular, for Manager McCullum is cepted position
of the Gorham laundry.
determined that this presentation will be ler, proprietor
Mrs
of Boston
F. W. Harding
is
made to compare
with the original in
a few days with frends here.
passing
every particular.
Mr. Dyer of South Portland, salesman
THE
INTERNATIONAL
VAUDE- for C. M. Kice & Co., Portland, was in

j

sented at the Gem theatre tonight.
VILLE COMPANY.
Gorham Saturday.
“The idler” is a
constructed
neatly
Mr. Fred] Sampson of Portland, who
and
drama
of
interest
absorbing
society
At
Riverton Park,
opening with a has been
visiting his parents on South
was written by
C. Haddon Chambers,
matinee
this
the Interafternoon,
street returned to his home Saturday.
the author of John Drew’s late success,
national Vaudeville company, presenting
Miss P. G.
Sweetser of Deering is the
“Tyranny of Tears.” The “Idler” is a strong bill of novelties will appear for
of Mr. and] Mrs. Sweetser, Main
guest
written in strong and well pointed Eng- the week with afternoon
and evening
street.
lish. The story deals chiefly wi th Mark performances daily.
The school committee have not filled
Cross,the Idler, who loves Lady Harding,
The three Onris head the list and they
the vacancy caused by the resignation of
the wife of Sir John Harding. The Lat- are a European importation that are*disPrincipal Woodman of the Gorham High
There have been 30 applications
ter, guilty of killing a brother of Simeon tinctly alone in the strength and com- school.
*
Strong, is saved from prosecution at the pleteness of their act.
Their specialty for the position.
The County Fair grounds
Isa busy
hand of Strong by Cross, who for the consists of wonderful balancing on replace at the present time, Messrs. O’Neil
love of the lady persuades^ Strong to volving globes
and dexterous head to and
Westbrook, Messrs
Skillings ot
forego bis determination to prosecute. head and hand to hand balancing. They Clark e and Howe of Portland and ohers
After the release Lady Harding declares are unequalled equilibrists and perform have fast horses being worked
on
the
track to the number of 20.
in Cross’s apartments that she does not work that is reckless and fascinating.
love Cross, and that she acted a lie to They give an exhibition of Arab tumTHE BANKERS DINED.
save her husband. Sir John discovers her
bling and body throwing to close their
The Portland Banking association went
with Cross, and misunderstandings arise act. Leo and Chapman, comedy
novelty to the Gem of the Bay hotel on
Saturday
that lead to an Interrupted duel, a scene artists, in a refined sketch of country
life, for their annual dinner and
outing.
which is strong, intense and full of heart
for
30
Their
sketch
minutes.
appear
They had a game of ball, a fine dinner
interest, Matters are adjasted, and the entitled “The
Enchanted
Farm,has and af terwards went to Underwood
park
curtain falls with Cross heart
broken, made a distinctive hit in all the highest
to see the electric fountain. The followand about to leave the
country. The vaudeville theatres.
Slmmonds
Danny
ing were in the party:
George H. Richproduction will be a marked change gets in
his share of comedy in laugh
ardson, Carl Weber, George L Knight,
fro ii the farce comedies whioh have been
making monologue and up-to-date song Charles B. Mitchell, R. D, Woodman,
seen for the last three weeks at this theaTwo artists, popular with all
singing.
Harold A. Pingree, II, Clark, Frank E.
tre, as “The Idler” is a very serious play are Tegge and Daniel, the smartest of
Allen, Charles E. Marston, Bion Wilson,
with an interest that is human and well
German comedians, who yearly have neW
sustained to the end,
Arthur W. Merrill, E B. Winslow, F. C.
Teresa Maxwell, Willis Granger and material in songs and dialogues to make
Toiman, G. W. Leighton, W. E. Smart,
William Stuart have already played In them welcome,
Miss Daniel’s matchless
M. H. Marston, Irving F. True, A. W.
this piece and have earned considerable wooden shoe
Is
well
remembered
dancing
Beal, W. P. F. Robie, C. K. Hart, Geo.
praise elsewhere in their respective roles,
and the rest of the members go far to as of merit and laughable effect. The W. York, Albion Little, Charles E.Cobb,
make an adequate and capable cast.
highly educated dog “Nigger,’’ black as Marshall Davis, Ralph F. Newell, It. H.
Mark Cross,
Mr Willis Granger an eclipse
known to astronomers, has
Furnival, A W. Leighton, Win. W. MaSir John Harding, M, P.,
almost human intelligence ami is entitle 1
son, Harry T. Johnson, B. M. Edwards,
Mr. ltichard Bennett
to wear a good sized hat In honor of his
Mr. William Stuart
Simeon Strong,
Charles E, Noyes,
Thomas H. Eaton,
He does mind
cranium development.
General Merry weather,
Edward Pennell Jones, Charles D Moody,
Mr. George Osbourne reading, answers questions asked by the
II. S. Boyd, Harry F. Merrill.
Mr. Geo. Osbourne, Jr.
Bonnet,
audienoe, helps the children with their
Mr. James Hickson
; Pritchard,
EVERYONE OUT OF TOWN.
Carrie Clarke Ward arithmetic examples, and Is a good school
j Mrs. Cross,
Mrs Glynn-idtahmore,
Miss Myrtle May boy sort of a dog in knowledge generally.
It seemed yesterday afternoon as if the
Kate Merryweather,
This show
in
quality cannot fail to entire population of the city were enjoyMiss Eugenia Hayden
all who attend
please
ing electric car rides, sails in the harbor
Miss
Teresa
Maxwell
Lady Hardin,
In addition there will be excellent mu- or in some other way had taken advantsical concerts given previous to each age of the beautiful day to get out of the
vaudeville entertainment by the Matus city to the islands or into the country.
Concerts 1'he streets were almost deserted exceptKoyal Hungarian orchestra.
This question arises in the family every
will also be giv^p by the saperb organi- ing at the electric roads terminals, and
day. Let us answer it today. Try Jeli-o. zation in the veranda of t he Casino every at the landings of the steamboats. A cona
delicous and healthful dessert. Prestreet
oars
stant procession of
afternoon and evening at 1 and 0 o’clock.
passed
pared in two minutes. No boiling! no
through the streets from early morning
add
and
boi
water
until late at night bearing inward or outbiking! simply
ing
Sunday was the quietest day that the ward thousands of seokers for fresh air
set. to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
It was a big day
K sspberry and Strawbei ry. Get a pack-■ police have known in many weeks. There md a. change of scene.
Cor the transportation companies,
was
one arrest for the entire day.
»t,e at your grocers today, 10 cts.

Wiat Shall We Have for Dessert ?

only

/

CO.

Talcum
Bath

One

7c,
of

at 19c

a

fancy Ribbons,
yard, been 25

with soap
been 25c.

inside,

One

18c,

at

of

Ecru,

Irish

Point

Glass

Curtains, three
yards long, assorted patfine
terns, all
goods,
which have been

$4.50

to

$7.50, to go at half
price today. Also twenty half-pairs of Tapestry
Portieres, (mostly fringed
top and bottom), to go
at one-third off today—
been $2.98 to $9.
Silks Counter.

pieces of
printed

Bros’
Florentine Silks, at

Cheney
a

38c

been 50c and 58c.

yard,

assorted

Plaid

colors,

lot

25c

of

fancy
yard,

a

marked down from 85c.
In

same

section,

Persian

colors,
Also

Squares,

round

Cushions,

lot

of

wooden

boxes

lot

of

Tiles,

for
blue

5c.
and

25c, been

at

36c.

One lot of decorated China Mustard Pots,

5c, been

Match
One

10c.

enameled

Boxes,

lot

One
5c.

at

of

Japanese
Waterdrop Tea-pots, at
8c.

One lot of short

Corsets, II. &

S.

48c, special

val-

at

Also

ue.

sum-

lot of Sterl-

a

silver Garter

Clasps,

marked from

men

o

|>uic

pieces of Crepe
Paper, at 9c each,
lar price 19c.

part

with

wear

dress-

59c, marked down
from $1.00.
Underwear Counter Muslin.
Two

styles of French
Covers, trimmed

Corset

with lace

regu-

broidery,
and

lot

and Swiss

em-

69c,been

86c

at

$1.00.

One lot of

of

Undervests,
neck, short

sleeves,

from

at the

ty

this

35c, marked

at

derpants,
Silver

white

and Y

high

down

Counter.

fine

lisle thread

the

50c.

Un-

qualiprice. At

same

same

counter,

a

lot of

Handled Manicure Tools,

Swiss ribbed silk Corset

49c, been 75c. One
at 59c, been 88c.
lot

Covers,
are

One lot of

used

at

fancy jeweled
Pins,
17c, marked
at

down from 25c.

O

of

25c—these

suitable

to

be

undervests for
small children.
as

Shirt Waists Counter

5ia:07icry Counter.
lot

also

at

Three
“Fessen-

YVEN, MOORE

& CO.

lawn

styles of white

Shirtwaists,

tucked

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

to

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

marked

ladies’

white

Outing

Hats,

and

The word Biscuit

Canvas
at

wide

it include all the varieties of

G2c

Crackers but

trimmed

are

Polka

that

Swiss

Dot

applied
products has a
meaning. Not only does

No

scores

outing

fact

lunch

Hosiery Counter.
thread

of

fine

this
how-

a

large trade
rapidly.

who

Get

turns his stock

pat-

them

marked

36c,

at

complete

remembered,

dealer with

(wo-

assorted lace

men’s,)

is

There’s

ever, the fresher the Biscuit
the bettei*.
Get them of a

lisle-

Hosiery,

to be

of Cakes

confections.

almost

are

without them.

lot

as

baker’s

to

48c,

marked down from
—some

FANCY BISCUITS.

Also

$1.00.

misses’

here

and

the

will be all that could

Biscuit
be

de-

sired.
jT

Childrens

Hosiery Counter.

A lot

plain

of

ribbed

cotton

O.

and

Stockings,

tan

and

brown,

and

16c,

been 25c.

lot

One

14ft

at

vin

Gloves,
mode,

marked

CITY

women’s

of

tan,

black

from

small

silk

$1.50,
today.

lot

go at

50c

to

halfprice

^444444444444444444

[

Notions Counter.
One

lot

of

“Coun-

antiseptic
Shields, (can be laundered,) at 18c, marked down
lot

so a

4

dress

from 25c—all

Al-

sizes,

Skirt

of Ideal

Waist Supporters,
made of German Silver,
and

will not rust, at
elsewhere at 25 e.

9c;

sold

Counter.

*

is

packed

Come

blue,

for

right
12 l-2c

skirts, at
yard, marked

a

down from 18c.

Trimmings

Counter.

A lot of
tinsel

fancy

Braids,

silk and
5c

at

marked

yard,

Also

a

down
lot of

a

fancy steel Belt Buckles,
at 50c,
marked down
from 75c.

$4.75,

to

have

which

become

slightly defaced, to go
at half price today—size
right for men and women.
Mens Underwear Counter,
A small lot
ribbed and

50c.

*

Also

Jersey

silver

gray

Shirts and

Balbriggan
Drawers,

of

new

to our

in

4

the

£

city.

store we can show

|

4

J
4

McKenney,

!

J

THE

|

JEWELER,

Monument

Square.

Jly20dtf5thor8thp

j
|

*

UNDERWOOD SPRING.
The weather was damp Saturday and
the concerts were given in the Casino, to
the complete satisfaction
of the many
The Sunday evepeople in attendance.

ning concert was given by the full orchestra, and was voted to be the correct
thing by the musical people who went
out for the express purpose of hearing it.
This week will see the summer business
at nearly the high water mark, and Underwood will come in for its full share of
The beauty of the ride bethe traffic.

yond Underwood should not be forgotten
by those who are showing their friends
the attractions of the
suburbs of Portland. There are few stretches of country
in our land that surpass tnis in variety of
shore and forest scenery.
Visitors to
take this ride in
Underwood may well
addition to listening to the line music of
the Fadettes,
MARR'AGhi.

An assorted lot of Umbrellas, ranging in price

$3.75

everything

meat.

Umbrellas Counter.

from

44J

you everything usually found iu
a first class jewolry establish-

A lot of 36 inch Velmoired
our,
effects,
and

with

the Jewelry line.
We have
most completo stock in the

I

I

4444

Our Jewelry Store |

•

brown, pink

PORTLAND^

CHAKI.ES J. TILTON,
Chairman Committee on Sewers, Cily of South
Portland, Maine.
Jy23d2t

Gloves,

which have been
to

SOUTH

SEALED

$1.25,

down
a

OF

proposals for building the Stanford
street fewer in South 1 ortland will be received by the committee on Sewers, at the City
Offices, South Pnrilaud, until Wednesday, July
25th, 1900, .-it 6.0 jp m. Plans and specifications mav be seen at he office of C. W. Penn,
civil engineer,
ll Exchange street, Portland,
Maine. Bids should bom irked “Proposal for
Building Stanford Sireet Sewer, South Portland.” and addressed to the Committee on
Sewers, City of South Portland, who tesprve
the right to reject, any or ail bi s, should they
deem it for the interest of the city so to do.

gray

at

Also

$1.50.

Elwell,

Notice to Contractors.

of

and

C.

794-796 Congress Street.
}uly23-lt

four button Suede Jou-

from 8c.

Underwear Counter, Knitted.

to go at 29c.

of

of color-

muslin

light

Tissue

clastic, pulley and other
fancy Belts, which have
been 50c, 88c and lip to

lot

styles

ed Lawn Skirts to

were

Leather Goods Counter.
assorted

Three

es, at

al covers, at 10c,
One lot of
25c.

One

years,
down from
a lot
of

Linings

Skirts Counter.

cost

to three

tess”

Corsets Counter.

which is

chil-

__

One lot of Glass Salve
Jars, with enameled met-

Hat

for

75c,

at

A

Bathing

lot of white nain-

dren, Ifix months

with

worsted

oi

a

from 38c.

sook Dresses
t

Val.

and

Picks, large box-

two

white

a

fine

lot

a

make.

Gloves Counter.

One

One

Also

25c

at

counter,

down from 50c.

Basement.

Tooth

yard,

terns,

Laces, wide widths mostly, right for trimming
pnderc'.othing, at 12c a
yard, been 18c and 20c.

69c,
$1.00.

Fancy Goods Counter.

One

yard,

a

Torchon

tpn

at

kerchiefs, with needlewrought initial, at $1.00
a box, (half a
dozen).

Jewelry

15c

An assorted lot of Cot-

ing

linen hemstitched Hand-

$1.25,

of

Laces Counter.

style,

of

Handkerchiefs Counter.

An

lot

all

at

dresses,
marked

same

scarfs.

been 25c and 29c.

lot

1?
ul

assorted

terns,

mer

at 15c.

1
iui

Counter, Women's.

Insertions,
widths, and many pat-

38c, been 75c.

Denim Piazza

A
x\.

at

Embroideries Counter.

assorted

design,

at
a

lot of

a

Damask

Satin

Shirts,

lot of German

Canvases,
at

bosom

hemTies,
stitched end, all colors,
at 33c, were 50c.

at

Needlework Counter.
An

laun-

fancy

Batwing

es,

Twelve part

dren’s

seamless

Half-Ilose, polka

Trunks, at 18c,
about half the

Counter.

A lot of fancy P. Iv.
for shirt Waists and chil-

Crash

Swiss

pairs

and

Swiss

lot

An

Fifteen

Infants' Outfits

of

dotted, or plain tan and
black, at 10c a pair. At

$4.50.

to

lot

cotton

been

at

$3.00

Haberdashery.

and 58c.

Drapenes Room.

ming,

Bags,

Russia

fancy
$2.50,

women,

Hosiery Counter.

s

One

large
lot

Sponge

made of

Men

braid trim-

One lot of

Powder,

10c.

was

years, at 19c.

Goods.

Cas-

at

Jersey ribbed Shirts and
Drawers,** sizes 4 to 8

G9c, marked

A small lot of fine all
wool flannel Suits, for

An assorted lot of Silk

box full of odd
short
lots,
lengths and
remnants of pure
silk

produc-j

Soap—two

cakes for 5c.

the

down from $1.00.

Bathing

One lot of white
tile

Neckwear

big

and

insertion,
styles, at

latest

Toilet Goods Counter,

Ribbons Counter.

plain

gwiss

25c,

stiff, separate cuffs,
58c, marked from $1.

A

and trimmed with

42c.

were

Covers, one yard
square, at $1.15, marked

j

|

Playing Cards,

at

dered

$1.50.

Pawas

One lot of Nation-

19c.
al

pound,

a

down from $1.50. One
lot of pure lined damask

down from

Red House."
The campers were also delighted to welcome Dr. and Mrs. James T. Sherman of
Boston, who stopped a few days on their
way to Klneo. where they will remain
until the first of August. Then the doctor in
company with his friend, Mr.

McCULLUM’S

increases

Table

Miss Florence B. Amsden has returned
to Camp
after a delightful
Katahma
week at Prout’s Neck, spent with her
friend, Miss Charlotte F. Babcock, who
is passinng the month of July with her
aunt, Miss Alice Burditt, at the “Little

'■

Bargain Sales”

we

G011HAM.

*

“Monday

the weeks go by.
In
order to keep pace with
their growing popularity

lltgby la Burning Once

midnight last night was blazing away
The air was tilled with smoke
fiercely.
and it was stated that though the lire did
not threaten any of the property about
Rigby at Midnight still it was feared that
it might do some damage and a large
crew of railroad men were at work fighting it.

HOW TO ECONOMIZE.

I

this

list of

Writing

per, at 12c

as

at

.... imri—wr

1000.

spread

interest in

AGAIN.

The fire in the vseBnity of Rigby Park
which has been burning for several days
broke out again yesterday afternoon and
!■

wide

THE

More.

rum iTH—Quihmii
COPYRIGHT 1U00 BY

den Bond”

Portland,"July 23,

from the city.
Officer Smith lias been a most faithful
and
valuable officer and will be
greatly missed.

OUT

&

*

Officer liana Smith, one of the police
officers who was suspended some time ago
for eating a lunch in a
restaurant and
wno was to have gone on duty again Saturday night went into the marshal's office
and tendered his
resignation from the
force.
He stated that lie was to remove

MtOKE

MOORE

at

35c,

were

a

lot of

boys’

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

In Pittsfield. July 18, Arthur o. Stedtnan and
Phebe Walker, brnb of llartland.
Littleton. ,luiy 11. Irani? Dearborn of
Bridgewater and Miss Laura E. Morrison.
in Skowliegan, July 14, .lolin It. Stanley and
Mrs. Sarah Adams.
In Harmony. July 14, Arthur Cromwell and
Miss Blanche Gifford.
In Searsport, July 1G, Carlisle W, Grant and
Miss Inez J, Gray.
In Skownegan. July 15, John It. Stanloy, Jr.,
and Mrs. Josephine Watson.
Miss
In

DEATHS.
In this city, July 22, Peter, infant son of
Thomas ami Mary Curran, aged G months aud
G days.
I Funeral from parents’ residence, 19 Pleasant
street. Mon lay afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
In this city, July 21, Katie Healey, wife of
Frank Nugent, aged 22 years.
[Notice oi funeral hereafter.
In this city July 20. James J. son of Michael
J. and Catherine E. O’Donnell, aged 10 years,
2 months.
In this city, July 22nd, John A. Timmons,
aged 24 yrs 7 nma 9 dys.
[No:ioe ol funeral hereftfter.i
[Boston papers please copy.1
In Kniglitville, July 21,
George Herbert,
infant son of George F. and Carrie E. Bartlett,
aged 5 months.

[Funeral private.
In

New
of

formerly

York, .June 15, Edwin A.
Portland, aged 34 years.

Bond,

TO

,

“KO-NUT

AT THE EAST END.

‘

Improvements

A PURE COCOANUT FAT.

“Sufoslltiite” for, but
complete “SupeI’seder” of, lard
butter for cooking.
Not

a

or

An important improvement In connection with
the
growth of the East End
£acht club was formally commenced Saturday forenoon, when the steam dredge
Rowe Brothers
“Globe,” owned by the
work
company of Richmond, began the
or dredging a channel from the black spar
rock into the pier
buoy off Pomeroy’s
erected by the club in connection with
its landing.
Another
important improvement in
usefulness of the
connection with the
club to yachtsmen,as well as the opening
up of a business industry, is the completion of the original plan of constructing

economical than
more
It is
lard,
one-half or two-thirds as much KO-NUT
is required to do the same work as lard.
In :i and 5 lb. cans, at all Grocers. If
your grocer does not keep it, send us your
name and address, with your grocer’s name,
and we will send you
cook book
containing receipts and description of Ko-

a'32-page

Nut.

JleLELLAN &

BRIGHAM CO.,
N. E. Agents,
49, 50, 51 and 52 Chatham Street, Boston.

DVKOTAIiOJJ.
Walking From Portland, Ore., to
Port’and, Ale,

fl you see a little smooth-faced man on
the street,whose raven black hair is worn
Bill and surmounted by a
a la Buffalo
big black sombrero and with a black silk
shirt, the breast cf which is almost obscured by medals and bric-a-brac,embracing everything from a rabbit's foot to a
fireman's badge or a ribbon of the W. C.
mind
T. U., you can make up
your
you’ve seen Dakota Bob, now visiting
route to
Boston for a day or two, en
where
he will linish a
Portland, Me
transeonblnental walk, says the Boston
is

walking

for

to be used for the construction of steam
and naptha launches, anti small
yachts
and row boats. The parses
who have
this undertaking in charge,
will also
maintain

boat'raft during the summer
the outside of the
wall, and
boats as well as
keep all classes of row
and sailing
steam and naphta launches
yachts to let. It is their plan to so arrange the place that the public can at all
a

season on

times secure first class boats for a long
desire and
short period as they may
exhere they can secure the services of

Globe,
ne

small railway upon the

property
hauling out,
cleaning and repairing
yachts. The railway will also be used in
hauling up yachts in the fall, and by the
use of side tracks they can
readily be
which will
placed in winter quarter^
prove a great convenience to yachtsmen
as they
can keep a general oversight of
their crafts during the winter season, as
well as superintend
their repair and
launching in the spring.
There is also to be a
building erected

a

my?SMWSattf

story is that

By

the

New Yacht Club.

comparison.

ms

Tliere

a

The finest, purest and most Healthful article for cooking is the product of a
coeoanut now being sold under the trademark name of “KO-NUT.” This material
is a perfect superseder of butter or lard for
every use to which those substances were
ever put, and being a fruit product of absolute puiity, is preferable in every point of

lie Is

Planned

or

rrom

Portland, Ore., to
Portland, Me., on a
boatmen for the purpose of
is perienced
wager of $301)0, and as his time limit
row ing or sailing parties about the bay.
he proposes
to
not up till August 1,
spend a few days in Boston, incidentally visiting the Cuban teachers and LongSOUTH PORTLAND.
as
fellow's house in Cambridge as well
Bunker Hill.
This is his fourth trip across the continent afoot, but his first visit to the hub,
and he is delighted with the
aspect of

A most beautiful painting of the point
or rocks and the surf in front of the Cape
the country hereabouts.
Casino, with golden rays of light break“I never saw such
magnificent roads ing through the mist, has just been comfor a pedestrian in my life as you have in pleted by Thomas F. O’Neil of Summer
I have been street.
eastern Massachusetts, and
The picture is four by six feet in
in ever/ state of the union,'’ he declares size, framed in
gold and receives much
with enthusiasm.
“Why they’re as favorable comment as it hangs on the
smooth as a floor and as light by nig ht walls of the casino.
as by day, almost,’’
The members of the Baptist church soThe importance of this last feature is ciety at “Town House Corner 5 will go to
Bob does Underwood
due to the fact that Dakota
Spring next Tuesday for
most of his walking by night, in order to their annual
Two special cars
picnic.
avoid the heat of the
day, and during util transport them leaving Portland at
he 9.15 a. m.
the heated hours, when practicable,
takes a siesta under a tree, with refreshMrs, C. Everett Bean of Wells has been
ments and reading matter from the hav- at the cottage of
Mr. H, A. Allen
at
ersack he carries over his shoulder, to re- Loveitt’s Field for a few days.
lieve the tedium of his rest.
Harford
and
Judge Frederick H.
'In his haversack he carries the journal
family are occupying their beautiful sumof his tour, in which he has autographs mer
at Higcottage “The Anchorage’’
of the governors, mayors, chiefs of police
gins' beach.
of
and fire departments and many
the
Miss Mabel Rogers, teacher
of Elm
men
whom he has visited
newspaper
street, is a guest of Mr. and Mrs, Walter
since he started out.
liyan at Cambridgeport, Mass.
Today he expects to add those of slml
Mr. Charles
Bennett
was
suddenly
lar local dignitaries here, as well as Sec- taken ill
yesterday morning while calling
of
who
will
be
asked
Stats
retary
Olm,
at the home of Mr. Edward
Dyer, and
to contribute a copy of the seal
of the
Dr. Howell was summoned from
Hong
commonwealth.
island to attend to the case
Dakota Bob, who is now.forty, says he
.South Portland Free Baptist Sunday
has lived in the far
West nearly thirty school annual
picnic at Underwood park
in
all
sorts
of
advenyears, participating
if pleasant.
on Tuesday,
Special cars
tures incident to gold mining and Indian leave head of Elm street at
9 15.
All
fighting and has acted as guide to Gen. friends invited.
receivMiles during Indian campaigns,
A special meeting of the South
Porting in recognition of his service an in- land school board was held on the 19th
troduction to President Cleveland at the in order to make
arrangements for bringhands of Gen. Miles, some years ago.
ing before the board of aldermen the
lie left Portland, Ore,, on his present
question of much increase of school faciltrip last Christmas day amid the tooting ities in case that board decides against
of bands and the farewell speeches of the the erection of new school
It
mayors and other distinguished people. was decided that the school buildings.
board should
He has any number of
letters from notin
ables that he has
Ward 2 be
met, recommending ask that the building
him as a good fellow and bespeaking the raised one
story, and the Softool street
of
consideration
on
friendly
eVerbody
house in Ward 8 be repaired;
also that
onufh
Among them is a letter from the war- the buildings in Wards 5 and 7 be raised
den of Sing Sing, stating
thut Dakota an additional story. In order to bring
Bob was his genial guest for a part of a the matter
expeditiously and intelligently
clay, and. enjoyed the rare privilege of before
|the aldermanic board, it was
sitting for a brief period in the chair in
voted that contractors and builders be inwhich murderers are electrocuted.
The chief of police of Schenectady, N. vited to make estimates on
the desired
Y<, testilies that Bob is “a gentleman, work, the same to be considered as bids
every inch.”.
in rrn.Qp t.hp n.lrlprmpn ripp.irlp f.rv nmflm
Among his treasures reminiscent of
romance is a shirt
sleeve elastic which asked for changes. To such end estimates
he pulled otf the arm of the former ban- for the
work to be done on the East
dit, Frank James, in St. Louis, not long
street building in Ward 1 should be
High
He
Janie's
remarked
ago.
says
laughingly, “I suppose you'll take that ail over sent to Mr. C. A. Tilton; for the School
the country telling everybody where you street
building in Ward 8 to Hr. Frank
And that is just what he is dogot it.”
I. Brown; for the building
at Town
ing.
If there should not be
an
exodus of House corner to Mr. Geo. F. Delano, and
small boys in quest of gold and Indian for the Cash Corner district to Mr. Chas
scalps during the next few days it won't A. Dawson.
Each of these gentlemen
be because Dakota Bob’s makeup
fails
to appeal to the imagination of the juve- will give the details of the work upon
nile of adventurous tendencies.
application.
The proposition of the school board is
LIBRARY DEDICATION
AT CLIN- that
by thus Inviting estimates from
TON.
builders, it will be possible to lay before
Clinton will be in gala attire August the aldermanic beard, without delay, the
exact
amount of money needed for the
15, The date will mark
an
unusually
devised repairs.
It seems desirable that
interesting event in the history of the
time should be economized as much as
community, for it will be the day of the
in order that, if the city council
dedication of the
magnificent
library possible
conclude to have the work done, it may
erected
William
W.
Brown
building
by
be begun
sufficiently early to complete
of_Portland and to be presented the town
in which he passed his boyhood days. A the repairs before the opening of the fall
term of school.
party of about twenty
including the
The election of Miss Grace A. Tarbox
donor will leave Portland by special car
as principal of the Cash’s Corner school,
in
Clinton
about
10.80
o'clock
arriving
was the only other business transacted
on that day and upon the arrival of
train, at the
meeting.
all interested will
gather at the town
The Misses Etta and Maud Peters and
hall where the
exercises will be held.
Mrs. T. J. Caine, all of Roxbury, Mass.,
Herbert N. Brown, son of
the donor,
will preside, and following a prayer and are sojourning at Willard, at the home
music by
the orchestra, W. W. Brown, of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Barbour, Beach
street.
will present the library
building to the
Mrs. B. D. Wheeler of Newburyjxort,
a
deed
of
the
a
town, giving
property,
is visiting her
cousin, Mrs. A.
bill of sale of the books,
his check for Mass.,
C. Loveitt, Willard.
$5,000, and an insurance policy on the
building for a period of five ye irs.
THE LAW COURT.
The
will be

j

magnificent gift

accepted
by some citizen in an appropriate manner, after which those present will have
the privilege of listening to an oration by
Hamilton W. Mabie of New York,
on
the subject:
“What Can We Get Out of
Books?’’ After music by the orchestra
there will be a banquet followed by post
From the banquet
prandial exorcises.

hall W. W.Brown will be taken to his old
home which is located a mile from
the
village, where a short stay will be made.
The library buildings,
cop tents and
other features i-epresent an expen iiture
to Mr Brown of upwards of $^0,000, and
the people of the plaoe
are profoundly
grateful for the most generous and val-

uable gift.

AT PEAKS ISLAND.

WOODFORDS,
One of the sights of Woodfords highlands is a very large and handsome crimson Itaglber rose bush on the piazza
of
Charles F. York, Beacon street. The
bush has several hundred roses in full
bloom.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer, High
street,
Bath, were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry B. Peter3, Lincoln
street,
Woodfords.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer are
making a
tour to Old Orchartl and other summer
resorts with their team.
John H. Card and family,
Lincoln
street, have gone to their farm at Gorham
where they are to spend the summer.
Capt. William Read of the Woodfords
hose company has been enjoying a brief
vacation in the country.
Mr. Roy Murdock, clerk at H. T. Harmon & Co’s seed store,
Portland, is enjoying his vacation at the home of his
parents at Gorham, N. H.
The street department of the city of
Portland are at work at Woodfords corner, laying a cross walk in front of the
office of the Deering Coal and Wood company across Forest avenue to the opposite
side of the street. The walk
is being
constructed of vitrified brick.
The fine new house under process of
construction for Mr. L. M. Leighton in
Coyle park, facing on Forest avenue, is
being pushed rapidly forward toward
completion. The roof has been slated
during the past week and the carpenters
are now engaged on the Interior
finish.
Rocky Hill lodge, Knights of Pythias,
I will hold a meeting next Thursday evening in its castle hall. The lodge is now

holding semi-monthly meetings during
the months of July and August.
The members of the Woodfords Universalist church are making plans for the
holding of their annual fair and bazzar
to be held the latter part of October. A
long list of committees made up with a
large number of active workers has just
haem

fPhn

phoinninn

f

t lo

n

different

are
committees
as
follows:
Decorations, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.Mitchell;
printing, F. L, Tower; entertainment,
second night, Mrs., C. F. Harmon and
the Auxiliary club; third night, Mr. and
Mrs. A. M. Soule; fourth night, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. F. Strout;
fancy articles,
Mrs. F. L, Tower; domestic table, Mrs.
C. A. Plummer; art table, Mrs. T, F.
Jones; preserves and vegetables, Mr. and
Mrs
J. H. Files; plants
Mrs. W. H.
Bragdon; Dollar table, Rev. and Mrs,
H. E. Townsend; candy
table* first
night, Mrs. H. E Townsend and Sunday school class; second night, Mrs. J.
H. Files and class; third night, Mrs. A.
R. Huston Land
class; fourth night,
Miss L. M. Rose and class; ice cream
table, first night, Miss Mabel Files and
Miss Lena Crocker; second night;
Miss
F. Lillian
Tower, Miss Edith Pease,
Miss Mary Partridge, Miss Alice Wood;
third night, Miss Etta
Bartlett and
fourth night, Miss
Maud G.
others;
Whitney and others; fish pond, Mrs. S. F.
Smith, Mrs. F. A. Billings, Miss L.
Lawrence and Miss L. A.
Hall with
their classes in charge
during the respective evenings, in turn
during the
week; rifle range, L. V. Somes, Mr. G.
P. Stevens, Mr. L. M. Halt and Mr. H.
E. Harmon and class four, the x-espsctive
Mr. W. A.
evenings; gypsy
camp,
A.
Wheeler; picture gallery, Mrs, W.
Wheeler; supper, second night, Mrs. B.
F. Stevens; third
E
night, Mrs. F.
Wheeler; last night, Mrs. G. V. Crocker

IIow Little Isidore Segel

Fell

To the

Bottom of a WelL

drowned in the well on Island avenue,
just back of the Peaks Island house, at a
few minutes before six o’clock Saturday
afternoon. Mrs. Segal was walking along
the avenue with her little boy when suddenly he ran away from her and began to
play on the box which covered the well.
Before Mi>s. Segal had time to stop him
the little fellow had moved the box away
and had fallen into
the well, which is
and which
fifteen or sixteen feet deep
had about live feet of water in it. Mrs,
Segal called to passersby and within a
twinkling Mr. John Mullen, who happened to be near by, came to her assistance and heroically
rescued the child.
The yachtsman slid down the pipe in the
young Isidore and pulled
out. The child was badly frightened
but save receiving a small scar on his
right leg came out of the ordeal all right.
on
Swimming has become a great fad

well, seized
him

the island and especially during the first
the hot
three days of the week
when
beach in
weather was at Its height the
front of the Gem theatre was fairly lined
with enthusiastic bathers.
liven during
the cool breezes
afternoon
of Saturday
there were alBO several swimmers enjoythe
ing themselves in the surf. Two of
the island
on
most-expert swimmers
Mr, George Osbourne and Mr. James
Dixon of the Gem theatre company. Mr.
Dixon says that he has been in bathing
every day for the past fortnight and on
some of these days has been in two and
are

three times.

is
Mr. Osbourne s record
nearly as good. A few days ago Mr. Osbourne accomplished the enviable feat of
swimming over to House island and rsturn. Mr. Dixon did this
last
year

“That is quite a long swim for anybody,
said Mr. Dixon Saturday
evening. “It
is a hard pull indeed and takes considerable work. About half way across to
House island you strike a cold
stream,
which seems to go right through you.’’
A number of ladies on the island
have
this summer

learned to swim.

WIT AND

nnder tills Head
Forty words inserted
casli in advan
one week for 35 cents,

WISDOM.

Right Up to Date.
“Do you know that Chicago lady’s last

name?”
“No, but I know her next to the last

one.”—Philadelphia

at

cottages
fiOTTaGE TO LET—One of the best

port,

August
CO.,
able. Apply at the JAMES BAILLI
Middle

__T

street.___iZl— \\

O LET- Furnished

rooms,__

>1®^„2°1«®!.ni°i

Congress

Bears the

In Bee For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.

A

Gvnplite Statement.
Mrs. Shreek’s voice painfully

house. 9 rooms and
ouier,
bath, cemented cellar, in good
JG»n
minutes walk from Monument squaie.
street.
K. GKEENE, 461 Congress

Extract

let,

to

one of
can

Dest

the

on

fttur
be
Diamond Island
COTTAGE
1st. for tlm balance of season, rent
naa

264
Apply at The James Bailey Co’s.
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No. Windnam,
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to

Apply

Gorham, Me.
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1

SALE-2 1-2 story hou
■pOH
777 ^
1
1
euoe street,
ttatntA.

AllM.^

S

c.
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SA L E- We have au .,7'
F<»Itteam
and ex trass har**
,?2rt
at White Rock Farm
MElTitOARDERS
five S"
twelve miles from For Hand;
W!*A AC"<
Mo.iii-

on
with
<
K. li. station,
l.ET—Large furnished front room
.mm.Ves* wa’k from M.
view, spring
alcove, steam liea\ gas, privilege of bajh- j
n iHvtsIon ; high location, good
»«U k
room.
Inquire lorenoons at 19 bLLsvvuniu wawr fresh berries, vegetables, eggs and
A. Naddress
For fun her particular*
bX_
"
TON, White ltock,
RENT—Modern six room cottage, now,
on
Deer
«t
luily furnished, beautifully situated
boaCders
Summer
nrWTFO
Great Chebeague Island, in cool Casco Bay.:
imro *Prlng
tarm. good tabe
W
tor the
and
nine miles Irani Fortlan t. very cheap
View of White Mountain-. 1 .ghonOof it less,
W Iter till
rest of the season ($50) or for portion
if. Nation, hrooks aml i
Hquiet,’near
Last
Apply BOX 55, Chebeague. Me.__
RANKIN,
li.
GLO.
tern s moderate.
near Monti'I o LET—For business purposes,
j
Me.
1 meat Square, large building, three Moors 11iritn,
that can be utilized lor various kinds business, irOhDI.AWN House and Farm. l i.veiling
and
and breezy.neai
carriage paint shop, blacksmith shop, sasli
W Ce iter. Me.. aUays cool
ftrge
amt drives,
blind?, etc,; al*o a large stable connected.
Saco river, beautiful walks
Ex86
DELONG,
&
of
I1AWKES
of house, table
Enciulre
-Indy lawns, piazza on all shltji
Write lor olm, ar
cliaiige St., tnephone 434-2._“
guaranteed
location on I and terms. H. L. WAl.lvLit.
ri'io iTeT —1 n a most beautiful
JL Prospect hill overlooking the city, corner
and Beacon streets; house brand
ashmont
voktU WINDHAM, ME.. Lake house now
has bath and | 3
new, having Just been completed
open for ihe season of woo. quiet location,
all modern conveniences.
Apply to (, EG. '> j supplied with unexcelled mineral water, good
53
Exchange
•BROWN or L. M. LEIGHTON,
bass and salmon fishing, very desirable rooms,
i,.
1
siMtotteu,
street.
rates reasonable, correspondence
jolkiisw
a. FREEMAN. Prop.
two
Pine,
near
St.,
Winter
RENT—On
1
CREST—Well equipped bote;, twentystory frame house, in goo.1 repair, sunny ]
Hair matlivo largo rooms wi ii closets.
Extenexposure, immediate possession. 15KNJAMIN I tresses anil springs, bath and livery.
SHAW A CO., 51 1-2 Exchange St._19-1
drivboating,
sive groves and forests, fishing,
bervegetable*,
golf,
and
limbing,
mountain
room,
large
LET—Nicely furnished
t ing,
from
fresh
ami
poultry
airy, in good quiet location, near frrst-ciass i ries, milk, cream, eggs
Last I arsonL.CCK-B.
C.
I
Address
Park
farm.
tlio
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boarding house. 15 GRAY ST.,
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RENT—Tlie lower fiat of tlie new ele5 Tremont street, Deerrig,
just finished, ail separate, 7 roonia, oath, panand
shed, strictly up 10 (late, be--t part of
try
D/erina, close to 4 car lines lawn and garden.
Appty days at PORTLAND TINWARE CO.,
1 s-1
ami evenings at 54 LAWN AYE.
$20.

Summer

FOHgant house,

Board at

FOR

LET—A first-class second floor rent of
■
eight rooms, at 153 Cumberland St., with
bath and modern conveniences and sun all day;

hA.,'UtNh hit
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street._
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in!I oi power, no use tor it. t
alu H taken .,t once, owner goes
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OTICE— As my wife .Marie Anderson has
*”
left my bed and board without Just cause
or provocation I do hereby forbid ail persons
harboring or trusting her on my account, as
I snail p iy no bills of her euutracting. PETEK
O. AN'DKKSdN.
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jewelry work Is my spootaitv. and my
o
years' experience with W. F. Todd is a cuaran*«e of best work at reasonable
prices. If your
watch or ciock ne *<la cleaniuz or
repatritu*
I»rln« them to me an.t I whl put them in
class condition.
GKOJM’K \V. BARBOUR as*
Congress Sr., opposite City HalL
vo’tl
household goods or store
\\' *' fixturesblH
of any
or
will
rt*
description,
ceiTe the name at. our
auction
rooms
tot
sale on commission.
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let.
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„• ;.i value each year.
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a l) audio it lot can pay flirt WyH
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8- Del.ong. contractor
and
f >l s.red.
This Isa rare ooporttMf
i-N
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to secure a lot
estimates given;
houses lor aa o «n l to let’
mortgages negotiated, also care of property
*
the mines of pa-: •* *bolstf’c
irc'l,
i'ivc
t arpenter s an
Call or tn he last dozen years made fro* ess ® H
ip 20* Federal st.
v»n.© 86 EXCHANGE ST,
Office hour* 9-11 a
huinlrcd
dollars
In one ycares
m. anu from 1-5 p. m.
Telephone 43* 2. *
utlc a>>oT.s one hundred
doSIttJ^^H
ist renumber that to bttylnf lot* st
_marndtf
I'ortl-iii It is not Hke sulagout <•!&•***
on,
auctioneers. re. *• nn*
10 154 to 160 M,ddl«
'.t'cui,, or has bought up l »•
at-*
BilreMBu
d.vi !e i the same inlc UuHdlnA MsBSE
'veil from stores, poat
l c.s side \s ilk. servers and
auddf^^E
s
e* deet 9
lost and
*•

«trfif°nfcer8,

1NJt)TICF-C.

pu

t of

■

lyOTICF—Ooss

«or5^o»

roron.

__

orty word* lnsrrtnl uiulcr this
01.0 week for 35
cent,, cash In advance.

T.DS1—Thursday

w itli
name of

p, m., a white fox t*
‘hort brown tall, answeriii
to

Reward offere l?
Bobny.
NOElHlN* CHAPMAN.-

f.eavo

!

SOUP,

;;i>i Kxckar.jt* itreJL

p vJ.K—House w.Ui H roo««»»||*:
acres of land filled sntfc
house lots adioloiug,tn EsetW^JIi
bipain by GKO, W. A HAMS, W
>
l \ outor of the estate of Be

S.'ou

*
a

two

>

•.

ISbMtddi.

foU

"mi PI11B8U Ks,>t,'i
,^ n«iriu. hinder wifi he rewarded hv i,!,v
ij'« lh0 Bame at >26 FREE 81. or
a
20-1
_____
T 08T-July 12th. uk'O. on
the M. c R v~

thisMrll'e

I

Clrtlrt^Hl^

On-at
On
b m<c. u» acres land, fifteen
I'cs walk bon:

rOHSAI.K
*

Ii<)^T;“Walcl‘

EBJSy

can OB

..

I>

office^

tn st
!
tin-

in

old
i

cheap.

Irtiu'*^i,,
LlttlefteM'i«d}«js.?*f

KiPjuire

orthimi, jW«v*ti0.

jg^'a

SAUK A fine cash hn«tns»
ul during town, all fresh goo«
no
i tcl t' at don’t ro outof
ibis pa tin" opportunity tor °P* .“l"
m.
is ice twenty five Hundred
M sta puis, JhhUtou, Me.

IvoK

style,

¥

®0il*3u

RUSlltKIS fllASf®1*

_

>

n

Senior. A nine hole course has been laid Counties: mainly office work conducted at
T he following York county cases were
home; salary $ no a year and expense,- im',
out in a picturesque section of the town.
18
tton referencd and
enclose
so-f
J
argued orally, Saturday:
Vel0,,eTlie
confe^a
DOM
iN
Annie S. Healey, applt., vs. J. Albert
lle.T1d
«'i
'1
WANTED
SlTUATIOjyS.
Troubles
Of
A Minister.
Hy21 -28-aug4-Virt ****at
Cobb, artmr., from decree of Judge of
WANT!
To benefit others Rev. J T. W. VerI)-By an established,
rated
TT
Probate. James M. Stone;
Forty words Inserted under Oils fiend
Walter L.
firm, scheme or specialty men well
to
«
non, of Hartwell, Ga., writes;: “For one wcelk for .“35
1
attractive
Deane.
an f
cents, casli in advance. exceedingly
a long time I had a running sore on
saleable
mai'
my
Special terms and unique lnducemm! I
iVuS; I celvo
Herbert R, Jordon et al vs. Boston & leg. 1 tried many remedies without benmCU lnVMt|g*toBOX
reward
432, Detroit*
by private man as Sfloh
until I used a bottle of Electric Bit- \VAN'fKD—Position
Mai n» R. R. C
t»
Deering & Ayer, Brad efit,
coachman ami care of horses; good ref-'
!~_^—*ters and a box of Bueklen's Arnica Salve, erences
and
good acquaintances.
Address
bury & Haley; George C. Yeaton.
which cured me sound and Well.” Sores, 19Vb MERRILL
w
ST.
jy^O-4
John W. Kelley In eq., vs. York Cliffs Eruptions, Boils,
7
Eczema, Tetter, gait
21 Temple street
Ask
W A N T E D^LTboolrdt eep a r~ w to 12 a. m. and l to 9
Koller- from a i
Improvement company. Geoi-ge F. and Rheum show impure blood. Thousands SITUATION
p. ml
have found in Electric Bitters a grand ^ Qfllee assistant by youhit man with four
O.
Yeaton.
I;eroy Haley; George
blood purifier that absolutely cures these years ejperleuee; Understands double entry
Laura O'Rourke, libit,.
vs, Adrian troubles
""«**•
Satisfaction is guaranteed or adl general Ofllea work; speaks French
best df references, salary nominal to ages of 21 and
Vermeule. George C.
Yeaton; George money refunded byfl, P. S. Goold, 677 fluently,
35, and who comes fefu'B?n ,ll<5
start. G. ARTHUR
2T(i Laufortli mended. Apply to
F. & Leroy Haley and J. W. Kelly.
CAliETTE,
NORM
A n-tutt Sli„r*‘comCongress street. Large buttes only OOcts. street.
MAN
TRUE Register
ia-1
of Deeds, City HalL
"
o-tfl w*
*uent squat

__

Business Ops*
■

P

a

Flud«rb<wlkr,

$.\000 and the riirht

lialf interost in

a

man can

profitable

Wtf
***

tl-'

tablishcd business in thin city.

wSs'saiSffavS®- T

U\

EutejtirJ

for 1 Jn or tOOO lbs. on receipt of- postal*. TeleMph
phone orders (lO*6-ft) promptly attended to.
A. J. M U Ill’ll Y. successor to J as. White, Portland Pier.
10-2
MMpt
’■'UTORl N(l— Ptip’ls taken in high or gratrT-1
dittunNepEd
■
mar school
studies.
Address KATE M.
er«rtthingMkM^^^E
ESTKY, Mi Woodford Et.. Woodford's. JlytO-3
J^§ft
\JONEY TO LOAN—On first and secood
s ai i:-Tbe unlr'aViflaFhMfw
roortcage.s on real est ite, life insurance 1
or. the
Western ivontfuriw janMlb>
policies, household goods or any good collateral security. Notes discounted at short '.ween t'le residences ef MmMT*. CattWsf
noiice. W. P. CARR, Room 4. Oxfo .1 Hudu- <'onley. Also a nr stclaae furehtel «U.
sta'. e and land a*.
Wilurfd lNp*W
___Jlyl2d4w
to I Ill'E l.KOa. Mo.Ml

jTwcUaugai

b!s: !

slock ut bumhr ar

grocery, a .iiaa*
'ait: secure a
F. DUIvHSElt,

The
’a.* l

___

service on
President, W. E. Davis;
I
Philippines, Gimn.
Puerto Rico and on hoard shin in Alaska and
20-1
everv pin of
Myron E. Bennett; treas- the world.
Apply 203 Middle St., Port land and
70
ury, George Batchelder; secretary, Harry
Har'ow SL, feangor, Ma'ne.
I / ® t— Off Rot tl nul Head Light tsiao
1
awning. Reward. Notify 1ES
i’tr 1 iK *
E. Bennett; executive committee. S. B.
C02
Boston. Mass
SEVERAL trustworthy persons to
AtlanticjAve..
^
Emery, Samuel Creasey and
Wilfred ?
business in their own and main
no Vi.v

U?N *?od

Kxchange »*re;L

EAT S A I K OF HOUSE I.tJTSkoi^
(
'1
Fessenden
Park
of waielih,
already been sold. Ths b.Uane* $ fet, ZZ
: e s
t a » ort notice, an
o[<port#A»EE
t me t.oa otters.
Will s#U for ea»
i; .ye nuthiug e.se to offer.
Will tr*4i
me
tarin or most any old thiag tlr
h value.
Apply to GEO. W. BjfiUVF fa ’>
! v. bunge str«mt
%

T>fCYOLKS l Olt BALK—To close out samides 1 will sell the Imperial for $g_* and
Wolverine (ladles') *Jl. America
$20.
Alton $18. .Juvenile tgirt*’) tss »hrd t«r *i";
all in good condition,
(j. L. BAILEY, 2G3 Middle street.
20-1

__

:t

one

H

<

OPEN.

M

of the rery Unfit imhrn'
city : large lot coinMfiSk
Will be sold oae«n Z,7!
reasonable figure. AaejrMnifu'

a\ e u tie;
about tne
.j» s<|. feet.

•824,

I

Kxchenge street.

or

IBCHECKLEY
NOW

for

so

i’.tp-

Prout’s

WANTED.

J!

i;oi: SAI.K—The
".Nimrod,” length36.6feet,
feet. in good conuitie*; utap
ea :> for soi *lce.
Apply to HE.NR\1 1J Sf

|

|
)

l/

h,

a'x.O?#

*

FOR RENT—House No. 63 Gray street. Nine
L
rooms beside hails, bath and srore rooms;
hot ana cold water, set tubs, furnace heat; with
good yard room. All in first class order. Euquire at 44 DKEEING ST,, morning, noon or
night
22 tf

WA?JS7a^^UnL0IdoiuJhirnberh°

£

*AU)R03Urot
*

•>r

ALL

Af!JS

hk

m

S

Store No. !!35 Middle St,
Fine j
situation for grocery store; occupied a* Min It for forty years by i
WISCELL AN KOtTS.
George C. Shaw & Co., and repersons suffering from rheumatism.
Has
cently vacated by them.
mental
neuralgia,
paralysis, cancer*,
large show window.
troubles, nervousness or any so called Incurable
BENJAMIN SHAW & CO,
disease' will be dl ignored free of charge by E.
51 1-M Exchange St. J. Hand, a natural born physician, at t o Preble
jy!0-2w
House, Tuesday. July 24, from 10a. in. until I
ritO LET—First class rent of eight rooms at ! p. m.
Persons wishing to correspond will adf 223 High St.
Price £25.
Inquire of GKO. dress, OCEAN PARK, Box 44, Old Orchard,
C. HOPIvl NS, 83 1-2 Exchange St.
Me.
201
jeldtf

2i and 35 years
shore in China,

{

butl.lluK lot there,

AI.K—A fine, good atnewnr^TT'
I’d;better;
but little used. s«*et toL*?

For terms hiiiI circular* apply to
IK A C. KOW, Prop.,
Prout’s Neclt, Me.
jel4cl3m

I5.pS‘K.manu‘,A(;tubeb'

»i

, ;.V‘i VY
K?K sate J;#»
KLEtK.ft^eerteiAm^
fu'.lSoVle,

Muid

St„ Portland, Me.jlyil-tf

WANTFT)—BrTngl»amp'es

overlookUo ,1

reasoii»h!?

also a furnished cottage of six rooms, at Forest
Citv Landing, Peaks Island, with full view of
White Head. Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore

SHIRT

on

_7._I_

—

1I<

rifO LET--A nice pleasant tenement of 6 or 6
A
rooms and bath, verv nicely furnished, set
tubs in basement; also unfurnished tenement
of 5 or G rooms and bath, both In good location,
J.
desired.
stable room if
Apply to
1ST
MCDONALD, tOGA, Exchange St.
RENT—OffTe No. 9 Exchange street,
ground floor, remodelled a few years ago.
large front windows and good rear light, well
adapted for Insurance or brokerage business;
BENJ. SHAW & CO.,
size about 19 by 44,
14-2
511-2 Exchange street.

local

pie.u.tut

|> I'Y.-s f!!r

Farm.”

“Highland

-At

in

containing
mum be s )|.i minie
llately, no
vs
n be refused.
W. 11.

YARMOUT.

these officers:
vice president,

oo

to

N lUci.

D- MJ
lari address MRS. L.

j ^Tijm

f

;i\V!

A

’i®'
Middle St. |

r* o

a

Sanford, July 83.—The Sanford Golf
has
club, recently organized,
elected

A?„„nnoJa..d

be

can

B

Great
August

WESTBROOK.

Nashville, Tenn., July 22.—Near the
Confederate soldiers home at the Hermitage, Alex. Donelson, one of the best
known men in Davidson county was assassinated by
some
unknown
party.
Donelson was en route home and was going through a lane when he was shot and
killed.
Persons at
the soldiers home
heard the shots and going
to
the lane
found Donelson’s dead body.

boarder*

few
ne—A
«.itv\TON HOUSE, Cornish, Ma
I-arge rooms,
boarders wanted.
more

W ANT ED—L want some gentleman or lady
»*
with the means to help me to build an
veterinary Purposes.
automobile
c Triage ;• 1 have
tlie castings in
Used by many loading trainers, sippet railroads
ma Iiine shop,
with machinist working on
and prominent stables.
Address for lull par-them hurryiujfthsni along as fast as possible
ticular0, Pond's Extract-Co., 70 5th Ave., New so as to makeups application for a patent; this
automobile isw*ing Guilt on entirely new prinYork.
ciples (a new departure) which will enable us
to build a much lighter an 1 a neater looking
Work is pi'Ogressing rapidly on the concarriage; mobiles have come to stay, there is a
demaud for them at a nign prica; this carriage
struction of the power house at Mallison
can be built for less money than any o her j
invented thus far. will you help me.
Mrs. Lizzie Emerson
and daughter,
For
halls, South Windham, for the Mallison
further
Falls Power company, a corporation com- Miss Marion Emerson of Chelsea, are the Box No.particulars address U. o. CO.. Lock
3, Auburn, Maine.
in l
K.
R. D. guests of Mr. and Mrs. D, M. Lawrenoe.
posed of Messrs. W
Dana,
farm, suitable tor market
\\rANTED—Small
TT
Lovell and daughter
Mrs. George H.
Woodman, Lemuel Lane, J. C. Scates,
gardening, near some cltv, Por.land pro
W. W. Poole and E. J. Haskell. It is Ella from Northtield, Vt., are visiting fened. Add ei-s giving full particulars WM
B. DESMOND, Letter Carrier for 11, Portland
the intention of these Westbrook gentle- relatives in town for a short time.
Maine.
men to equip this power house in the best
Mr. Howard Gooding has been spending
WANTED-Men and women to learn tho
»» 'barker
possible manner for the purpose of sup- the week at Dorchester, Mass with his
trade.
while
Wages
learning.
Splendid
opportunity offered. Good i options
for
business
plying electricity
power purposes in former
partner, Mr. Harry secu ed everywhere.
New
st idencs
enter
Westbrook at the Dana Warp Mills and Humphrey.
daily. Railroa t ticket, lodgings, trial, too's
Aadress HALL’S BARthe Haskell Silk Mill company, and for
A brick sidewalk has been laid in front andI catalogue iree.
BER SCHOOLS, 725 Washington St., Boiton.
the opei’ation of the Westbiook, Wind- of the Portland and Yarmouth
Electric
13 l
ham & Naples Electric
The platrailway. The Kailway company's oar barn.
FEMALE
HELP WANTED.
dam that is to furnish the water power form at the Main street terminal has also
for the power station is located about one been repaired and extended.
words
lnirrtod under tills Lent*
Forty
Tho
I nflioc*
A ir1
nf f.ho
Mof.Vi ac!\ erf
hundred feet below the bridge at Mallione wech for 25
cents, casli In advance
son Falls,
The dam runs diagonally church have elected the following officfrom the shores, coming to a point near ers: President, Mrs. Levi Marston; vice
the center.
The coffer dam In process’d president, Mrs. C. A, Brooks; secretary,
WANTED-A refined Protestant woman.
TT
not over forty-five, Intelligent,
construction from this point to the south- Miss Emma Pulsifer; treasurer, Miss Anquiet,
healthy* of gentle disposition, is wanted u>
shore
is
for
the
of
facilitattake
care of j ear old
nie Simonton; collector, Mabel Buckley.
erly
purpose
baby; pleasant home io !
The much
talked of horse
race be- right person. Apply day time at L G HIGH ST. 1
ing work on the new dam which is to
23-1
run from the center of the river to the tween “Chester,” owned by
Mr. Ansel
MAKERS
south shore, a distance of 150 feet, mak- Dunn, and “David Babcock,” owned by
ol band made
buttonholes, machine hem-1
ing the extension nearly a straight line Dr. Gerow, is to take piace next Satur- mirg and
CHARLES CUaTlS & CO 1
Jelling.
25<
Middle
Vc
street.
crossing the river’at an angle of about 45 day afternoon at the Yarmouth Driving
w>o-l
A massive piece of masonry to park, There is also to
1
be a
degrees.
race for
first
class
NTED—Immediately,
cooks
AVA
»»
serve as the
bulk head of ta
table, chamber, kltch.-n, laundry
canal is horses in the 2.33 class the
same
aftergirls'i
and dish washers or the
island *nd
being built at the lower end of the dam. noon.
be ich hotels and girls formountain,
private families in
This is being excavated from
To tland. big wages given.
a solid
Call MRS. pai
FOli OLD HOME WEEK,
MEK b Employment Office, 399 1-2
Congress si.
ledge that borders the shore of the river.
Kennebec Steam Fire Engine company
The bulk head is 11 'feet in
____19-1
thickness
WAN
TED-A
middle aged woman to work
at the base, 7 feet at the top, 1G% feet of Bath is coming to the Portland mus*»
in dye house office.
Apply by letter nnlv
high, 5$14 feet long and contains gate3 ter with its engine. The delegation will to FOSTER’S DYE
n eble st. cet
number
men
and they will wear
18-i
each being 7J4 feet in width. The canal
twenty
ironers.
WANTED—Fancy
stan-liers
ami
when finished will be 12 feet deep,
»»
62K bran new uniforms.
ma.iule girls.
Apply at GLoBE stFa m
feet wide and nearly 100 feet in length.
Secretary Matthews of the State Old LAUNDRY, 2G lo 3G Temple street.
Jyl l-tf
The power house is to be erected at the Home Week association announces that
is exhausted.
lower end of the canal and is to be a the supply of invitations
WANTED—MALE HELP.
brick structure 60 x 64 feet with wall 23 Twenty thousand were sent out. Portfeet high, and is to be finished according land, Bath and Rockland requested the
Reliable man
for
AA position
JJD as
permanent
to the contract early in November.
largest numbers,
night watchman.
wit
1
present occupation and namesApply
of recent
TENNESSEE MAN MURDERED.
SANFORD’S NEW CLUB
Pond’s

•vrxTi'n—A few mare
o,. a

stallm,

sharp?”
“Yes.
You couldn’t flatten it with
street roller.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

23-l

Fark._—

cTr ENT—Detached

FOR RENT.

Signature of

|

Yu tS ^ r,an s/m'
UNiols si'ft*J#

Free-

n.-uj.

t.

LaOJ{
OR TO I ft «
island near t orest sr^cst at p
or Hum in t-r or
a 1 “g,
i »e 11 n a 11
tlcularsaj.pl, af«o

fal)j6i

,

cent*, c»*h lu

Me,___-—

Addiess
6

>u(l

ii

week for 25

one

$>to$7
Roo" driving,
vsV55K J{*LIBBY,
Prop..

Hail-_1 j

Bulletin.

Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
& safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
and sec that it

“Isn’t

House, Freeport
l
1 tnd, on tlie MMno
utes walk to
n''
‘oi
good cle m aliy
Addieis r.
per week.

aLer
Diamond Island, can be had
C°on Great
rent teason
1st for balance oi season ;

I

-»

li

n»d^n7,7'
“'"I
~—ffijm
SALE

Forty word* inserted

■»

„..h ....

centlij!Ll0Ca^n
floor,

0 LET—Furnished rooms,
on same
bathroom
with
MYRTLE ST., opposite City

rro

Not

Read

this

ted unde,

^

T'

Little Isidore Segal, the three year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Segal of BosMineral
ton, who are stopping at the
saved from being
Spring house, was

Eo.T7wo.d7fn.ei
*»

_____

pOR SALE.

BOARD._

SUMMER

LET.

uV0

1

1

8

office

and

re*

dr*

CHICHCSTER'S

CNC.LI0R

___19*1

Souvenir Spoons.
Jewe,«l*

A,”ai1

J1J20UU

a

Ond^cravs Suc*,,,i4. 1

(Ion*. Bar of f»ar
d

“**

|

hnWl’k,“3«Sll

(urn Mail. l(Mllie1..ttooC‘ >l(^
DrvnKU.
Sklcll('•Iff11,
■ 11

■ II
fc**utlon thii p«p*»r.

B>ou,lhu*sal-U

UatIUon

:

Portland

Dally Press Stock Quotations
by Swan & Barrett, Bankers, 186
Middle street,
STOCKS.
Par Value
Bid. Asked
Description.
102
100
Canal National Bank....100
112
110
Casco Natloual Bank.... ....100

THE MARKETS

ouiu norland National

aides.
The following quotations represent the pay
Ing prices in this market:
,.. 6%s F II*
Cow and steers.... ...
Hulls a act Sts as.4% )
Bkius—Mo 1 quality. Do
*•
No 2
..7 0
*•
Moo
.«fi®70
35:«Beculls.....

*•

New Fork

Gardiner,

coal 80c.
Bchr F. A. Scribner, Philadelphia to Pawtuoset. co.i! 70c and towage.
Refer J. II. Leeds, Norfolk to Providence, pig
iron $1 80.

muvu suaiit'icu.

Coffee strong and ItigVier.
The lollowmg quotations represent cue whole*
wee prices for the market;

Corn, car lots..
Corn,bat' lots.

75

j

-.

Prod me.

130
51

71%
20%
17

106%
111

ship

170%

Oman*.110
umana oxq.
Texas racine. 14%
Onion racuic uru... /5%
7
V\ auasa.
Wabash oia. 1«%
Boston 5s Maine....189
New York aua New Eue. of..

110

Old Colonv.205

206
120
163
40
99

uiiuts

crournes

v

uuusu

7i <£76

Turpentine.
&2.«;U2
Ligome ana Centennial oil., bbl.. loO tst 10*4
Kefineatst Petroleum, 120 ....
I0:,i
Pratt’s Astral.....
12%
Half St>ls le extra.
Cumberland, coal.
@4 5o
5 50
8tore and furnace coal, retail..
PranKlm.
7 00
Pea coal.retail.
4 60
...

Grata

Quotations.
CHICAGO BOAliD OK fBADX
Friday’s quotations.

Domestic Ports.

32%
181%
120*4
79%
68%
34

67%
193*4

123
71

24%
154%
28%

were

away and

sales 134 bales.

DAYS OF OCEAN STEAMERS
FROM

38%
Awg.
Bept.38%

89%
39 Vi

»mi

Louis.New York. .So’ampton July 25
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. July 25
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
July 26
P Bismarck.. ..New York.. Hamburg... July 26
31iampagne ....Now York. .Havre.July 26
P der Grosso .New York. Bremen.July 28
Rotterdam.... New York. Rotterdam. July 26
Pumessla.New York. .Glasgow... July 28
Phladelphia.. New York.. Laguayra..July 28
Vllnnehalia— Now York. .London.Julv 28
saale.New York. .Bremen
July 31
New York.. Antwerp... Aug l
Yesternlaud
dajestic.New York..Liverpool....Aug 1
quitaine.New York. Havre.Aug 2
f Friedrich
New York. Bremen.... Aug 2
:
I'uulstan
Montreal.. Liverpool.. Aug 4
Palisnaan.New York. .Demarara...Aug 4
York. .Ban Juan. ..Aug 4
j daracaibo.New
I'artar Prince, Now York..Naples. &c..Aug 4
Jmbrla.New York. Liverpool. .Aug 4
ilaasdam
New York.. Rotterdam ..Aug 4
falser W de G New York. .Bremen.Aug 7
( )ceauic.Now York..Liverpool... Aug 8
1 Jetscliland—New York. Hamburg...Aug. 8
view New.... YorkYork. .S’thampton. Aug 8
..New York. .Antwerp
.Aug 8
J Censlngton..
'ouralne.New York. .Havre.Aug 9
i Jar
Minghetti.New York.. Italy.Aug 9
j ieliemien...
New York. .Montevideo Aug 11
] iorman PrinceNew York. .BueaosAy’s Aug 18
St

..

OATS.

Aug.
Bent. 28%

28%
23%

1‘OUK,
1175
11 87%

LARD.

6

72Vi

Rina.
6 85

..

—

.....

WUKAT.

Closing,

July....
Aue.7 7 Vi

77 V*

77%
78%

Sept.. 78%
CORN.

Aug... 39%

39%
89Vs

Sept. 39%
OATS.
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BRUNSWICK,

Boston.

Ga—Ar 21st sch

Montreal

to

HYANNIS—Ar 22d, schs Madagascar for
4 taiats: Douglass Haynes, for an eastern port.
KAHULUL 81—In port oth, ship fcmily Reed,
1 Hchols. from Tacoma.
NEWBURY PORT—Sid 22d, sch Lucy Belle,
lardiner.

NEW HAVEN—Ar 21st, sch Belle O’Neill,
1 Kennebec.
Sid, schs Golden Ball and Charleston, New

1 ork.

NEW LONDON—Sid 20th, sch Edith Olcutt.
I tewporc News.

BAKER, Manager.

je2dtf

-k

PortionMl. Desert & Machlas S!b, Co
Friday,

COMMENCING
steamer

April 20th.

the

From Montreal.
May 1st Daylight.
Dominion,
May 12th, 9 a. m.
Cambroman, May 19th, 9 a. m,
June 2d, 9 a. m,
Vancouver,

Boston to

STEAMBOAT¥.

The 365 ISLAND ROUTE.
Beginning July l. 1930, steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Cortland, week days, as follows:
For Long iaian-i, 5.50, 9.00, 10.40 a. m., 1.45,

5.00 p. m.
For Clifflsland,

5.50, 10.40

m.;

a.

1.45, 5.00 p.

For Litilo Chebeague. Jenks, Gt. Chebeague,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,
5.50, 9.00. 10.40 a. m., 1.45, 5.O0p. 111.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Chebeague, 9.00,
0 a. ni.,
1.45, 5.00 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island. 5.30, 8.00,11.10 a. m., 2.00
So.

3.55 p. ill.
Leave Long Island, 7.10. 9.30. 12.20 a. ni.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a.
3.40, 5.15 p. m.
m., 1.10,4.20, 6.00. p. m.
Dailv excursions 22 miles down the BayFare round trip only 50c.

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and Intermediate landings,
10.00, 10.40 a. in., 2.00 d. m.
Sunday sailing trip clown the Bay, Have
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. Harpswell via above landings, arrive Portland 8. :B
a.

m., 1.15, 5.39

p.

m.

Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
35c, other laddings and sailing trip 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Mgr.
jn3Ddtf

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO
Beginning July 1st, 1900, steamers
will
leave Portland Pier at 9.3o a. m. and 5.00 p. ni.
lor Cousin’s, Littlejohn’s. Great CUebeague,
(Hamilton’s Landing) Hus tin Island and South

j

Freeport.
For Mere Point, 9.30 a. m., forPorter’3 Landing 5.00 p. m.
Return, leave Porter’9 Landing 6.15 a. ni.;
South Freeport 6.30 a. in., 1.59 p. in.;
Mere
Point 1.15 p. m.; Bustin’s 6.45 a. rn 2.05 p. m.;
Great CUebeague, 7.05 a. in.. 2.20 p. m.; Littlejohn's 7.20 a. rn., 2.36 p. m.; Cousins 7.25 a. ni.,

2.40 p.

m.

SMALL POINT ROUTE.

Leave Port and at 2.30 p. m. for Orr’s Island
East Harpswell, Sebasco, Small Point Harnot
and Cundy’s Harbor.
Remru. leave Cundy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. ra.
via above landings.

SUNDAYS.
Portland at 10 a. in. for Cou sin's
Great CUebeague, Bust n’s, island
South Freeport and Mere Point.
Return, Dave Mere Point at 2.45 p. ni. via
above landings.
For Orrs Island and New Meadows River at
lO.oo a ni.
Return leave Gurnet Bridge, New
Meadows, at 2 30 p. ni.. Orrs Island 3.30 p. m.
.T. H. MCDON ALD, Manager.
Office 158 Commercial St
Tel, 46-3
jy3dlf
Leave

Littlejohn’s,

FIVE CENTS.

New

LINE.

From Quebec.
May 1st, 2 p. m.
May 12th. 6 p.m.
May I9tb,6 p.m.
June 2d, 6 p.m.

Thai
“GOV.

From Boston.

Eugland,

BAY

Wed., May 23d,

5 p.

staunch

and India Wharf.
inc'udiug Sunday.

m

and
steamers
elegant
and
"BAY STATE”
Franklin Wharf. Portland,
Boston, at 7.00 p. in. daily

These
modern

steamers

meet

every

aemand

of

steamship service in safety, speed,
comfort
luxury of traveling.
$114.00 and up, according
tickets for Providence, Lowell
Through
accommodation.
New
York, etc., etc.
Worcester,
Second Cabin—$37.50 to $42.53.
Return, 1
J. F. I.ISCOMB. Gen. Manager
$71.25 to $80.75.
THOMAS M. BARTLETT. Ageui.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
declOdtf
London, I
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.50 to
O-co.ou.

Cabin—$00.03

oiearage

uu

and

Re2T.ni
Up.
to steamer and
—

in luntiauru

and

iree.

Apply to T. P. McGOWaN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First National Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 947A I
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE Si CO., Montreal.
apr27dtf
NEW YORK DIRECT

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT
-AND-

AMUSEMENT CO.

CINE,

Maine
J.ons
The

TIME

Steamship Co.
Island Sound
Horatio

Hall and

and furthe most
between
Agent

Portland & Boothbay Steamooai Co.
ENTERPRISE

i

leaves

larmonth Electric

9.00 p.

m.

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Lauding, 8.30,

*

9.30. 10.30,

II. 30 a. m., 12.20, 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6.30,
7.30 8.30 9.30, p. m.
On Wednesday and Friday nights a boat will
*
leave Portland at 11, and reluming leave Peaks
Is and at 11.15.
Only liue running its boats to Peaks Island

For Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 0.16
i. m., half hourly tilt 10.46 p. m.
Leave Yarnoutu 6.40 a. m. half hourly till fl.4o p. m.
L,eave Underwood Spv.ng for Portland 30 minAdditional cars between Portland
ites later.
md Underwoo Spring every 15 minutes from
.00 p.m.
Last car from Underwood Spring at
.0.10 p. m.

Spring

at 9.10 p.

in.

_JnelStf

Milk, Winfa& Naples By
SUMMER SERVICE.

Close connection with all Westbrook cars
1 eaviiur head
of Preble St., at 10 and 40
oinuies past each hour from 8.10 a. m. to 6.10
I >. m.
Before and after these hours close conneclon with Westbrook cars leaving
10 minutes
> >ast each hour.

€. M. WATERHOUSE,
Managing Director.
Jly7d2m

July

___ ___

*•

Aug

these steamers.

RATES OF PASSAGE.
Cabin—$52.60 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent is allowed on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$36.00 to $46.00.
Stekkaoe—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Beliast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Itatos to
or from other points
on
application to
T. P. McGOVVAN,
4!tO Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Roitlgu Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National llauh Balldlug, Portland, Maine
ar27dtf
__

BOSTON naif PHILADELPHIA
TKl-WEUKLY SAILINGS.

From Boston
From

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.

Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and

Friday,

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3». m. From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 5 p. m.
In.
surance effected at office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and

South forwarded by connecting lines.
Round Trip $18.04.
Passage $13.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. F. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 88 State SU F'ske Building, Boston,
Mass.
occ22dtf

Scbago Lake, Songo River
and Ray of Naples S. S. Co.
On and After June
uicuuiioui

ccbiijr

w mi

a.

25tli, IOOO,
111. dUU

l.un

V,

111.

Ill Effect June 85tli,

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. BAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
7 ooa. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower)
Bath. Boothbav, Popham Beach. Rockland.Augusta. Waterviile, Skowhegan and Belfast.
8.3()a,m. For Danville Jc.. bumford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangfley and
Waterviile.
10.10 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterviile.
11.00 a. m. Express for Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Waterviile, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroit,
Bangor, Washington G»untv R. R., Bar Harbor,
Aroostook Uouniy and for lloullon,Woodstock,
St. Stephen, Sr. Andrews, fct. John and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.35 p. rn. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta, Waterviile, Newport, Bangor,
Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtowu and Greenville.
12.50 p. m.
For Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Garrabasset,

Eaugeiey, Bingham, Waterviile, Skowhegan.
1 00 p.m. For Freeport,Brunswick,Rockland,

K. A.
Augusta. Waterviile. Skowhsgan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcroit, Greenville,
Bangor, oidtown and Matiaw.nnkeag, and to

L.points,

Bucksport Saturdays.

5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath,
and Waterviile and to Skowhegan

ouly.

For Danville Junction, Mechanic
Falls. Lewiston, ana on Saturda s to Rumford
Falls Belgrade, Waterviile and Skowhegan.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick,
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile, Bangor,
Moosehea i Lake, Aroos ook County via Oldtown. Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all Aroostook Goulity via Vanceboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
connect to Belfast, Dexter. Dover an l Foxcrof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
ton County R. R. and Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midulght.
Mt. Desert special for
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland), Augusta. Waterviile, Bangor, Greenville and Bar

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

C.oo p.

WEEK I3AY TIME TABLE.
Summer

1, 1900.

Arraugruiruti, July

For Forest City Land lug,Peaks Island,
5.45, 6.45, 7.45, 9.00, 1(1,00 11.00 a. p;., 12.00,
12.30. 1.45, 2.15, 3,00. 3.45, 4.30. 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,

8.00, 9.70 p.

m.

Return, 6.20. 7.20. 8.15. 9-30. 10.20, 11.30 a, m„
12.20, 1.00,2.15, 2.35. 3.20. 4.(5, 5.00. 5.45. 6.30, 7.30,
8.20, 9.00,10.15 p. m., or at close ol entertain-

ment.
For Cushing’s Island, G.46, 7.45, 9.00. 13.00,
11.00 a. m„ 12.3c, 1.45 2.15, 3.00, 4.30,6.15,7.00,
8.10, 9.30 p. m.
Return. 7.05. 8.00, 9.15. 10.30. 11.20, a. m..
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 3.30, 4 45. 6.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45
p. rn.
For Little ana Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen and
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 6.15, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00
m.. 200, 3.( 0, 4.20. 5.30. 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Little Diamond, 6.25,
7.20, 8.t \ 9.15, 10.15, 11.45 a. m., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10,
5.35, 6.40. 8.40, 10.40 p. in.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.21, 7 15,
8.10, 9.10, 10.10, 11.40 a. m., l.io, 3.10. 4.05, 5.30,
б. 35, 8.35, 10.35 p. m.
Return
Leave Tretetheu’s, 6.15, 7.10,8.05,
0.05, 10.05, 11.35 a. m,, 1.05,8.05, 4.00,5.25,6.30,
8.30,10.30 p. m.

Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00,
9.00. 10.00,11.30 a.m., 1.02 3/ 0, 3.55, 5.20.25,
8.25,10.25 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.15,
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.00 m.. 2.00, 3.00, 4.20,
5.30, 6.1 5, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Return—Li ave Ponce’s Landing, Long
Island, 6.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.50, 9.50.11.20 a. m„
12.50, 2.50, 3.45, 5.10, 6.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. 1U.
SUNDAY

TIME

TABLE.

For Forest

City Landing, Peaks Island, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00, 10.00, 11.00 a. in. 12,20,
2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, C.15, 7.30 p. in.
m.. 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. tn.
For Little aurt GrratDlanioiid Islands,
Trrfrtheus
and £ rrrgrmi Landings,
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
2.00, 3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6 15, 7.30 p. in.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
5. 3, 7.30 p. m.
11.00 p. m., for Forest City Landing, Peaks

Island. Saturday nights only.

Tickets sold
Then trc.

over

this line to the Gem

Unavoidable delays excepted, and subject to
change without notice.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
dtf
ju30

Easing. Lwb«o. Calais, St. John N. B.. Holitar N.JSind all
:

On and

Trains Leave Portland
For Lewiston, 7.00, 8.15, a. m
1.30, 5,15 *8.30
p. tn.
For Island Pond, 3.15 a. tn., 1.30. *8.3) p. in
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. in.
and *8 30 p. m„ reaching Momreai at 6.50
p. in., and 7.2) a. m.

Trains Arrive Portland.
From Lewiston, *6.40, 11.30 a. in., 3.15, 5.45
and 8.u0 p. m.
From Island Pond, *640, 11.30 a. tn., 3>45

p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m., 5.45 p. m.

Quebec,

*C>.40

Summer Arrangement.
aiier Monday, Mav 14, steamers wilt

Railroad Wharf, Portland, on Monday,
at 6 30 p. m.
Returaleave St. John, Eastport and Lubec Mon1 lays and'Briday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
o destination,
jgy Freight received up to 4.00
eave

Wednesday and BYiday

1 ng

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER
RAILROAD CO.

9,m.

Kor tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
rtree Ticket Office, 270 Middle street or for
>ther information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot ot State street.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.
From

July 3rd to October 1st.

Failroad Wharf, Portland,
or B >ston, on Tuesday and Saturday.
During
Inly the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
Vugust and September will leave at 8.39 a. m.
J. F. LISCOMB, Supt.
H. T,
may tf
HERSEY, Agent.
steamers will leave

*»*

For Lewiston.

ARRIVALS IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal and F'abyans daily 6.50 a. m.j
from Bartlett and local, 8.25 a. m.; Lewiston
and Mechanic Falls, 8.35a. in; Watervilie and
Augusta, 8.43 a. in.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bends. Bangoi, Augusta and Rockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skowkeitan,
Farmington and Lewiston,
12.15 p. m.; Beecher FalU,ST. Johnsbury,Brldgton, 12.15 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 u. m.; Watervilie and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. m.: Skownegan, Watervilie,
Augusta ami Rockland, 5.20 p. m., from Watervilie daily; St. John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
Comity. Moose head Lake and Bangor. 5.30 p.
m.; Rangeley. F'armington, Rumford
Falls,
Lewiston. 5.45 p. in.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25 a. m, daily; Halifax. St. John, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 4.20 a. m. daily.
Min days—Lewiston, 9.25 a. in., 5.38 p. m.iBar
Harbor, 12.25 d. m ; Watervilie,5.29 p. m.;Whito
Mi uutains. 5.35 n. m.

GF:0. F. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
jne3kltf
__

BOSTON & MAINE B. K.
In Effect June 25,

1900.

WESTERS DIVISION.
Trains leave Union Station for Scarborq I
Crossing, 7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. 111., 12.00 llOOtl,
l. 15, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.50 p. m.; Searljoro
Bench. Pine Point, 7.00. 7.10, 8.20, 9.o5, 10,00
а. m., 12.00 noon. 1.15. 3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.20,
б. 50. 8.00, 11.22 p. 111.; Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
8.20, 8.45, 9,05, l ’.OO a. m., 12.00 noon, 1.15, 1.40,
3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 6.45, 6,05. 6.20, 6.50, 8.00, 11.22 p.
m. ; Saco and Biddoford, 6 00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.05,
I 10.00 a.
m., 12.09 noon, 12250, 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 5.25.
6.45,6.20,6 50,8.00,11.22 p. m,{ Kcnaebnnk.
7.00 8.45, 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Ki nnebniikport, 7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Wells Beach, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 3.30. 5.25 p. m.; North Berwick, Rolliusford, Soxnersworth, 7.00, 8.45 a. Bl.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. m.; Koeliester. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. m 12.30,
3.30 p. 111.; I.akepsrt,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8.45 a. m.. 12.3C p. in.; Manchester, Concord and Nor. hern convictions,
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, I-owell, 7.00, 8.45 a. tn.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Bostoa, $4.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
Leave Boston
ni., 1\»Q, 1.41, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.;
PnelLviwi
d (in O nn
91
Q 90
IK
n

4.15, G 00 p. in.; arrive Portland, 30.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. ill., 12.10, 6.00, 7.50. 9.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS,

Street.

...

m.

8.50 p. m.
F'or White Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
II. 00 p.m. Nignt Express for all points.
12.55 a. m.
ML. Desert special for Rockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

81

nsi

N. B.

—.

Augusta,
Saturdays

5.i5 p.m.

over

parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
avorlte route to Campobeilo and St Andrews,

Steamship

-FOR

Co.

fl «>(>(>.

Maine Central Kaliroad (White Mf. Harbor.
101 v.) touching at Napl-s, Bridgton, North
WHITE MOUNTAIN DIVISION.
and
Brulgton
Harrison, connecting at Harrison
with slage tor Waterford, and at Naples with
8.50 a.m. For Bridgton. Fay bans. Burling
J. W. Cook’s coach line for tides Falls, Casco, ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury. Sherbrooke
Otistleld. etc.
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
lietiiriilag steamers leave Harrison every neapolla.
I. 05 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Harday (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.30 p.
m.; North Bridaton at 8 a. in. and 12.15 p. m.; rison. via rail and Songo River, Nortli Conway,
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples at9.15 Fabyans, Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
а. in. and 2.45 p.
m., connecting at Sebago St. Johnsbury, Newoort.
Lake Sta'ion with 11.45 a. m. and 5.25 p. m.
5.50 p. m. For Seoago Lake, Cornish, BridgStea nboat Express Train for Portland and ton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. For Sebago Lake, F'ryeburg, North
Boston, making the most delightful inland Lip
in New England.
Conway, F'abyans, LnnenDurg, St. Johnsbury,
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of Montreal, and to Toronto and Chicago daily
(late only,$2.00. Ask for our tourist's guide except Saturdays.
at Union Station.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
C. L. GOODUILGE.
}ne28dtf
Manager.
7 20 a.m. Taper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rock kind except Ferry Transfer at Bath
and for UaPUarbor on and aftsr July 8th.
7.25 p. m. Paper train for I ewistou.
0.30 a.m. Commencing July 15th for Faband intermediate stations.
yans
Custom House Wliarf, Portland, Me.
12.'-5 p. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Watervilie, Bangor and Bar Harbor.
tram

•Daily. Othet trains week days.
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday for Lewiston. Gorham and
Berlin at 8.30 a. m. Returning leave Berlin at
4.00 p. ni., every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
Ticket Office, Depot at foot of India

International

liy. Co

SUNDAYS.
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
louriy from 8.15 a. m. to 9.45 p. m., with addlioual 15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
rom 1.00 p.
in.
Last car from Underwood
*

Aug

K- 0. BRADFORD. Traffic
Manager,
Portland, Maine.
T
I* BOVKJOY, Saperlntendent,
1*18 dtl
RumfordFall*. Maine.

_

..-rn ii

East
a. m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Portland, touching at So. Bristol,
Boothbay Harbor.
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, j
direct.
it 7 a. m. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday for
Bare 5 cents each way. All persons going by
Fast Boothbay, touching at Boithbay Harbor
this line will be admitted to Greenwood GarAnd So. Bristol.
den free.
Land at Five islands on signal.
ju2dtf
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
ootlldtf
!
Portland &,

on

July
•*

Juno

TABLE.—July 8, 1900,

will leave Portland Pier, at 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11 a. m.
I, 2. 3. 4, 5. 6.15 7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leave Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30 and 11.30, a. m 1.30, 2.30,
3.30, 4130. 5.30, 6.45, 10.15 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier, 8.10. 9.00 10.00, 11.00
a. til, 12. 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.0,), 7.00, 8.00,

Agt_optedtf

STEAMER
Boothbay at 7

carried

M

By*

Effect June S3, ll»O0,

DEPARTURES
From Union Station
Falls. Buckfield. Canton, lJlxiiel' i, Eumtord Fails and Be mis.
8.30a. m. 12.50 noon and 5.15 n. m. From Union
Station lor Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 5.15 p. m. train
runs to Kumtord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Beans.

Steamer ALICE HOWARD

Man.

nr.

superbly fitted
nished for passenger travel and afford
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. F. L1SCOMB,General
THOS- M. BARTLETT.
These steamers are

Tunisian

Hay-

12
26
2
9
16
30
7
14
21
4

Juno

WEEK DAYS.

imttan
alternatively leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6p. m. for New York direct Returning, leave
Pier 38, K, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

days at 5 p.

1

*•

19

Quebec
Saturday

ialffay

26
2
9
16
30
7
14
21
4

In

& Romford Falls

8.30 A. M. and 12.50 noon.
for Poland. Mechanic

RAILROADS,

By I)Byl(;hL
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.

steamships

•*

DINGgEY”

alternately leave

RATES OF PASSAGE.
Flrat

Service.

Montreal
Saturday

ST RAM-

SHU’S.

Tlui 2(i Apr 'Parisian
10 May Tunisian
li
Numidlan
24
OorliUHian
31
Parisian
14June Tunisian
"
21
| Numldlan
28
Corinthian
5 July Parisian

m.

Liverpool via. Queenstown.

Steamer.

From

Liverpool.

Portland

and
at
11.00
Tuosdays
Fridays
p. nr
for ltocklani,
Bar Harbor and Machlasport aud intermediae
landings.
Returning 'leave Machiasport Mondays
and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland U.00 p. m.
GEO. F. EVANS.
F. E. BOOTH BY
Gen’l Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.
aprlSdll

HARPSWELL

Lawrence

No cattle

leave

permitting,

LINE Portland

MOJITREAI, TO LIVERPOOL.
Calling at Moville.

FRANK JONES
will, weather

RAILROADS.

—

1

J Ian Fra- cisco.

m.

Liverpool.

Steamer.

Cld,

Cambridge; Massachusetts, Jones, Norwich.
HONOLULU—Sid 3d, ship Ilenry B Hyde,
> Icribner, New York; barques
Carondelet, Stet! on, Port Townsend; «th, 8 C Allen, Johnson,

at 3 30 p.

E. A.

LINE.

Vancouver,

Tneltna, Leo,

schs Charlotte T Sibley Coombs, Darien;
Kvle B Hal), Hall, Satilla for New York.
CALAIS—Ar 22d, schs Jessie Hart 2d, Gar1 liner: 8 W
Smith, St Andrews. NB.
CAPk HEN RY—Passed out 20tli, sch Charles
.* Davenport, for Boston.
CHA KLKSTON—Sid 20tli, sell Nelson E New
1 >ury, King. New York.
DARIEN—Sid, schs Flora Rogers. Williams.

fundings,

CASCO

Dreadnaught.

APALACHICOLA —Cld 20th, sell Willie II
Child, Giles, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th. sch Young Brothers,
Snow, Washington.
Cld, sch F & T Lupton, I.ongstreet, New York
(and sailed).
Sid 21st. sch Annie M Allen. Portland.
BANGOR—Ar 21st, sch Odell. Wlnterport.
Sid, schs Wm B Palmer, Balilmore; Arthur
McArdle. Philadelphia; Frank TStinson, Washington; John Douglass, New York; Franconia,
Provl ence; Reuben Eastman,Orient, LI; Sarah
A Blaisdell, Salem; Lending Breeze, Lynn.
BATH—Ar 21st, schs Clara Goodwin. Portland; Independent, Boston.
Ar 22d. sells It D Bibber ana C A White. Boston; Addle Charleson and John Rose. Portland.
Sle, barge Ardmore, Philadelphia, In tow of
tug Tacouy.
Also ar 22d, schs Charles A Sproul, Hyanols;
Deleware. Boston; A Hooper, Calais.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 220, sch Oakes Ames, in
tow of tug C H Lawrence.

70 Vi
SAILING

above

FOREST CITY LANDING,

W Collins, Johnson, Sullivan; Pavilion, DenniMacliias: lmogcne, Crowley, Bocklami:
Femaquid, Whceter, do; Abenaki, Snowman,
South Amboy; Sadie Corey, sunposad from eastern port; Augustus Hunt. Blair. Bangor ior
Washington; tug Carbonero, with barge Paxtang, for Portland.
Cld, schs Howard B Peck, Hamilton. Kennebec: Levi 3 Andrews, Alley, Fernaudina; Morris W Child, Murphy, Apalachicola.
Sid, tug Herald, with sch Augustus Hunt,
Bangor tor Washington; tug Ice King, tor Kennebec; schs Laura T Chester, Gloucester; Cliftord J White. Sand9 River, .NS; Joseph W Hawthorne. Jacksonville (latter anehored In President Koadsi; Sadie Wilcutt.-: T W Cooper,
Macliias; Morris W Child, Apalachicola; Myra
Sears, Poriland; Miantonomali and Silas McLoon. ltockport. Sid fin President Roads, sells
Dreadnaught and O H Brown. Philadelphia; C
A White, coal port
Ar 22d, schs Eastern Queen. Roclcport: Mary
Lee Newton, Red Beach; Onward and J Chester
Wood, Rockland.
Sid, tug Carbonero, towing barge Faxtang,
Philadelphia for Portland; sch Howard B Peck,
Kennebec and Baltimore.
Highland Light—Passed south 21st, sells Fly-

July 21.
YORK—The Cotton market to-aav was
quiet; middling uplands at 10c; do gulf lOVic;
767/8
77%

Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily, Harpswell Center at 7.25,
BI rail Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bustiu’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn's at 8.25, and Cousin’s
Island at 8.35, anlylng lit Portland at 9.30 a. nt.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for tlfo

Porta.

DOMINION

St.

BEGINNING JUNE 1st.

Jones, Eastport.
The l'are will be 5 CENTS each
Cld, sens Annie A Booth, City Island; H A
Bolder, Portland.
way io
Ar 22d, sen Three Sisters, Boston.
Ar at Montreal July 20. steamer Montreal,
Shields.
Cld, steamers Dominion and Parisian, Liverpool.
Peaks Island,
Sid fm Liverpool July 21, steamers Umbria
and Bovic. New Y'ork.
.ON THE.
Spoken.
\
July 16. lat 35 13. ion 75 22, sch Ebeuezer
Haggett, Warren, New Y'ork for Fernandiua.
Steamers leave Custom House wharf nearly
every hour during the day and evening.
STEAMERS.
C. VV. T. GODING,
Gen. Managev C. B. S. Co
ju2dtf

son,

NEW

CORN

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.

New Y'ork.
Sid fm Gibraltar July 19, brig Leonora. Munroe, Brunswick, Ga. seeking.
Ar at St John, NB, July 21, sch Margaret A

---1_

m

STKAMKIIS.

STEAMER CORINNA. ALLAN

Cld at Hillsboro, NB, July 18, sch E I White,
Look, Chester, Pa; 19th, sch Elwood Burton.
McLean. Newark.
Anchored off Svdney, CB, July 17th, sch C It
Flint, Maxwell, Hillsboro. NB, for New Y'ork.
Ar at Bahia July 20, barque Boylston, Small.

NEW YORK—Ar 20th, US transport McPherson, ;Byrne, San Juan July 14 and Sautiago
lGtli; achs Fred B Balano, Gonaives via Stamford; Herman L Rogers, Norton. Stcnybrook.
Cld, schs Brigadier. Maker, Ba timore; Robert
McFarland, Sweetland, Charleston. *
Sid, sebs Gen E s Greeley, Newport News;
Mary LangdOD. Camden, Md; Joseph Luther,
lor an eastern port; Fannie & Edith, South Amboy far Stoningtou.
Ar 21st, US transport McClellan, Nye, Havana
A Brown, Simmons, South
July 17; schs
Amboy for Eocioltnd; Rebecca R Douglass.
Perry, Georgetown, SC; J M Harlow, Lunt.
Perth Amboy for Saco; Alible G Cole, Apple
River, NS; Sarah Eaton. Hodgdon, Calais; S J
Lindsay. McFadden, Rockland: Wm Butman.
Rooney', do; Thomas Hi x. Ay I ward, do; Mary
Snow, Bishop, do; Morris & Cliff, Nash, do; J S
Lamprey, Russell, do; O MMarrett, Harris, do;
Samuel Hart, Brown. Clark’s Island ; Lugano,
Lewis, South Gardiner; Marlon Draper, Lewis,
Gardiner; Chester R Lawrence, Llnnell, Rockport; Lizzie Smith, Lane, do; James Young,
Bulger, Sullivan; Ella F Crowell, Thomas,
Thomas ton; F 11 Odlorne, While. Boston; C C
Lane. Tutlock. New Haven for Norfolk; Albert
Pliaro. Hannah. Augusta, for Newark; Storm
Petrel, Bonsoy. Ellsworth for Rondout.
Sid. schs Annie C Grace and Robert McFarland, Charleston ; Emma McAdam, Calais; A K
Woodward, Boston; Fiheman, Portland; James
R Talbot. Rockland; H L Bt-rrv and Abby K
Bentley, Boston; James A Gray and Alaska,
for eastern ports; J M Harlow, Gutteuburg for
Bar Harbor; Yreka. Eddyviile for Portsmouth.
NU ; Enuna Green. Weehawken for Port Clyde;
Maude Briggs, Hoboken for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, schs Sagamore, Sanford,
Noriolk via Providence (towed gom the latter
port by tug Mercury); Henry S Little, Pierce,
Philadelphia; Iona, Saunders, Bangor; Maud S,
Osmore, Rockland; folly, Tibbitts, do; Clara A
Comee, Cromwell, Bath.
Ar 21st. sells W K Chester, Thompson,Topala,
HTnvt/tn.
Pi

tBy Telegraph.)

Closing

Foreicrii

year ago.

Colton Murlcstn.

ff/IBAT.

STEAMERS.

Island.

sea was

{16
75%
7%
19%

new

Sable

spanker mast were stunning aud the
breathing over her. It Is probably the
British slap which was wrecked there about a
All but the

(§C 26 for large and 326 a$3 50 for small: Bank
at 3 6023 75 lor largo and $00 02$3 26 for
small; Shore at $4 60^5 00 for large and 3 25
@3 6u for small.
We quote curea cusk $3 50@3 75 ^ atl; hake
$2 25 e 2 50; haddock 82 2tw«2 75; heavy salted pollock at $2 spotl; ana English cured do
S^OOP qtL and scarce.
nest naudllne boneless Geogs cod 7% for medium to 8c for large: middles S 50289-.boneless
Shore do 7&8c; Grand Bank do 6®7Vac; cask,
6.<g6!4c; haddock 4visjVi ; uake at 3 Vs @6;
fancy brands ol entirely boned cod 12 to 15c
p lb; Smoked Halibut, strips, 10 to 12c p.ib;
chunks 13 e£l5c.
Smotced salmon 16c 19 lb: Med herring 0214c
bo.; tucks 12c: engthwise at 13c:ls at 11c;
canned trout $150; fresh halibut 2 20; salmon
51 2o; loDsters £3; ctams sue: American sardines. quarter oils.82 80;-hall oils, 85 60;threeouarter mustards. $2 50, spiced, 82 45.
Pickled Nova Soctia split herring 86 25@6 75
p bbl; medium 4 50,25 25.
Shore herring $4 75,2(5 00.
Pickled codfish 5 00,20 00: haddock $4; halibut heads S3 25; sounds at $11; tongues and
sounds $11; tongues $10 25; alewives $3; trout
$11 60.
Newfoundland cod oil 34c per gal: strong oil
25c.

Turpentine an t Coal
Kaw Linseed oil....
69374

Sept...

60%
128%

rionnwesteru.159%
west. 20%
17
Reamne...
Kock isianu...... iu<5%
110%
tit. Paul.
St. Paul olu.•.170%

ncguuiB

Oils

Sept.

92

FOR TOE WEEK ENDING July 21. 1900.
l ank halibut at loe V lb for
sales
white, and «'c for gray.
lb for white and 8c
Georges halibut lo%c
for crar.
Last sales of Georges Cod Irom vessel at 3 50
tor largo and $2 60 Jler medium; Bank do at
2 OOa l 50
Hardline cod. caught east of Cape Sable,N.S,.
3 26 for large ana *2 37% for medium.
Salt Mackerel <11 pr hbl.

..

Sept.

55%

i.ast

Fruit,

opening.

90%
12%,

Gloucester Fish Market.

Eemons.Messlna... 5 50®G 60
Orantres.California nav.3 50»4 00
—2 75.33 oo
Oranges. Seedlings
Apples. Baldwins.4 00f,4 50

July.
Saturday’s quotations.

119
2«%
210
73

Corn—steamer yellow 49%c.

Sweets. Vinland.
ia—
Eggs. Eastern fresn.
n
is..
Eggs, western fresn.
i»
17
Eggs, neiti.
«,
Butter, ranc? ereamen .......
21 *e 22
Butter. Vermont.
19
(eg
Cneese. N. York and Ver’nu. ...10 (all
Cranberries.J.

July.

1 32%

FLOUlt.

Potatoes *) dus...
^40
New Potatoes, bill. ... 2 00 « 2 25
Sweet Potatoes,Connecticut..
,®3 25

•Tilly.......
Sept.

11

4 10*450
Spring
Clear nul straigiu. 3 7b *4 25.

16
15®
123 14
15
13®
IT1*® 12
8**

Opening.
July.
Alii...... ............. 75%
Sept. 76%

{17%

Koiton filar Ket.

ia.8V*
® 7
8%®9^fe
7V» ®3

on..

17%
TO*;.

BOSTON.July 20. 1900—The following
today’s quotations of Flour aud Corn:

50
50
00
50
0 60

Beans. Pea. 2 40 S2 50
Beans. California Pea.2 f.6®#7o
Beans Yellow Eves.2 5u»2 Go
Beaus, Bed Kidney.2 50®2 55
,x2 25
Onions.Egyptian.

Boiled Einseea

27%
126J
112%

Brooklyn Ram i Transit. 66
psaerai Steel common. 34%
aowa... 06%
93
American f tooacco..
123
au tia...
Tenn. uoai «r iron..
09%
U.2 8. ituotier. 24%
Metropolitan! street u R.152*4
Continental iODaccu.26%

Pork. Beef, Lard aud Poultry.
fork—n eavv...
®16
Pork—Medium.
15
Beef—heav*.10 50®li
9 76®10
Beet—light.

Hams.
Shoulders..

21.

25%
69%'

Sugar, common.......137%
Western union...79V*
Southern Rv pfd..

S 50
Haddock—.
50® 2 75
Hake.
2s® 2 50
Herring, per box, scaled. 11 ® 10
Mackerel, snore is.22 0o®24 00
Mackerel, Share 2s......
1 arge 3s...
13 OOgf 15

Turkevs.

July

Adam* Ex m ess. 120 ;
American exnress.153
U. B. BKBieSj. 46
Peonie oas.P 98%
32%
racine Mali.....
®
181%
Pullman Palace..

25.®

t«

Julv 20.
Aichtson... a6%
Atcmson pia. 69%
Central racme.
Cbes. & t)hu>...
27%
Cbicairo. Bur. « uuiucv.126
Dei. a ttuu. Canal co..112

St. raui M
m. Pain at

Fish and Mackerel.

Lard-Tcsandhallbbl.com....
J.ard—Pans pure.
Lard—Pails, compound.
I.ard—Pure. leaf.
Chickens.
Fowl.

6b

Unt. 6i

Cod, large Shore. 4 005*4 50
Medium snore hall..
3 00x3 50

Boneless, ualf ubls.
I. ard—tes ana nautbl. mire..—

111%
105%

..

c50
tx&3
tool
32
36

2
2
2

69%
107

...

Leas—Congous.
27x50
35 x-i o
1 eas—Japan.
Teas—Formosa.
35x65
Molasses—Porto Kico.
SG.«,4o
Molasses—Bar bailees.
32®35
2o « 2 >
Molasses—common..
Hew lialslus. 2 crown.2 00x2 2 5
3 crown...2 25®2 50
do
4 crown. 2 50,«2 75
do
Balslus. LooeeMuscaie. 7**.<£9

PoUock...

68%

Lake suore...210
uouis & Nasn.
73%
Manhattan Elevated.-.'90%
Mexican central.12%
Mlciuuan central..
Minn. & St. Louis.
55%
92
Minn. « t«. Douis oid..
Missouri 'Pacific.I 5u*4
New aersev Central.127%
New York Central.129*4
Northern!Pacino com. 61
Nortnern pacific old.!71%

Hucar. Coffee, Tea. 'ilulumei, Knisiut.
/ upar—Standard granulated.
G 29
g 29
lujiar— Extra hue granulated....
5 yo
Sugar—Extra C...
Coffee—Kto. roasted. 13 a aid
CoHes—Java and Mocha..
87(330
2i a36
geos— K iiioy ..

Dry

133%
H6%
115%
102

Erie is »Hk. 32V*i
Illinois central.J>9%
Dane Erie as Weal......|27

50
00
25
60
35

Meal.ibag lots.
Oats, car lots.
(ft
Oats, bag tots
®
Cotton seed. car lots.00 00® 26 50
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 005,27 oo
Hacked Bran, car lots. .. ..18 00® 19 Oo
Hacked Bran, bag. lots.00 00.a 19 00
Middling, car iota.18 0t/a'2O 00
Middling, bag, lots....,19 0<\&2<) 50
Mixed leeu.18 50j* 19 50

•

i32%

Quotations of stocics—

Denver es it. U.
trie, new.....

Kluai
nnd tow giuttes.3 35 <■ 3
Kprmg Wheat Baiters.3 75«4
Spring Wheat patents......6 00x5
Micu. and HELouisst. roiler.4 40^4
Mich, and St. Lotils clear.4 00,x-*
Whiter Wheat patents...
£4
(mu aud Kee l,

fnpcrGne

July 21.

New 4s. TKf..132%
New *3. *hjup...I33s/i
New 4s.rea...115%
New 4S. coup..116%
Denver <x it. G. 1st.102
Brie ceu. 4®^. 68V*
Mo. kaas Tex. 2d». 69%
Kansas <s Pacific consols.. .,.
Oregon N'av.lsi.107
Texas raettie. L. G. lsts....J!l%
do ree. 2d®.
do
Union Pacific 1st®.

r>; Lews

—

Quotations of Stocks anil Bonds
tBy Telegraph.)
s; re the closing
quotations of
Julv 20.

PORT LAND. July 21.
The Wheat market is somewhat firmer, cash
and July closing t aturday ot 77Vsc against
761/30 Friday, again for tiie week of %(2!%c.
Flour unchanged, but prices are sustained.Corn
Potatoes firmer, j
steaoy with a better fee ing.
Eggs firm with some choice lots selling at 19c.
Mackerel rather easy la tone: the New England
tieet has lauded the past week 3800 bbls; and
for the season to dat31:8,516 bblsjhe fleet now !
sue \civ

mtg... .105

11;

—

The following
Bom-

'Wholesale Market.

uw aau iuiu

108
114
103
103
113
102
102
107
102
137
110
106
102
1CJ
it 9

bid.

coal 80c.

uiiiiiueis

103

Sales of stock at the Boston Stock Exchange;

gchr ltobt. McFarland, Brunswick to Portland, lumber $3 25: ties 2 8c.
Bchr L>. H. PI vers, Philadelphia to Bangor

Portland

120

Atcliisou.
26
Boston & MaUe.189
American Bell..
Central Massachusetts.
do pfd,
62
Maine Central.
165
Union Pacific .... 57%
Union Pacific Dfd.„. 75%
Mexican Central 4s. 78%
American Sugar
126%
American Sugar pfd....116%

ties 19c.

to

110
160
90
107
luu
160
61

Boston Stock 1.1st.

Charters.

Philadelphia

cons.

100

....

Rchr James Judge, Fernanclina to Havana,
lumber $8.
Sc hr Mabel Ilooner, Jacksonville to New Y.,

C. Allen,

4s

"

Portland mantel—cut loaf 8:: confectioners
at 8c; powdered 6%c: granulated > 7c; coffee
crus tied &%c ; yellow 5% 1.

fcL'lir I£.

101
101
102
102

100

e6s,1900,exten’sn.l01
Portland & Ogd’uges. 1900, 1st mtgioo
Portland Water Co’s 4a. 1927
107

ISugur Market.

lt dull Uioi'fin’

Bank. 100

100
Chapman National Bank.....100
100
Fitst National Bank.100
101
Merchants’National Bank—75
National Traders'Bank.100
98
109
Portland National Bank.... 100
Port land Trust Co.10o
145
Port land Gas Company...... 60
85
105
Portland Water Co.100
Portland r>r. Kan road Co. lOo
160
Maine Central K’y. 100
165
Portland & Ogdensburg K. It. 100
60
BONDS.
Portland 63. J9o7.118
Portland 4s. 1002—1912 Funding.. 102
Portland 4s. 1013. Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water.112
Bath 4%s. 1907. Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921. Kelmilling.101
Belfast 4s. MuulciuallOlS..
110
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Kefundituc....100
Lewiston 6s,'1901, Municipal.101
cewistca 4«. 1913, Municipal .* ....105
Baeo 4-5. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central K K7s.l912,cons.mtgl35
108
“4% 8"

NEW POKE. July 21.
Money nominal; no loans.
i rime mercautile paper at4«4*A per cent.
Blerling Exchange steady, with actual bu iat —JC4 b7% for deness in bankers bills
mand and 4 83%44 84 101 sixty bays posted rates at 4 84%®! 85 and 4 88. Commercial
bills 4 88Vi@4 88Vs.
Silver certificates 61 Va '*882%.
Bar Si va 61%.
Mexicali dollars 48%
Governments irregular.

Ar 21 st, schs
Marshall i’errln.

Mary A Randall, Baltimore;
New York.
Sid, schs Wm Pickering and Louisa Francis,
New York.
FORT OF PORTLAND
Ar 22(1, sch Kinwa Me Adam, New York for
Calais.
MATIJJ1DA Y, July 21.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 20th, sch J B PresArrived,
cotr, Bosten.
Sid, sell Ralph M Hayward, Krum, Salem.
Steamer State""of Maine. Colby, St John, NB.
NORFOLK—Ar 20th, bqo Francesco (Ital).
via East port lor Boston.
Tug Confidence, towing barge Mabel L Phil- Cacace, Portland; sch E 0 Knight, Crowley,
lips, New York, with coal to Kanoall & McAllis- Philadelphia.
Ar off Cape Ilenry 20th, soli Alice M Colburn,
ter.
Sch Emma F Chase. Beals. Red Beach, plaster Portsmouth, for probably Norfolk or Newport
News.
to Cox & Ward.
Si J, schs Jonathan Sawyer, Reynolds. Saco;
Sch Waldron Holmes, Eaton, BlueliUl.
Sch Lawrence Haines, Blake, Kennebec for Mary W Bowen, Chase, Fall River; barges A
C, Portland.
New York.
Ar 2lst, sch Ira D Sturgis, Cranmer, New
Sch Newell B Hawes, Boston.
York.
Sclu A C Newnall and Lizzie Hagan, 11th.
Cld, sch Florence I Lockwood, Walton. New
Cleared.
York.
Sid, sch NathaiilolX Palmer. Harding, PortSteamer Horatio Hall, Bragg, New York—J F
land.
Liseotnb.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 20th. sch* Blanche 11
Sch George E Walcott, Bunker, Kennebec ana
lviug, Bennett, New York; Carrie Babe, Gayton,
Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
New York.
Sch Eva I. Ferris, Clark, Kennebec and BaltiAr 10th, sch John Shay, Allen. New York.
more—J S Winslow & Co.
Sid 2lst, schs J M Harlow, Lunt, Saco; John
Sell Addie Charleson, Dennison. Kennebec
Allen, Boston.
Shay,
and Philadelphia—J 8 Winslow & Co.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, schs Rebecca M
Sch Gold ilunter, Candldge, BlueltilJ
J H SiuilU. Grace, Lanesville: names 1)
Dewell,
Blrtke.
Fairbrother, Boston; Lonng C Ballard, Crowell,
Sch Robert Pettis. Perkins. Brooksvills—J H
Kennebec.
Blake.
Cld, sells Lizzie Babcock. Reed, Bath: R & T
Sch Hattie Lorlng, Rice. Steuben—J H Blake.
Hargraves, Cliatfleld, Boston; Sullivan Sawin,
Sch W O Nettletou c mins, Brooksvitle—J H
Cobb, do: George A McFadden, Wallace, Po.tsBlake.
luoutli: Collti C Morse, Hawes, Boston; Woodward Abrahams. Marshall. Portsmouth: Aime
22.
SUNDAY, July
Louise Ic ckwo 'd, Marlin, Boston; D Howard
Arrived.
Spear, Falker, Washington; Gov Ames, Hart,
Steamer Manhattan, Bennett, New York— Bangor.
Cld 21st, sch Alma E A Holmes, Portland.
passengers and mdse to J F Liscomb.
Marcus Hook—Passed dovvu 20th, schs Gov
Tut Swatara, Philadelphia, towing barges
Ames.
Philadelphia lor Bangor; Paul Seavev,
Shenandoah and Monitor, with coal to Rauuall
do tor-.
&, McAllister.
Delaware
Breakwarer—Passed out 20th, so*
Sch Win Keene, Hathaway. Boothbay.
Woodward Abrahams, Philadelphia for PortsSch Nellie Edwards, fish.
Lucinda
mouth;
Suuon, do for Boston.
SAILED—Schs John Rose, Kennebec; Addie
Sid, sells James Rotbweil. Phlldaelphla for
Charleson and George E Walcott, Kennebec and
Newburyport; Wesley M Oler, New Loudon for
Philadelphia; Eva L Ferris, do and Baltimore; Brunswick.
Georgia Beiry. coastwise; lisbeeea W Huddell,
Passed up 21st, sch Anna Murray, Sandford,
St John, NB.
Bangor or Philadelphia.
PORT I1ADLOCK—Ar lCtii, ship M P Grace,
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT*.
Grant, Port Blakely.
PORT
READING Ar 20th, sch Mark PendleBOOTHBAY HARBOR. July 20—Sailed, schs
Grade J, Boston lor Franklin; Minyas, Boston ten. Collins. New York.
sch
Cld.
Penobscot, Perry. Brewrer.
for Tremont.
PORTSMOUTH, NH—Ar 20th, sch James L
In port, schs Lincoln. Portland for Millbridge;
Delaware, Bangor lor Boston; Charlie ASproul, Maloy, New York for Kittsry.
Ar2ist, sells Harriet, Machlas for Dover:
Calais ior do; Charles Hall. Poole’s Landing lor
Charity, Provlncetown for Bangor.
New York.
PROVIDENCE—A'-21st,schs Zampa, Calais
ROCK PORT, July 20—Ar, schs Ella May' for
Pawtucket; Nile, Rockland; Uncle Joe, New
Bowden, New York; George W Lewis, Coburn, York.
Portland.
ROCKLAND—Ar 21st, schs Andrew NebenSid 21st, sch Oepola, Messenger, Port Gilbert. ger, New York for Bangor;
Welltleet, SargentSOMES SOUND, July 20—Ar, sch Rodney vitle tor Baltimore; Webster Barnard, Bangor
for Newport,
Barker, Higgius, Salem.
Sid, schs Henry R Tilton and Grace Webster,
Notice to Mariner*.
Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 20th, sch "Viola May, Ca'als for
Office of the Lighthouse inspector,
New York.
First District,
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 13th, ship May Hint.
Portland. Me.. July 21, 1900.
Woodstde, Seattle.
Matlnicus Island Harbor, Maine.
o x
vsxvis, vzi—oiu
^uiu,
mary r.lizaHarbor Ledge buoy, a red and black horizou- beth. Breen, New York.
.luiui.
n iviu
uo
TACOMA—Sl(l 15th, ship Berlin, Goffry, San
amyuii ip.ii, is
•
Francisco.
replaced as soon as practicable.
Bv order the Bight House Board.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 21st, sells Levi
J. K. COGSWELL,
Hart, Belfast for New York ; Woodbury M Snow.
Commander U. w. Navy.
Edgewater for East Boothbay; Empress and
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.
Gage I' Phillips, Rockland for New York; Nat
Ayer. Bangor for orders; Calvin F Harris, RoekBoston, July 21—Capt Baker of steamer H F port for Washington.
Sni, sclis Annie T Bailey and Henry W Cramp
Dimock, at this port today from New York, reports that lho Stone Horse Shoal buoy dragged (latter in tow of tug Juno).
irom its position, aud is now southeast of PolPassed, sells Elvira J French. Philadelphia ror
Pori land; Mary E Olys. Perth Amboy for Bath;
lock Rip buoy.
Mary S Bradshaw, Philadelphia for Gardiner;
George W Glover, Rockland for New York:
Memoranda
Isaac Orbeton, Bangor for do; Helen W Martin,
Plymouth. Mass, July 20—Sch Raymond T Boston for
Newport News; Sarah W Lawrence,
Maull, Smith, at Miller’s e< al wharf unloading do for
do; Mary B Wellington and Oliver Ames,
coal from Philadelphia, was run into by steamer
bound west: tug Sweepstakes, towing barges
John Endicott, from Boston, this morning. The
John C Fitzpatrick and Elk Garden, Portland
sch was struck on the port side, near her stern.
lor coal port.
The damage was slight.
Ar 22d, schs Mary Lnngdon, New Y'ork for
21—Sch
Martha
NS.
Juiy
Liverpool.
Bradley Camden; Jordan L
Mott, South Amboy for
(of Maine) arrived here today with spars gone Rockland.
and leaking badly.
sell Elizabeth M Cook, Calais forNtw
Passed,
Boston, July 22—Capt Howell of the Dominion Y'ork.
line steamer Turcoman, from Liverpool, reboris
WASHINGTON—Cld 19th, sch Alice Holthat last Friday he sighted a tour masted sailing
brook, Ellis, Baltimore.
ashore on the eastern end of

MAS

Corrected

IN

EFFECT,

JUNE

25,

1900

FOR

Bridgton, Harrison,
ton, West Sebago,

North
South

BridgBridg-

tou, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
Leave Portlanu mcbr.8.60 1.05
5.50
Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08
2.28
7.15
Arrive

Bridgton,

Arrive Harrison,

je22dtf

11.06
11.37

8.23
3.40

J. A, Bennett, Suptl

8.10

8,3'

Leave Union Station for Scarboro Crossing, 7.10,9.35. 10 15 a. m., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
6.15, 7.15 p. 111.; Scarboro Beach, Mae
Point, 7.10, 8.35. 9,35, 10.15 a. m., 12.55, 2.00,
3.40, 4 15. 5.10, G.15, 7.15 D. in.; O'ld Orchard,
7.10. 8.35. 9.35, in.15 a. ill., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. 111.; Saco, Blddeford, 8.35, 9.35, 10.15 a. m., 12.55, 2.00,3.40. 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5,30, G.15, 7.15 p. m.; Kcnnebniik,
North itrrntck, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.65,
5.00, 5 30 p. m.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30, 9.42
p

.m

EASTERN

DIV.SION.

Leave Union Station for Boston and WayStations, y.00 a. m.; Blddeford, IClttery,
Newbury port,
Portsmouth,
Salem,
Li nn, Boston, 2.0o, 9.00a. HI., 12.45, 6.00 D. in.;
arrive Boston 5*7 a. m 12.30, 4.00, 0.00 p. in.;
Boston Express stopping at Old Orchard,
Klttery and Portsmouth only. 1.40 p. ni.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p„ m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. Ill 12.30, 7.00, 9.45 p. 111.,
iriivo Portland 11.45 a. 111., 12.05, 4.30,10.15 p,
in., 12.40 midnight.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station tor Blddeford, Klttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Uynu, Boston, 2.00 a. in., 12.45 p. m., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. in. Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrive
12. IQ. 10.15 p. in., 12.40 midnight.
i—Daily.
W. N. & P. D1V,

Station toot of Preble street.
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Wlndhum, Eppillg, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.31

a.

m., 12.33

p.

m.;

Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Water*
boro, Saco River, 7.31 a. EU., 12.33, 6.33 p. m.;
biorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook .let., Woodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
U., 12.33. 3.05, 5.33. 0.20 p. If.; Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50, 11.46 a. m.,
1.08. 3.1G, 3.45. 6.40, 11.15 I), in.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Blddeford, 6.45, 8.88, 9.50, 11.40 a. m..
[2.25, 1.08, 3.16. 3.15. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. ill.
Crains arrive from Worcester, 1.05 p. m. |
Rochester, 8.25 a. in., 1.05, 5.48 p. in.; Gore
ham and Way Stations, 6.40, 8.25, 10.47 a. m.,
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 p. in.
SUNDAY TRAINS,
For Oltl Orchard Beach, Saco, Btddeford, 6.45, 9.23, 10.05 a. HI.. 1.50, 3.30, 4.05. 5.00,
5.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester and Way Station^
).20 p. m.

D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. A T. A.

je27dtf

■■

THE
NEW

PRESS.

HANDS SET BACK,
China

Lost, Found
be found on

The

Missionary Work Has
Temporarily Checked.

Been

In

We have

The Kind

In

Chas. H.

Dr. Fenn

on

the Crisis in

for more than thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
use

Bears the

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

use

Much

thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought.

more

The Kind

colors,

all

than

To.

combination,

in

Be Feared From

the

Present Situation.

609

Congress St.

Winslow’^

a

been used

Sootlitug Syrup.

bat.tls

BRIEF JOTTJLNGS.
The Are that has been burning in the
bog land on thg easterly side of the
track of the Eastern division of the Boston
& Maine railroad,
near Scarboro
crossing, since Wednesday and which it
was
feared would cross the tracks and
endanger the liigby park property, has
been extinguished and no further fears
from it are entertained.
A very
steam
large and handsome
yacht came into the harbor after sunset
she was
Saturday night. After dark
lighted from stem to stern with vari
colored electric lights and
presented a
beautiful appearance.
A merry-go-round on Cross street attracted a

large crowd of young people
Saturday night and seemed to be doing

Already people have
rating their places of

commenced decobusiness for Old
Home Week.
It looks as though the city
would be better decorated for this occasion than ever before.
It is expected that the Westbrook and
Windham electric railroad will be extended fifteen miles, to the foot of Sebago
Th9 scheme
was
lake, next spring,
financed last fall, and operations were to
have been begun this year, but the high
prices of rails made a postponement advisable.
The Portland Water company is making
plans to lay a forty inch main from Sebago lake to the city of Portland next
The two mains now in use are
spring.
hardly equal to the demand.
The friends of John F. Smith manager
of last season’s ball team in Portland
will sympathize with him in the loss of
his wife, who died at Bristol, Pa., last
week.
There will be a meeting of the superintending school committee at their rooms,
City building this evening at 4.30 o’clock.
The street parade of the Gentry
dog
and pony show will leave tha grounds at
10 a.m. promptly today, passing through
the principal streets.

PERSONALS.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Frye arrived
home from their European tour Saturday

evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
E. Gaylord of
Smith street, and Mr. and
Mrs. Albert
P. Haskell of Federal
street have
returned from a two weeks’ outing at the

Bijou cottage. Camp Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs, J. E. Merrill of Newton,
Mass., are at the Congress Square hotel.
M. J. Garrity, advance agent of
the

Elroy Stock company, is spending a short
vacation in the city.
Mr. George A Gwynn of Cumberland
street, was on his way from liiverton to
Portland on his bicycle. When opposite
the base ball grounds his pedal struck a
uuru

iuiu ue

luoiv

ms xirst

neaaer.

lie

struck on
his chin and cut it badly so
that several stitohes had to be taken in
it. He was considerably shaken up besides.
Co. E,
United States engineers, to
which Private Frank E. Cumjnings of

Portland,

now

at home on a furlough, is
been
ordered from West

has
Point to San Francisco, where they embark August 1,
for Nagasaki, Japan,
with’ China their ultimate destination.
his
During
year and a half of service
Private Cummings has been in the Philippines for several months and bids fair
to have a strong war record before
his
term expires.

attached,

GRAND STREET PARADE.
Th9 prettiest street parade ever seen in
this city will be given at ten o'clock this
morning on the principal streets.
Prof. Gentry’s Famous Dog and fPony
Show will give a street procession which
will include all their handsome dogs and
ponies, the comical monkeys, the tiny
elephants, which wear clothes like a person, the military band, and an endless
variety of novel and pretty wagons, The
little folks should all be on hand to welcome the dogs and ponies and to admire
them in their parade dress.
MANY STRANGERS IN PORTLAND.
A drug

clerk told a PRESS reporter
yesterday that there were more strangers
in the city now than ever before in his
He had been constantly called
memory.
upon to direct strangers to various resorts
about Portland and was
called upon
every day to tell hundreds of strangers
where they could pass the day with pleas-

ure or

profit.

ALARM.
stJll took
A dressing
fire in

case
a room at
137 Newbury street
yesterday forenoon
and truck five was called to extinguish
the fire, which only did a small amount
of damage.

nation against progress, partial savagery
We
have many
against civilization.
things to fear from this conflict. We fear
that we may for many weeks yet be kept
in suspense as to what the real issue is to
be.
We are now ignorant as to what it
will be, We are cast now on one prong of
doubt and then upon the other and are
in the meantime left in total darkness.
Our foe is shrewd enough to cut off the
means of communication, and
it is impossible to arrive at any facts. How is it
possible to make use of the usual spies
and scouts when their language and color
wouia distinctly mars rnem as sucn irom
the foe.
The Chinese desire to hamper
us and so they have cut off the railroad
and telegraphic communications.
We

have great occasion to fear that the result
will be one of war. Whether the empress
or Prince Tuan is to rule It means war to
the knife against the foreigner, the white
of
against the yellow, the destruction
legations, the cutting off of missionaries
and it means the prevention of the
ingress of civilization.
This multiplication of mystery magniA people of four hunfies the problem.
dred millions can stand at bay the civilized world for a long period in
case of
war.
We have great reason to hope that
war may be averted and that the
police
movement now on foot may be regarded
as nothing but that.
We have to fear that our intervention
may be misunderstood, That we may be
regarded as in that class of the great
powers who are inspired by greed and conquest for commercial advantages and exWe are not one of
pansion of territory.
We desire merely to push
these nations.
on to Pekin not for vengence but for justice to save those who are dear to us frc m
death. Whether we shall be able to mingle with the other nations without being
considered as working for the same obto be
jects as they seem to be remains
seen, but we have reason to fear that we
shall be regarded as are the others.
On
this great occasi on God grant that thes)
civilized nations may co-operate and
work together, that they may not be divided in their counsels. It may be wet ks
and months before a forward movement
can be,
and there is great danger in deWe have reason to fear
lay at this time.
that the nations may hesitate to exploit
the advance of any
especial nation on
Pekin for fear that some one nation may
obtain more advantage than the others.
We are especially jealous of Russia, who
may delay the movement on Pekin
by
the allied powers, while she masses an
immense army on the northern border
and then sends them forward to hold all
that they may get.
How
to combine
these armies into one
formidable mass,
to secure harmony and expedition.
How
are the Americans for example to be led
by a Russian oiiicer who controls untu-

___

much to China. To be deprived of
Christian teaching, schools, hospitals and
the contact with civilization Will smother

the generations
of children yet unborn
with superstition
and prejudice.
For
years China has had the gospel.
deprived of it now means much

To

be

loss to

®

informs

us

that

NEWLY FITTED UP
—

%

m
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AT AN

^P

incoming stocK.
These things are as good as any of the new ones
and the person who taK.es advantage of the sale U a
Winner.

®

Chamber >5*ets.

9

—

Some fancy

mirrors.

•••••©©©•©©©©••©©©

by Our Local
i in: n t\ rt (T ft

RAYMOND.
East Raymond,
July 18 —Rev. Mr.
Gowell of Poland preached again Sunday
at the Methodist church.
His services
have been secured, as pastor through July
and August.

•3

f|'nr»r.d

nvr

r>

|

All

That

the

body

22d

tinlnc t.hp fehllncr

worHc

cnul

om

n.

Trolley

CARS all stop near our
How handy to
office.
bring that work to be

dyed

or

cleansed.

WE DO OUR WORK RICHT.

FOSTER’S

DYE

13 Preble

HOUSE,
St.

shady

BETTER

18.00

Price was

17.00

every

20.00,

|

now

18.00

arid

now

27.00

Desks,

now

28.50

and

now

32.00

Price was $48.00. now

40.00

\ hammocks,

3J Straw Mattings
at 12 1-2 cents.
New

goods, clean,

robe.

^

Then

anywhere

^

like

you

convenience.

sweet, and

durable.

Prices will unquestionif war lasts.
advance
ably

move

can

you
You

your
take it

can

with you on your vacation if you
1 ke.
Ten do'lars or less will

buy

a

good

one.

of course.

14.00,

now

9.50

now

dozen

one

of

are

cut.
are

and will be sold

both dii
Can bo

at

used as a
ItetHc
Sauce disk

"PRICE.

with cover,
Sizes o' inside dishes:
2

g£
g=»

89c

“

“

63c

at carload

4

“

98c

“

••

60c

$1.19
$1.49

“

“

89c

“

“

$1.19

“

$ 8.00 Refrigerator at

$ 7.00

44

10.00

10.50

Refrigerator at
Refrigerator at
Refrigerator at

17.00

Refrigerator

at

13.50

18.00

Refrigerator
Refrigerator

at

14.50

at

16.50

this

valance and extra

12.50

Chair Salo

IBlvie

the

neither

2g

See

^5

Basement.

them

working

'Ribbon

Bed

Bicycle Ba.rgeJns.

expense
in

the

Coil

Springs, $3.50.

The best spring for the money
Tm ever sold in Port and—we think.
It’s the most
Such
way.
for $5.00.

To

ggj

it’s

«9g
3g

a

comfortable, anysprings usually sell

increa.se

closet
very

do’lar
Thirty-five
wheels,
thirty dollar wheels, twenty-five
dollar wheels—all

ranted,

new

closed

to be

is

and

out

undor the seat, high cabinet back.
These Rockers were made to sell

g^

your

for

price,

a

low

or

the entire work
room

The

prefer.

necessary to invest
little money in a ward-

only

and

will undertake

ourselves,
cost

is not

if you

till you

are

was

$3.89.

absolutely nothing
entirely satisfied,

All Linon, very sheer cent jis with
pretty Lace edgo; some have a tuck
inside the hem.
Easily worth 25c. This sale price

This Sale at

£2.98
The

abovo

are

styles
Bargain prices.

mr

but two out of

that will go out

Piazza Morris
Finished
est Green.

g^

in

Golden

a

All

Chairs.

c

$1.49
are

Linen,

very

sheer, having

25c

re-

J. R. LIBBY GO.

»

deep lace (and insertion) edge put
on full, almost ruffled.
Nice as any
50c Handkerchief wo know of. Pries

Oak and For-

Price to close,

styles of Piazza Chairs
duced in price.

g?

12

at

li.

All

g|

collections of

L

the lot; quartered oak, highly
polished, eithor leather or wood

ga
great, g^

you pay

Two
remarkable
Handkerchiefs.

very strongly made,
as an old shoe; only 24

hundred

the materials

you

p. s.

in

moth, bed
3^
cockroach, rat or mouse in your 3^
house if youU let up he’p you.
gC
sell

J. R. LIBBY CO.

g= Another,
quickly ga
Larger size,

easily be rid of every
bug, buffalo bug, flea,

We will

Great Ribbon Bargain Sale.

war-

Bvigs all gone.
You can

Hargains

j

£1.69

seats;

;

Look in M onday evening’s iapcri

for $2.50.

g^

i

5«

for announcement of a

This Sale Price is

$16.501

^

^5

Sg

g;

$1.09

T ues day*.

group of Rockers, the last of 500,
made of Oak,
thoroughly braced

comfortable

!!g Folding
g

^

almost nothing,

is

running

lbs*

R.e markable

‘‘Automatic’’ there
smoke or smel1, the

kitchen is cool and the
of

^

spreader.

$1.59 and 1.49 kind for
Straw Porch Seats,

a

Flame

f

Palmer Hammocks, with Pillow,

11.75

Chairs and *RocKers.
Leader in

5fc

“

G

The

49e

3

no

6

22.00

gs*
g=»

quarts, G!)c kind for
“
79c “

rates.
14.00

3^

2*

All
others.

a!l that are left.

high grade.
keep
They will be sold singly

The
fit*

cover

these

Wo

Oatmeal
Cooker.
Like this

or

Beds at Half Prices.

are

15.00

;

Convex Seamless Rice

0.50

"Dotvn.

it

to suit

Some Basement Bargains for Mon.
Enamel Ware.
First quality

"Refrigerators Marked

-I--

and

closed

6.89

$9.00

Fifteen

are

4.89

now

HALF

75 cents

until all odds

day.

$2.98
3.75

now

$3.75

INFANTS’ HAMMOCKS,

begins Today, July 23d,

out.

$12.00,

About

chair

Sale

tiim-

brass

Price was

Spring

goes out in this saleal

rates.

_

8.00,
8.00.

Price was

Ladles’

Sets, Fancy Mirrors
odd and half even piece

Parlor

every
of furniture
cut

Chiffoniers,

Settees,

continues

Price was

$1.25
adjustable

$10.00

now

slightly damaged

PALMER’S UTOPIA,

now

Price was

WITH PILLOW AND

VALANCE,

$18.00,

Price was

Price was

50 cents

ONES

was

—Bargains.
White Enamel, with
mings.
Price was $3.50, now
Trice was 5.00, now
Price was 7.00, now

•

GOOD ONES for

18.50
22.00
24.00
27.00
25.00
23.00
22.50
24.75
28.50

2 inch post.
Beds of Iron

dollar of cost.

With

nate from Sheriff Despeaux:
‘‘I never
told anybody that I would enforce the
1 slid I
liquor law to the letter.
would S88 that the county got some revenue out of the traffic.”
There is the whole truth in a nut shell.
A man elected by citlzsns of Cumberland county to the
highest office in its
gift, and takes his solemn oath to enforce
the laws of the state and
how again a
candidate for re election to
that
same

There's

easily

is

of this date con-

corner.

two dollars' worth of comfort in

some

Oil Stoves.

ltOO.

sleep

hung

in

22.00, now
23.00, now
28.00, now
30.00, now
28.00, now
20.30, now
23.00, now
28.00, now
32.00, now

Buffets, Sewing Tables, Extension
Tables, Dining Chairs, Book Cases,
Library Cases and Desks, Library
Tables, Parlor Tables, Hall Lacks

BRASS,

22.00,
32.00,
Price was 32.00,
li/a inch post.
Price was $35.00,
2 inch post.

of

inviters

ideal

are

when

and is not likely to.

Portland, July

and that

$21.50

Ij inch post.
Price was $22.00, now

ALL

comforta-

every

plain.

"Bargains in Beds of "Brass |, Sideboards.

tried.

curve

some

t

but-

a

they

yield

to

bly

"S

To the Editor of the Press:

if

ton

The Lewiston correspondent of the Boston Globe says that President McKinley
has engaged no rooms at Poland Springs

Sunday Telegram

1 set Was

that

couldn't catch

j

ENFORCEMENT FOR REVENUE,

kind

set Was

1 set Was

close

the

woven

The favorable weather of yesterday was
taken advantage of by thousands of excursionists who tested the capacity of the
several island steamers.
A large number of people went to Old

NOT COMING TO MAINE.

set Was

1

Ea.sy Price 'H Hi
Hi
H;
Hammocks.

light.

The

1 set Was

STORE.

™

Orchard on the boats of the Casco Bay
line while the Aucocisco was loaded for
her trip down the bay.
The Alice Howard on many
of her
trips was obliged to leave patrons on ihe
wharf and altogether it was a lively day
along the water front.
The Hermann Reessing arrived with
47(J0 lobsters and the yacht Aileen was
another arrival,

set Was

1 set Was

of a prayer by Rev. H. A. Childs of Gray ;
and some selections by the choir.
The
remains will be taken to Brownfield today, where burial will occur. The floral
tributes were many and beautiful.
His
family have the heartfelt sympathy of all,
in their bereavement.
Miss Miranda Small is again very low.
Two “Latter Day S amts’1 were in the
place last week distributing tracts.
Mrs, Ellen Witham
is improving in
health, Mrs. Abagail Welch is quite sick.
Mrs. Mabel Strout has pleurisy fever.
John Symonds, Jr.,
is moving
his
family to Topsham where he has a situation in the paper mill.
Miss Grace Edwards is
home from
Massachusetts on a vacation.
Iiec9nt visitors: Mrs, John A. Hayden
of Portland, at T. J. Brown’s;
Miss
Mary L. Bickford, Mrs. Georgia Holmes,
Mr. Charles P. Holmes,
Miss Pope of
New Gloucester at Charles COle’s. Mrs.
Dr. Dolley at H, J. Lane’s.
The hay crop has fallen off a great deal
in Raymond.
Some farms will not get j
over 50 per cent of last year. New ground
j
yielded fairly well but old ground was

HARBOR NOTES.

1
1

Stephen H. Swan, son of Mrs. Mabel!
Swan, died at the residence of his grand- I
after a j
father, S. S. Welch, July Id,
lingering illness. He was seventeen years j
old and although having beei here but a !
short time had won the confidence and es- j
teem of all. Short funeral services were I
bold bn-nn
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shapes,
now

$S24-.00,

1 set Was
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Ten of them. Some are ash, others are oaK• Good
All hwOe large
styles. Well made, no two sets aliKy.

I

EXPENSE OF $9,000.00.

had for the

must be

Room
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Correspondents.

that nation.
The American Board

*

MarK$Dota>n Sale,

Great

©
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1 set Was
Items of Interest Gathered

The

means
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a

tored savages, whose ideas are so foreign
to our own. Can any one name a general
in France whom the Americans can follow. Oh for a day of such a man as we
have known, for a Sheridan for example,
all push and light who could rush to the
rescue of the imprisoned ones at Pekin.
high position boldly declares that he does
The rumors are that the Americans must not intend to enforce the laws
only so far
be forced to take the initiative by Conger’s as will increase the revenue of the coundespatch. Oh for a leader. What a lead- ty. We all know what that means.
In
er can accomplish the world well knows.
an article published in
the
Express of
How long England was kept at bay until June
13, a correspondent speaking of the
Lord Roberts appeared in
the
field in
great benefit to the county the services of
South Africa. Much delay may result in the sheriff had
been, financially,
says:
China and therefore much loss.
How ‘‘It will be observed
by those interested
long may the men for whom we pray so in the matter that the county tax is $10,much be able to stand in defense. How
‘‘Did it
000, less this year than last.”
our hearts feel for them,
these
noble ever occur to the tax
Portland
payers of
women
and
innocent
chilanen, lovely
it was costing the city of Portland alone
dren at the mercy of a savage foe.
$10,000 a year more than ever to take care
Hr. Fenn went on to say that the dan- of its outside
poor, made so by this very
movement
forward lack of enforcement of the law, and busiger was that the
ness
which
our
sheriff chooses
to foster
be
so
as
to
enable
the
might
bug delayed
for the financial benefit of
tho county.
mob rule to overcome
the
established God
save the mark.
Will the people of
government, to delay the punishment of Cumberland county continue this great
the criminals
So
It remains in
long that they would financier in office longer.
collect an immense army and defy civili- your hancls to say this fall yea or nay.
zation.
What is needed most is that Respectfully yours
‘‘Z. THOMPSON.”
civilization may unite and inflict a moral
lesson that generations will not
forget.
Delay will nullify what might be accomplished hereafter.
We have to fear that not only will the

missionary cause be broken up for a long
series of years, but that it will afterwards
be invested with some prejudice.
This

Furniture Odds.
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TOWNS.

MAINE
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all the missionaries will be recalled and
the hand of the dial has been set back in
China a generation and perhaps a cen-

over

of the High
Rev. Dr. Fenn
street
church spoke last evening on the crisis in
China.
His address was of unusual interest and his discussion of the question
scholarly and entertaining. He said that
without knowing it
we are
passing
through as great a crisis as the century
has known. We are m the midst of a terrible conflict^in China in which heathenism is pitted against Christianity, stag-
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Fifty Years by millions ot
mothers for their childreu while
Teething,
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
emedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sure ai d
gists in every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cte
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singly
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sizes, all prices.

CASTORIA
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We mount them to order

thirty years, and
Yon Have Always Bought.

more

IFor

coloring.

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

use
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the gem
Slone of Maine and outranks ail
others in brilliancy and beauty of
It is

Tourmaline.

CASTORIA
Bears the
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beautiful, durable, satisfactory souvenir
there is nothing better than
a

Palace Billiard Hall.
FINANCIAL.
H. T Waterhouse & Co.
New Wants, For Sale, To Let,
and similar advertisements will
page 6 under appropriate beads.
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:PALACE BILLIARD HULL:

Has Lost Much

By the Revolt.

For Sale.
City of South Portland.
To Whom it May Concern.
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ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

J. R. I ibbv Cc,
Oren Hooper’s Son9.
Frank M. Low & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
O. C. Klwell.
Geo. H. Grillen.
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Corns

fl fl IS is to certify that I ha^e been appointed
guardian for Mrs. Mattie P. Wescott of
North Windham, and shall pay no blMS of her
contracting, and all persons having received
gitls in money from her within the last two
years are requested to make restitution to me
for her benefit, as she Ins made h rsalf poor by
her generosity, a rid generosity being wholly
caused by weakness ot mind,
I^EBOY B. NASON, Guardian.
x,
North Windham, July 13, 1000.
Jv23-2
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which hardens
on
tho
surface of
these cells and closes
tilts Kamo, then the

|

An
m'lactlve, compact, two story
frame Inin©, seven rooms anil
bath,
amp e ctoiel 10011 anti steam heating
throughout, l.r goo 1 repair,
11110bstr.-cfed s<ti| Jitne, gnileo, lot 10(1 ft.
front, 'jj f© Ctlnep, llflren iiili>V|’es wV
from City
flail, $33011.
jmve

cellular

lluid
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,

are

growths excreting

FRUIT PUNCH
in
your picnic basket
should not be forgotten.
A wholesome and perfect
beverage. Compact and
easily tarried.
A 50c quart bottle makes enough for 12.

H. H. HAY & SON,

Middle St.

suffering begins. By
trimming the corn
with a knifo, the cells
are opened and temrelief is obthe
while
cause remains, which
can
bo
effectually
eradicated by using
Scblottorbock’s Coin
Solvent.
At all Druggists.
porary

tained,
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